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TUFATuaY NOTE

.

This is the last in a series of reports that havefocused on the
relation of,arA management decisions at the prip sponsor level to
prbgram go61 achievement. The centrarobjectivegof the research have
been 1) to assess the relation of different management decisions to
goal achieveMent and 2) to assess the conditions under which specific
management decisions seem most likely to maximize/goal achievement.

The research has ben supported by a grant from the Employment and
Training Administration of the U.S. Department of Labot (No. 21-39-75-10)
and by resources of the Mershon Center of OhiO State University.. Research-
ers undeitaking such projects for the Department of Labor are encouraged to
express their own 9udgment. Their interpretations do trot necessarily

represent the official position or policy of the Labor Department. The

authors are solely responsible for the contents of the report.

Members of the research team visited 15 prime sponsorships throughout;
the United States that were chosen to be illustrative of areas` in iihich
management decisions have been' consciously linked to the attainment of

programmatic goals. They also visited all ten Regional Offices of ,the,
Department Of Labor. Three-ptogress reports from the project (dated October

31, 1976; January 31, 1977; and April 30, 1977) contain,detailed analyses
of each of these 15 sites.

We are grateful to ,a large number of individuals in the sites we'have

visited and also to a large number of ETA employeei in Washing" and the
Regional Offices for their splendid cooperation. Many have willingly

participated in Long interviews. Others have provided additional essential

data.' Without a high degree of cooperition and supt.ott from all of these
individuals this research would not have been possible.

I
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The bioad,!t c6iiclusifin from thiS study is that CETA at the local
level is not _a highly constrained sYstem. Local_decisionmakers, particu-'
larly very cm-petent.and committed-local professional staff members, have
a great dearof latitude to choose different options as they design delivery
syseems. They hlso have a great deal of influence in determining who gets
served and how well the programs-perform.

Weak 6 non-existent constraints that were found (same of which-are.
often, mistakenly clainCed to be very important) include' the followiftg:

tic .

1, Unemployment at the local lerfl is only a mild constraint onthe
'options open to the CETA staff and on the level of performance of their pro-

-grams.

2. ,The history.of pre-CETA manpower programs in localities is a
fading 'constraint even' in those areas fn which there was a sizeable pre-CETA,
manpower establishment.

3.' The demographic composition of a community does not, within very
broad limits, determine the nature of those individuals whom the prime
sponsorship chooses to serve.

4
4. The aggregate nature of persons served_does not determine the

'level of program performance. The "bard to serve" (or relatively most
`Aisadvantaged) can be emphaaiied and die pr6gram can still perform -very
well.

;

5. There is no consistent, major impact on local decisions and program
performance by the activities of the regional offices of the Department

.

of 'tabor.

Program performance was defined in terms of characteristics of
participants served (and conscious choice of participant priorities)`;
general .schievement of lbEal goals; placement; non-positive Xerminations;
costs; and the ,reduction oi`unfocused conflict. )Rhlationthhips that were
found to be important in eiMiAing-program perftrmance were:

1. Program mix, which was itself influenced by the personal
preferences of-the most iMpdrtant actors in the local manpower system,.nes
a-directimpact on performance:

a. Levels of service to the economically disadvantaged and women
are affected by relative expenditures on Title I public service -

employment, classroom training, and work experience. ,

b. Relatively high expenditures for-and enrollments in on-the-jbb
training are associated with good'performance in terms of placement,
non-positive terminations,-and costs. ,

.

c. Relatively low expenditures for, and enrollments in'work
experience are associated with good performance in terms of placement
-and cbsts. s

7
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2. Tha personal prefeende§, prioritits, and'conimitments of thp

most influential actors in the manpower system have a direct impact on

performance:

a. Scaft'..embers, who are usually the most influential' persons

in the system,' re more likely to achieve goals On which they put a
highet_piloritY than those on which they put a lower priority.

v

b. Staffs With stronger commitments to _training programs a

placements will also be the most likely to have-programs thatp
better_in terms of placement and tests.

3. Seven kiads of manageMent.deeisionsswere observed to ha e ,Specific
./:

rform

beneficial impacts on program perfoimance:

_a. Development of a high quality staff. impacted pogiti ely on
general goal achievement, placement, and non-positive termi tions.

b. Collection and use of good data for planning led
conscious choice of participant priorities.

a more

c. Development of high quality monitoring and evalu ion.of

programs had a desirable-effect on placement, costs, and he reduction

of unfocused conflict.

d. A high degree of subcontracting for' ervice delivery helped
lead to good.performahce in terms of general oal achievement, place-

ment, and costs.
I

e. ThOuse of some form ,of requpst-fo -proposal for subdontracting
helped reduce unfocused conflict.

f. Local commitment*to developing and using an open decision -

making system (including an involved advisory council) resulted in
both a Teduction of unfocloked conflict and a conscious'choice-of
participant priorities.

g. A conflict"management st
rather than avoiding it totally 1
priorities and a relatively high
(as well as achieving its-primary

ategy aimed at focusing conflict_
d to conscious ehoice tf participant
egree.of general goal achievement
goal of reducing unfocused conflict).

0 Specific recommendations based on the findings and obsAvations of the
study are offered in seven major areas:

I. Service to the disadvantaged.

2. Level *of commitment to training and placement.

3. Open decision-making at the local level.

4. Monitoring (1 evaluation.

5. Subcontracting and ice deliverer selection.

.6. Business involvemen CETA.

ti 7. Organized labor involvement in CETA..

b
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I. INTRODUCTION

. , r
';"

4 This report-and the, project 'from which it stems are foc!.tned on
relations between management decisions about CETA at the pr4.me sponsor 12vol
and achievement of programmaticoals hy-prime Sponsors. Our broad resea:-ch

strategy has been t.vefold: p

.1. To describe the phenomena in which we are'itterestd'i'l_a
of individual caaes."

2: To describe those phenomena
the patterns that are present.

in aggregate tetra -co as tc emph.y3ize
4-

3. To explain what we have observed in'the indi-risluai cases.

'/
4. .To explain the aggregate pattens we have observed.

5. To Concentrate op alipects of CETA management thabjare relatively
manipulable by local staff and/or able to be .-influenced by the Depaitrent"
of Lahtr so that meaningful policy recommendations (based on explicit
assumptions about programmatic gbals) can bl.made pn the basis of our
findings.

, CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

The Comprehend Employment and Training Act embodies the belief that
local prime sponsirs know best'how and when to respond to what. specific,
local conditions in order to achieve the general goalh,of the program.
National/y,there has been Axeat variation among prime spOnsorships in

ft 4h-
.tetils or types of conditions faced,-the types of programmatic responses
generated, and the results of the relponses.

Our Central research question can be stated sir'ply: under what
cni,,lifions do w'n:It management de%ision choiCes seem most likely to enhance

d231red program performance?

We rage:. with the belief that prime sponsor petZormance is influenced
bath by a variety of conditions that are external and antecedent to mr,naga-
ment decinicns and by those decisions themselves.. Our general belief Lad
solid cmprical grounding in the findings of a two -year study wer conducted
on.the implewentation of CETA in 17 Ohio prime sponsorships (see Ripley
and others, 1977). The broad relationships we set out explore are

summarised very simply in Figure 1.

We, tyrtvatically investigated a number of aspects of 'even r'ifferent

txternal Local Cr'nditions in prime sponsorships:

1. Economic conditions.

2.' Demographic characteristics.

3.' The history of eMployment'sn&fraising program.
4 A

c

9
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4. "LoCal.goverumrort structure.

5.. The attitue.es of various, actors With sow actual,' or N...entlot

it influence over decisions toward rmployment and training programs.

(
.6- .The forp,.al ..dmiulstrative location df the CETA unit.

7. The resources allocated to die staff of the Oat. unit in torms o:
both budget and personnel (number, qucTifications, pay, a.%ture.of perstem.1
systen).

All of these conditions are relatively hard to r.Emnce through r-7,c-Itic.
acifons by lozal staff members; some ore basically fMpors..Lble to ciq's,
thraugh rtaff action. Only number 7 isopen to much short-1N action by
local staff members and even in that area the rosm,f.:r manu,tver is likely
to be qu:,.e restipted. ,Thus these conditions tend to b "givens': w4th
which local staff members must dA1:

We also-systematically investigated eight different areas of Local
Mnorgement,Decisiond in which the potential for short-r4.:11 change on the
of local staff choice is considerably greater:

1. The degree of both administrative and programmatic integration
or separation of public service employment (PSE) programs with other CETA

basis

programs. 4

2. Tlie location of scrvf.ce delivery operAking responsibilities (the
mix between in-house programs and those contra ed out). .

3. The nature of service deliverer selection processes.

4. The nature and use of monitoring of program&.

5. The naturkand use ,of evaluation of programs.

6. Other amccts of program design (most of the were specific to
initvidual prietiilnsorships; the-place of the Employment Service in the
program was the one feature,we looked at in all cases).

7. The nature of-staff relation with other key actors: political
officials, Manpower Advisory Councils, business, and organized labor.

8. The management of actual or,potential conflict in the manpower
system. I

_

We look?d at Prime Sponsor Performance in a hUmber of different ways
that will be specified in the body of the analysis that fcIllows. In

r,-..eral, we investigated performance in relation both to presumed patfonal
goals for CETA and btth explicit and implicit local goals.
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DATA BASE AND NATURE OF THE ANALYSIS

Data Base'

AeVery larr,s,dat4 base,Oss created specifically for th.'a
In addition, part of the very'lrge data base created for the previors, pvo

.
ject on.Dhio ,(sed Ripleyanfothexs, 1977: l 3, fora capsule description)
was alsb utilized. Data collecttd during the 141/2 month life-of the
present project,-(Apri).15, 1976 - June 30, 1977) were of two primary %.1.n;.,
First, 'a gratringe.of data, on all of the fadtors listed'abovekva,1

- collected for 15 prime ppensurships. These data capePrim,rily i'lom
'sites themielves-and alSo froi the national and recial offices
Devartment-of , Labor, *and state offices of the Employmert

,_.aggregate data on performance were collected for all prime sponsorships
$ ,in.the country.

.

1 The data on the 15 sites caxe from such sources as'the 1970 C-"' s;
quarterly reports filed by the sites with the Departwent of Labor {row
September, 1974, through - December, 1976 (although the qualify, of the

_SepteMber, 1974, re orts wereso mixed we did not use them in the analysis);
Employment Service Annu Reports (ESARS); Employment Service data on

lunemployment; a variety o doCuments and files (annual plans, MAC minutes
and minutes of other..relev t meetings', newspaper clippings, 'themoripda

and letters; internal rep ts, Regional Office field .asseesments and
. backup taterials); betwee 600 and 700 personal .interviews with professional

staff, political officials,'key MAC 'members, service deliverers' at the local
level and a range of 'individuals at thooppropriate Regional Office (the

. Regional Admfw+strator or his Deputy, the relevant Associate Regional
Administrator an his Deputy, and one or more(Federal Representatives
who were or had been assigned to the specific sitts); paned questionnaires
for aiL'MAC members; and observation of MAC meetings and,,other relevant
meetings such as Executive Boards,

' The exact nature of the data used for specific analyses 41.1 be
_indicated in the body of the report. *

*NatureNature of die Analysis
_.

,

.

The progress reports from this project contain detailed studios of
the 15 individual sites and tentative conclusions basedion' comparisons of

. 'thine sites. \

The present report uses a variety of.comparative frameworks in the
analyses that are performed. Comparisons are made between individual prime
sponsorships and different groups of prime sponsorships both at single
Points in time and over time. Comparisons used will be specified at
appropriate places in the report. In general, we analyzed pripe sponsorships ,

(our unit Of.analysis) at sIX different level& of .aggrLgation:,

1. Tie 15 sites treated individually.

2. Various subsets of the 15.

3. The 15 aggregated.
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4. 1,7 Ohioprime sponsolips, on 4L-we also have detailed dttt
. .. . .

aggregated. , . ,s. i -.,

.
1

.,
. ,

5. The' 15 national sites and 17 Obit!) sites aggregated--a tctil of 32.

" 6. All p.:.Lu's sponsorships in the country'aggregated.(4.46 it Fiicti
Year 1977) \'

, We used man* different analysis tec'h'niques, includi-,g 'regrassIon,

correlation, croas-tablilatioh, irspe6tIoandbf descriptOW statiatIc-3, nd
judgments based on field obserVations. The speefie tech-tin2c
any given portion.of.the analysis will -be specified the body c:
report.

SITE SELECTION -AND. DESCRIPTION
-

-

The 15 sites were selected as a purposive sampiz or all pride
sposorships.We'do not assert that we have a sample frow which we.c.as..

generalize about all-prime sponsorships in a strict statistical cense.
Nevertheless,,we did'select grime sponsorships in which we expegted broad
variation in the elements of their programs and management-in wl;Ich 'we
were interested (and we were not disappointed in this expectation). And
we also planned.from the outset to use the 17 Ohio Prime sponsdrchips as
a comparlion grbup: Those sites had been chosen simply because thtlyswere

. all in a single large aq0 diverse state and could reasonably be expected
to vary,mucO like. all prime. sponsorships in the country. (This was' an,

expectation that turned out to be largely supported by empirical armAls
. see Ripley and others, 1977). We also planned to compare the experience

of our, 15 sites to' all prime sponsorships ,in the country on some measures.

The criteria by which we arrived at tbd, 15 sites can be snmmarized as '

follown:

1. GAographical spread. We wanted- t least tone prime sponsorship in
. every, federal region and no more than two n any -region.

Size of program. We eliminated ab t 113 of prime sponsors on
the grovn(s that they-were simply. too small. We used an arbitrary limit

4 of $1 million for a base Title I allocation,as our cutting pOint. We
also decided not to attempt any of the very larost prime sponsorships in
the Country. Within the eligible range wessought to choose sites.with.
su6tantial variation.

r

3. Type of prime sponsorship. We wanted at least sO0dral examcle s'
each of sonsortia,)cities, connties,'and balances of state.

4. -C;eneral-economic conditions. We inspected unIpl?yment figpres so.
Abis we Would have g range of prime sponsorships in lefts of.generelconpmic
'1041th.

S. Ethnic Mix of Population. We inspected Mures rm pereent.oi
nert-white populatAaa and perre't of Spanish-speaking,population Go that we

-Would have a mix of different eth 'iic characteristics.

13,
a

4
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Non-duplication of other intersive field stildirs. ,1e dczided

to avoid using sites already used by the National Academy of Sciences
study (28 sites) and the Employment and Training Administratiya in 7ho-se
Atudy-(66 sites). We also eliminated all Ohio prime spo:sorzhips
we had already studied them.,

7. -Rormtation for "general success." We did not want primp sp:insor-
shipa that were so badly managed that all we could report wag a lack of
manalement decisions that were consciously aimed at affdLting program
performance. Onfhe other hand we did -not want only the "best" ame
sponsorships in the country.. We wanted a boccl variation
management style, competence, and effectivenccs abc,e a 107 minimtA.
We also wanted'a broad variation in program perfoimance Measured in.a number
of ways.

e
In order to help us screen out unacceptably unmanaged prime openaorships

we used three pieces of evidence: 1) those rated "significant undererfo:-.
mers" by the Department of labor field assessment in the spring of 19/5
were eliminated; 2) those rated "marginal" or "unsatisfactory" in the:
spring, 1976, field assessment were eliminated (this left over 260 rated
"satisfactory "); and 3) a few with special problems identified 1y national
ETA officials were eliminated.

We used jud3mental,mformation we solicited ro get "positive"
nominations. First,'we talked.Wath appropriate ETA officialp to get their
impressidnistic nominations. Second, a Field Memorandumi(180-76, M.,:y 26,

1976) was sent to all Regional Administra rs that first described the
project briefly and then asked each of tt m to nominate five oesix of the
"most generally successful" prime sponsorships in the region for.study.

8. Willingness to cooperate at the. local level. G-Nen the nature.
of the renearchwe needed-to undertake, it would have based pointless to
choose prime sponsorships in which the pro4ssional staff would not
cooperate. Thus_ we selected our 15 preferred sites on t ,he basis of the

above seven criteria and then made extended phone calls (prece";led-by
written descriptions, of what we wanted to do) to the thief of staff at

each site. On the basis of those phone calls we judged that there would
fbe a high level of tooperation at 14 of the sites but that we ought to
replace one of our firitt choices with an alternate, which we 'did.

Table 1 presents summary information on region, size of program, and
type of prime sponsorship for the 15 sites. Table 2 presents summary
information on the population and unemploYment rate, in the sites.

ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

Three major analytical sections follow. The fil:st focuses on program

design and management. The second focuses'on program participants. The

V-- third focuses on. program performance. A eoncluding_section assesses the
findings as a whole and also offers policy recommendatibrA.

1,

14

.
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..tao 11 Region, SIZe of Program, Lnd Type of Prim Sponsorship, Project Sites

, 6

. / «

Vc.me
id,-e.2

II 11=a 'I's

Size of Plogram
($ in 1 ops)

Title I a psr b

.

Type of

Prime

Spgnsorship

_

,_
.

Notes o9*Natura of Prima Zponson-hip

I

Ccant-.otfcut Balance of z:l.ate
-.."'

i

1

I

.

,

I

I

8.9,

2.0

12:9

2.7,-.

BOS

Csrt.

Rural, suburban, small town areas.
1

Central small city of Lowell (94,00n) and eiElt

-7surrounding towns. .
Level .Csr"., Mas6. A

Cednr ..--nd.Cc.. N.J. lI 1.2
/

1.6 County Rural aw4 small town areas/

Yonkers, N.Y.
,

II lA 1.6 City, Moderate sized city next to New York City.
-

Wiltington, Del. III' 1.1 0.9 City Small city.

Luierne Co., Pa. III 3.0 1,4 County
Small city (58,000) in a heavily populated and

industrialized-countvp

City of Birmingham (301,000) and surrounding countyzSitmintr.,117T.,-Mapower
Csrt., Alabama

IV t 4.7 3.7 Csrt.

Cumberland Co., N.C. TV /.17-\,, 0.8 County Small city (53,000) and its county. -

Duluth, innn.
,.

V 1.4 0.9 City. Small city., f

Arkar4dIs Balanc of State Vf ,12.5 9.7 BOS Rural and _small town areas.

Dallas Co._Csrt. VI' 2.0i 1.1 f Csrt. Balance of subuiban county surrounding Dallas city.

Lentra... Aaa Region I As n.

of Lo:.:al Governments
VII 3.0 2.0 Csrt. Eight cotklies surrounding Des Mqines (201,000).,'

.

Denver, Colorado , VIII 3.9 3.8 City
Moderately large city (city and Bounty are co-

terminous and are a single golernment).
Moderate sized city (257,000), its county, and
neighboring suburban and ra-Q. covnty.

Moderately large city of Scatile (531,000),
its county, and neighboring county.

,
Sacramnto=Yolo Csrt., Cal. IX '5.2 6.1

11.9

Csrt

Cart-.
Kin Snohomish Manpower

Csrt., Washington
*. X 11.1

aaThis figure is

b This figure
on ;1:/1./16

-Source: Office

the Title I base allocation for FY

.;1010.ns the base Titfe II allocaLica

of information. U.S. Department of Labor.

77 announced on 10/22/76.

ar.Lounced-on 11/22/76 a..d tal! 7:1^le VI a:loc-Af.... sc.nounced
11,
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Table'2: aad Unemployment, rroject Siics

,

1:t.?1

PGP,:lc1,1

1c70 -

' rzonomically
...--zdvantaged

. i.,,ilies, 1970 a

.

% Non-White,

190 a

% Spanish-
Speaking

1970 a

( % Unemployel
1,prii-,7une,

19/5 ".
--.-

April-June, 1 Occ,- N,v._

1971 1.976

1,7:9,941

. _

1 , 9.2.

-

Cennec:icut 4.0 2 9.4 8.2 .

1.0.:73,:'..1 182,7L1 6.1 L

.

1 12.7/

ikr-7------
14.5

.

.

8.5 I 6.2

Cumblead, E.J. 121,374 9.2 15 10.'9 9.4_ _.

Yonkars. 204,297 5.6 7 4 ' 8.4 6.5, 7.9

T441n4ston 80,385

.

16.0 44
.

-.4.2 '11.3 , 10.9'

.=_Izerne 342,301 8.9 _ ,1 , ''* 113 9.9 10.3

irminpam 644,991 14.5 33 * 6.6 7.1 6.0

Cumberland', N. C. 212,042 17.1 26 . 3 6.1 6.7 . 7.6

Duluth D00,578 6_ 7.4 . 2 * - 8.-5 . 8.1 6.3-

Arkansas
.

1,497,599 20.1
,-

19 9.4 6.2 5.6,"

Dallas , 881,547 8.1 25 9 4.8 4.3 3.7

Cc, al Ic1.7a 502,205. 7.0' 3 1 -5.1 4.9 3.8

Denver 314,678 6.8 11 15 ,8.0 7.4
r ,

7.6

Sacramento-Yolo .723,266 8.9
.

10 N... 8 8.7

_

f ,9.5

.

8.8

King=Sochomish

4

1,421,869 5.2

4,
.6 2 8.9 113.6 7.5

, '

li

Source:

b Source:

1970 census. Disadvanz.ased famOlies are those beldw the povert level.
(

U.S. Department of Labor. Figqrps are averages of the monthly figures far the months

*.mr less than 0.514

'1
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II'. PROGRAM DESIGN AND MANAGEMNT

9

Prime sponsor staff members have considerable latitude in designing
and managing their CETA program, especiaily the,Title I .component. In

:_this.sedfion of the report we want to analyze four major sets of decisions
that are made. These d2cisions are about: 1) the mix of Title I,programs;
2)_major features Of the local delivery system; 3) how to manage potertLal
and and 4) how-to seek the involvement of butiaeLafc.,14_
organized labor in CETA, if at alt.

ri

-.THE CHOICE OF TITLE I PROGRAM MIX

A Description ofithehOiceS Made

T9 begin otfi analysi; and explanatioiloof tfie changes in Title I program
mix over time, we want first to lay out some simple descriptive statistical
summariet of patterns of utilization and preference for two sets of
prime sponsors, the'17 Ohio sites we have studied and the set of:15
national sites we most recently observed. -Figure 2 displays the average'
expenditures on, training (classroom and on-the-job) and.employment (work
experience and public service employment) programs for,both sets orsites.

-4

Figure 2 displays, significant siibility across time with some
increased emphasis on training programs in late 1976. The national sites
consistently had a greater emphasis on training,than the Ohio sites.

Table 3 summarizes the information on total expenditures for the two
large categories of-programs for each of the first two full fiscal years
of CETA and for December, 1976., Table 4 breaks the infotpation into the.
four bgsic programmatic categories and reports the mean percentage
expenditure for each prime sponsorship in each group.

Table 5 summarizes the proportion of clients enrolled in the two .

basic kinds of CETA programs ih FY 75-,, FY 7(t, and as of December, 1976, for-,

the Ohio sittos, for the National sites, and for all prime sponsorships
in the country. Both the national sites and Ohio sites have increased
the proportion of their participants in training programs over time.
All prime sponsorships in.the country increased that proportion between

FY 75 and FY. 76 and it remained stable in December, 1976. Tht increase in

the Ohio siteshas been steady and has brought the Ohio primes to the
national average. The increase in the-national sites has also been steady
and has left them well above the national average for participants in
training pyograms (and they have also been consistently higher than the
Ohio sites on that figure).

To get some feeljp.r, how closely planning and performance in terns of
.expeneltures coincided we inspected data on percent of plril achie4ed fOr
the total plan and for the major programmatic seul.--ats otaer than PSE.
Table 6 summarizes data on the percent of'prime sponsors in our two,
groups 6f-sites that achieved at least 85% of plan (a Department of Let,or
standard) at the end of FY 75, at the end of ry 76, and in December, 1976.

,
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figure 2:- Average Percent of Expenditures Gging to,Employment-
and Training Programs 12/ 6/75, 12/75, 6/76, and 12/76

Ohio Sites and ational Sites
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UTURES FOR EMPLOMENT AN1 TRAINING
Lol.ifoNAL CMII.SITE, FY 75, FY

(in percents)

Type of Program FY 75

National Ohio

Training 53t 16%

Employment 47%. 54%

51.

,FY 76 12/76

- National Ohio National Ohio

1.

.

55% 45% 65% ,,J4

.

45% 55% 35% 45Z'

Afi

.

t
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1.2

Tahle !/g7411) EXPENDITURES FOR r.:PE OF PIO"- :.1/41,

NATION14, 1:ITES Al) OHIO SITES, ,FY 75, I? ie, and 17/16

(in percents)

Type of Progtam

-

National Sites Ohio Sitils

FY 75 FY 76 12/76 FY 75 ry 76 12/76

Classroom Training 42% 41%' 51% 37% 43%

OJT 11 14 14 9 1.0 12

5 8 5 9 10 14

Work Experience 42 37 29 .45 '46 31
,

`Sy

4'4

1.

L

N..
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Or

PAR: 7.dIPA;1T EN:LLLM2NT IN E:PLOYIENT AND TRAINING.PROGBAYC, NATIONAL SITES, OHIO SITES,

AND ALL PR:ME SPONSORSHIPS, FY 75; FY 76, and 12/76

.9 (in percents) v

. FY 75 FY. 7¢ 12/76

Type .f Program National Chio All National Chio All . National - Ohio All

Sites Sites Primes Sites Sites Primes Sites Sites Primes

Tfaining \ 41% 35%

Employment
_ -

65

34% TO% 44% 49%

66 50 56 51

60; 49% 48%

40 51 52

23-

J

24
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The data for December, 1976, may not be fully-comparable In that prfmos
may not plan as carefully from quartet-to-quarter as the7 do for :;tdPrI

of a fiscal year. On the other hand, Oven tita,thodification proces;4 cpen
to them, they crn ilor plans to 'actual pe,rformance in later quartzrs and.
so perhaps mie-year data such as Decemberl 1c.:7&,,are also revealirg.

Table 6 suggests several thi4gs. First, the national sites are
not notably "better" atmanagement measured in this way than the Ohio t*tes,
even though the former were chosen in part because they were thought to
be "generally successful" and the latter were chosen simply became
all happened to'be in one large state. Second, there are fluctuations in
the achievemetpt of plan in all categories- but both sets of primes t2v1 .
clearly been having the most trouble in meeting their OJTrgoals.
is understandable Since- spending OJT money requires the agreement of an
employer, whereas'spending money for classroom trainios or work experience
simply involves an act of will on the part of the pri.ne sponsorship alone.

Zaviaining Program Choice
. . . A

We observed two general phenothena related to program choice thatiwe
tried to explain: change in program mix and differences between programma-
tic emphases in different prime sponsorships.

Change in Program Mix. There is an extensive literature that argues
that program choices (including budget choices)are basically increpeuial,
which means that:change occurs. in small increments and this year's activities
can be explained almost totally by last year's activities. (See Davis, Demp-

,ster, andWildaysky, 1966, for a.classic statement about budgetary incremen-
talism and Braybrooke and Lindblom, 1963; and Lindblom, 1965, forclassic
statements of incrementalism in general. For empirically based critiqUes of
budgetary incrementalism see Gist; 1974; Natchezand Buip, 1973; and
Ripley and Franklin, 1975.) The incremental line of reasoning asserts
that because of limitations in the availability and accuracy of data, in
the time available for analysis, and in the ability of decision-makers to
predict the consequences of major policy change, programmatic decisions
tend'to result in minor variations on past actions. Change comes about by
adjusting components of a program at the margins through a serieiNf minor
alterations that seldom reorient or rework a policy or program completely.

When. this reasoning is applied to CETA it simply means that, true,
program mix in a prithe sponsorship at any given time will be a function of
priOr program mix.

To test this view we examined the relationships between actual program
expenditures in FY 75 and FY 76 and the relationships between planned'
program expenditures for FY /5 and FY 76 in the national sites. Table 7
reports the simple correlations obtained.

The relationships are strong, although the simple stagistic used may
well mask important variations within program components. itt is interesting
to note that particularly for the two types of training programs therci:was
high correlation4between actual expenditures than between plans.
Alth ugh strong, these relationships still leave'considerable change
unexplained in the statistical sense (somewhere between-10% and:66%,.
depending on the individual case). Thus it is clear tnat prime sponsorships

2
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Table 6: PERCENT OF PRIME SPONSORS ACHIEVING 857, OF PLANNgD EXPEND:-

.TVRES, NATIONAL SITES, AND OHIO SITES,

FY 75, FY 76, And 12/76

Segieneof Plan

Total Plan

.Classroom Training)

OJT- .

Wow Experience

6
National Sites Ohio Sites ,

12/76FY 75 FY 76 12/76 FY 75 FY 76

71% 87% 67% 71%0 65% 647

50 73 :89 .50 59 64

14 53 40 - 29, 29 64

71 80 53 50 71 64

A
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Table 7: RELATIONGHIPS BETWEEN FY 75 and FY 76 EXPENDITURES /ND PLES4LD
EXPENDITUpS, BY PROGRAM SEGMENT, NATIONAL SITES

Program Se pent
Correlation betwe6n FY 75

Expenditures and FY 76
Expenditures

CdrfelaLion between ry 75

Planned Expenditure::: and
FY 76 Planned,Expedd4ures

Classroom Training .78

.93 .58

PSE .83 ..96

Work Experience .80 .79

4*

4

S
41'

4
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are doing more than just extrapolating from last years' plan or
-;.expenditures in planning for the future and in spending for their progra,
They seem to be raking deliberate changes that do not escape the impact

..of the past are far from totally determined by it.

We hypothesized that some specific"features might increase the ampunt
of change in individual prime sponsorships. ,Specifically, we felt that
4tose prime sponsors that retained_some of. their Title I Rrograms for
in-,house delivery would exhibit more change because of increased
flexibility. We also felt that'those prime sponsorshifs with high tfuent77.
monitoring and evaluation would exhibit more change becauca they tiou34 have
better "feedback" on which to make subsequent adjustments. We also felt
that those prime sponsorships in which the quality of the top staff was
relattvely,bigh would exhibit more change,because we assumed tat the
better planning of which these staffs seemed to be cawible would probably
result in larger' changes. We also felt that in those primes in which.
service deliverer influence was perceived to be relatively low there would
be more change because there would be less entrenchmcnushing for
continuation of-pregrams with,minimal change.

. We employed a partial correlation technique to test for the above
relationshiplys. In fact, none of these altered the basic simple correlation
by any notideable amount. Again, our statistic.mly be too blunt to reflect

. important variations in Planning and spending within the program segments.
Thus we do noreadsthe results as a denial that the above fictOrs are
important, rather that they do not appear to be ir.ortant at the gross
level of the four basic segments. An alternJtive argument f Bourse; is

ite-(1that good, management in many cases may result in a con ous decision to
change plans and expenditure very-little., Change may or m y not be
warranted in any hiven case. Good management comes in knowing when the
decioionto change is superior to the decision not to change and vice versa.
Certainly,,correlation coefficients cannot make that discrimination no
'matter how long and carefully they are,massaged.

_ -$

Choice of Programmatic Emphasis: OpOsible explanation for the
,,,,differences in pr-ogram miein our.15 sites is that md-.powet actorslm those
sites have different preferences. We asked a variety of actors'(slaff

4 members, planning council members, end service do14.7erers) to rank order
their preferences for broad program catcgor.teS under ideal conditions ,,,

and given present circumstances, with'a rank of "1" assigned to the most
preferred program and a rank of "4" assigned to the least preferred.
(Insufficient ,data in one of our sites limits our analysis to 14 cases.)
We then computed avernge',ranking 4:er:each prcgiam in each prime -
sponsorship. Wee also computed the average response across all 14 prim
sponsors. The results of this final computation are presented in Tab

0 :
.

Table 8 showtrothat fpr both-questidns, OTT was the most pre erred
prograln,followed by classroom training,-work experience, and PS 'in that
order. The Only difference resulting from the explicit recognition of-'
the limitations imposed by Present circumstances was a slight downgrading

L of OJT And a similar rise in iLePSE ranking., Standard deviations were
generally low, indicating that there was Atihstantial fgreement on the
rankings among the various prime sponsorships.,

'2
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Table 8: Ay:I:RA(2 (MEAN) PREFERENCE;OF ACTORS FOR TYPE
OF TITLE I PROGRAMS, 14 NATIONAL SITES

Type of Program
Preference under
Ideal Conditions

1/1-Preference under.
Preont'Circumstalcc....:

Classfoom Training 2.24- 2.24

Work Experience 2.61 2:67

OJT 1.75 1.96

PSE (Title I) 3.24 3.01

The data reported are mean Eiiponses on a 1 (most desirable) to 4 (least

desArable) scale.

- 4-
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,_. Despite this general -agreement, it is possible that the modest

.* disagreements betmeen the prime sponsorships in their attitudes tomard
this issUe might help to explain the differences in their program mil:as.

. In bur Ohio study we found that such preferences proved to be an irflportant
explanatory variable. Table 9 indicates that to some extent preferences
are important'in the national -sites as well.'

A

thi4 table we correlated the data on preferences with FY 76 dit4
on expenditures. We report the association in the form of Pearson's r..
The most interesting feature of the tableis that, preferences und9r present
circumstances are Inavery case more hiihly related with actual speulLug
than preferences. under ideal conditions. local Conditions ("present
circumstances") probably both impact on preferences-and also reflect
preferences. This relationship runs in both directions, but the figures
in Table 9 give at least some support ,to the view that actor prefereuces
are accomodated, especially in the cases ofOJT and work experience.

r
A second possible explanation for the differences in program mix is

variation in local economic conditions--especially unemployment and
general fiscal health of the governments in the prime sponsorship. We used
monthly data on unemployment in 14 of our 15 national sites end judgments
about fiscal conditions to explore this relationship.

--

We anticipated that OJT would decline'suistantially with hig
unemployment (because of a reluctance on the part of employers to agree
to bring on new employees) and that,classroom training.would deci: e
moderately.(because of the increased difficulty of placing graduates):
york experience and PSE would be expected. to increase. They would take
up ths_alack caused by declines in the other programs and Muld serve. as
a source of income' for participants, many of whom would have little need
for training, having%heen employed prior to the recession.

We computed correlations between the unemilioyment rates for the geiiod
pctober -'December, 1975 and program mix in FY 1976. The results were
directly contrary'to expectations, although the relationships were weak.
Unemployment. was positively correlated with training programs and, .

negatii,ely correlated with employment programs (see Table 10). The

unexpected esu1ts may stem from other factors, including past program
history. This 4ross sectional analysis merely relates unemployment rates
to sizes of programa& It does not indicate to what extent program size is

4 the result of unemployment rates, since it does, not contr,k-for-the impact
of ,tither variables.

r

41.

Me performed another test in which we tried to determine whether
chafiges'in unemployment rates were related to"the predicted changes in

programs. In this way we hoped to limit the effects of other variables.
The change in unem4oyment rates from January - March, 1975, to January -
March, 1,976,,was correlated with the change in program mix from FY 1975 to

FY 1976. The'results were somewhat more in keeping with expectations
(see Table 11).' OJT was negatively related to unemployment (-.37) and
there .was a vary weak positive relationship between wotlitYperience aad
unemployment. But the relationship with classroop training and Title I
PSE *ere not a expected. It seems fair to conclude that prime sponsors
did not uniformly respond.to unemployment rates in the way that we had
anticipated.
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Tabla 9; 'BELATION§RIP BETWEEN ACTOR PREFERENCES AND-EXIENDITURES,
BY.PROGRAM,. NATIONAL SITES, FY 76 `,-\-

Tyne of Pre3ram Preference under ,

Ideal Conditions

Preference under
Presthi Ctrcumstances

Classroom training -.19

Work Experience -.08 .32

-OJT .34 1.53

PSE (Title I),, -.09 .21

The data reported are Pearson's r'sa

4

4-
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Table 10: RELATION BETWEEN UNEHPLOYMENT (Oct..:DelcA 1975) AND PROGRAM
EXPFNDTTURES, FY 76, NATIONAL..SITES, BY TYPE OF PROGRAM

04-

Type of Program./
.,

f

i 1
i Classroom Training .29
i

1 lowA6T .34

-Ape
.

PSE (Title I) -.10

Correlation (Pearson's r)

V Work experience -.45

1

32
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Table 11: RELATION BETWEEN CHANGE IN UNEMPLOYMENT (from Jan.-March, 1975,
to Jan.-March, 1976) AND CHANGE IN PROGRAM EXPENDITURES
(from FY 71 to FY 76), NATIONAL SITES, BY TYPE OF PROGRAM

Type pf Program Correlation (Pearson's r)

Classroom Training .11

OJT =.,;7

PSE (Title I) -.28

-.Work experience .11

0

33-
r

_
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For both of the tests reported in Tables 10 and 11 we also croduced
partial correlations by controlling for location of opnrating responeilei-

lity,'quality of monitoring, quality of evaluation, perceived quality
of top staff, and degree of service deliverer influence. But, as with

the application of these controls in assessing change, they did not result
in any important changes in the basic relatirship- reported by the simple
correlation.

,
These mixed findings about the impact of unemployment are consiutent

with our observations during field work for the last three years. There

is no agreed on "best" way to respond to increasing or decreasirig ueeetploy-
'trent in programmatic terms.- Some argue that training should be increased
during a recession to prepare participants for the next unturn. Others

argue that it is foolish to, stress training during periods when jobs are
scarce and therefore, they push for increases in employment programs.

',These differing economic ideologies are reflected in ous,sites. Thuc,

given that different professionals react in different ways by choice to
the same conditions, mixed or relatively low relationships areenot
surprising. The staff has a relatively high degree of control over --

expenditures on classroom training and work experience. Thus, Alace thex
are deliberately reacting differently to changing unemployment, /the weak
relationships reported in Table 11 make sense. The staff has relatively
less control over spending on 0.fle since that-also involves a commitment
by an-empJoyer. Thus the stronger negativg correlation reported in Table
11 suggests that it is the programmatic segment in which changes in the
unemployment rate is likely to have'the strongest impaCt. But even in
that segment of the program the relatiorship explains less than 15% of the
variance. All of these findings underscore the non - deterministic nature
of economic conditions in relation to program choice. -Manpower staffs
have a great deal of latitude almost regerdless-of the local unemployment
picture to chift,thelr programmatic priorities in ways they deotee.
They may be,tinder other, more severe constraints, such as basic facts of
ecnmunity p6litical influence, but they cannot plausibly argue that

changes in unemployment make shift in programmatic emphasis inevitable

despite their contrary preferencesi Some marginal changes may, of couree,

be warranted in response to changing conditions, but there is debate over
what changes make the most sense.

In additicn to unemployment we also looked at the relationship between

perceived gAnere fiscal health of prime sponsoreships and broad programmaeic

choices. The onee expected relationship was between flseal.health and the
use of Title I mmey for PSE slots. We expected that relationship to 'be

negative. We had no reason to expect that any otner relationships would
appear. When we correlated our judgments about fiscal health with spending
by program segment for both ,FY 75 and FY 76, in general our expectations
of weak, random relationships were realized. The relationship betweett
fiscal health and PSE'spending Ln FY 75 was none;cistent cad was mildly
positive (.30) in FY 76. If anvteling, Title I spending for PSE was a

little more likely to occur in fracally healthy prime spondorships.

Our expectaeion.about PSE and fiscal health came from our Ohio

study. In Ohio a number of prime sponsorships in fiscal trouble had
resorted to Spending Title I for PSI: as another methid of keeping the

governmental payroll from shrinking. Our national sites Aid loot engage in

such behavior.. The few Title I PSE prograte that existed were generally for
creating new peeitions for theadisadvantaged and transition to permaeence

was euite' high.

34
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AblUNISTRATION OF THE- LOCAL DI:LIWRY SYSTEU

There are a number of important choices that help shape the type
of delivery system devloped by" any kite sponsorship. These include
'basic operational arrangements (the degree of administrative integrtion
'of the programs under different CETA titles, programmatic integration-ofd
all segments of the CETA enterprise, and the allocation:of operatinc
responsibility); the method used for selecting service deliverers; the
nature of program monitoring; the nature of program evaluation; and the use
of the Employment Service ih CETA..

-Basic Operational Arrangements

The Administrative, Integration of the Major ZETA Tit3es. Six of our
national CETA sites had a high level of administrative integration across'
titles. There were no separate staff units for separate titles ;the staffs
were organized by function regardless, of title. _Nine pride spossorn'aipa '

chose to operate with a low level of administrative integration, usually
with a very separate and distinct PSE staff unit. When the six with
relatively high administrative integration are compared to the nine with
low integration it becomea'apparent that high integration is more likely
in prime sponsorships with 1) a more open CETA decision-making system
(not completely dominated just by professional staff uld political
officials); 2) a lower unemployment rate (and, therefore, a relatively
smaller amount of PSE money); 3) greater staff independence fribm political
officials; and 4) d'higher commitment on the part of the political
officials to serving 4nore disadvantaged nersons..

The level of integration is, of course, not completely within the
power of staff to deciee. In fact, in many jurisdictions thedecision .
about whether to separate Title I and PSE administratively was made by
political officials and their closest advisors at the beginningrof CETA
and has tObt really been open to'question since.

Programmatic Integration. By programmatic integration is meant the
degree to which CETA participants are able to move between different
Title I programs or between programs funded under different Title. This
type of integration is much mire open to staff manipulation and change
than is basic administrative integration.

In the 15 sitesysly one had a high degree of programmatic
integration. Six mote had at least some elements of integration. Eight
had made virtually no attempt to achieve programmatic integration.

A higher degree of programmatic integration is mote likely to be
-present in those prime sponsorships in which the staff has a,higher degree
of independence from political officials-and in smaller single city or
single county-prime sponsorships. Larger prime sponsorships and consortia
often elect to avoid programmatic integration to simplify administration
of what is a very large and potentially very complex program.

Prime sponsorships more heavily committed to training programs
. J.

(classroom training and on-the-job training) rather than employment programs
(work experience and PSE) with Title I are less likely to have programmatic

3 .5
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integration. Likewise, thaSe more committed to inVol-Ving business in '

CETA. are less likely to have programMatic integration than those less
committed. These associations seem plausible for two reasons. First,

the training programs and the commitment to business involvement are both
aimed at producing unsubsidized jobs 'for Title I clients. If this effort
is successful there-is little reason to think-they.would need to move to
a Title I employment program or-to d Title II or Title VI-slot. Second,

since Title I employment programstare very sifililar to PSE programs it is ;
not surprising that those with a greater involvement in the former would
also have greater programmatic integration between titles.

Prime sponqors with higher programmatic integratiOn tend to have
manual Management Information Systems (MIS) rather than automated systems.
This is largely a function of the size of the prime sponsorship. Smaller

primes are more likely to have both higher program integration and manual,
MIS systems. 1

In some prime sponsorships the staff tends to view PSE programs as
either "tainted" politically or as illegitimate manpower programs. Where
those attitudes prevail there is less likely to be any programmatic inter
gration.

Operating Responjibility. Nine of the national sites contracted
for virtually all service delivery. Six retained at least a considerable
portion (and,'in two cases, virtually all) of their programs for in -house
operation. __

or
.

The division Sf operating responsibility is related more to one central
historical fact'than tiohanything else. Pr/tes that had a largenymber of
experienced manpower Priverers operating categorical programs when CETA
began were very likely to contract out all or most of their programs.
Once the deliverers made the transition to CETA then they helped generate.
a decision system that helped perpetuate their role in the system. Thus

those primes with a high proportion of service delivery under contract
also tend to be those in which service deliverer influence is relatively
high, in which the decision-making system is relatively open'(us ally to
Service.deliverer influence through the MAC), and in which politi al offi-

--cials are aware of the'costs they might incur if theyallawed impo tent
contractors to be cut severely or deleted froth the system.

The Selection of Service Deliverers 1

It is well established that the seltction of service deliverers the

first few years of CETA often represented highly political choices (see
Mirengoff and Rindler,-1976; Mirengoff, 1976; and Ripley and others, 1977).
That point need not be reargued. Nor.need it be argued that when scarce.
resources are to be divided, choicesbdeed partially on political
considerations are virtually inevitable.

Whit can vary, however, is the degree of politicization of the choices --
made. Some observers have argued that one good way of reducing political
choices and increasing program performance-oriented choices is to adopt
a version of a request-for-proposal system for choosing deliverers.
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Seven of our 15 kites did not use any form of RFP. Of the eight whn
used an RFP in some mode, two'used a formal RFP for the entire system,
five used a formal rit for some-program components, and one used an infc.raal
RFP for the complete system. The ,use of an RFP was more likely, in larger

prime sponsorships in terms of population and in consortia., Only tdo of
the nine non-consortia used an RFP of any sort.

RFP's were also more likely, to be used in primes in which the
relative commitment'to training programs under Title I has measured by .0.01

their allocation of fuhds between training programs and employment programa)
was high. This seems reasonable, given that those staffs most committed
to training programs are also most likely to worry about costs, efficiency,
and other aspects of "rational" administration. Their costs are also. -more

visible to the Department of Labor-since the cost of a classroom training
-slot is typically much higher than the cost ofea work experience slot.
L,

.

There )s good evidence that a relatively active.MIAC is asaociat2d with

the use often RFP: tb our national, sites none of/the four with an'inactive
council used an RFP. Eight of the 11 with a relatively active council
did use an RFP. The direction of causality is not clear. It may be that

a prime sponsor staff simultaneously made the decision to seek an active
council and to institute an RIP system. Or it may be that the council
itself pushed for the development of some form of RFP system so -that it
would have some relatively clear criteria to use in giving its advice on
deliverer decisions. It certainly makes sense that if a council wants
to have genuine influence in the selection of deliverers that it would

4 find the information generated by an RFP easier to deal with than
information likely to be less structured and more amorphous in the absence
of an RFP., And, in fact, in those instances in 'which an RFP is used,
the council is also more likely to be perceived as very important or
important in the selection of deliverers and in making Title I program
decisions than if no RFP is used.

What differences in perceptions'by the actors of different facets of
CETA decision-making does the presence or absence of an RFP system make?
We probed for evidence on this question in our interviews. The general

answer is thpt thus far the use of an RFP has not made a great deal of
difference. We would hasten to add,however, that.1) there are some small
differences that are suggestive and 2)= in most areas the RFP was gate new
and so may not have had aUch.impact on perceptions as yet, even though
such impact may be forthcoming in the future.

Thus fir about the same proportion of actors in both the RFP sites
and the non-RFP sites assumed that service deliverers would be refunded.
The existence of an RFP does not seem to have cut into Che general presump-
tion that those deliverers in the system will remain in the system.

There is some evidence that the presence or absence of-an RFP
has had some marginal impact on the perceptions of actors about why

deliverers were chosen. In interviews we asked actors to indicate the
presence or absence and the importance of six possible reasons for choosing

specific service deliverers.' We also asked them to name the single most

important 'meson. Thsix choices were:
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1. The absence of al.ternati'ie deliverers.

2. Prior dazislons to'serve.particular client groups.

3. Economic conditions in the prise sponsorship.

4. Political consideirtions associated with an agency.

5. The quality of the deliverer's previous performahce.

27

J5. Advdce and guidance from the Regional Office of DOL.

When the answers are ranked by frequency of "yes" responses for-primes
with RFP systems and those without RFP'systens only a few differences*.
emerge.. Table 12 summarizes those responses. oliticA. considerations

'come out about the same. The most important difference is that previous
performance is cited much more frequently by actors working in an RF? system

than-those working in a non-RFP system. This at least gives a hint that

the presence of some form of RIP is contributing to perceptions of
"rational" decision-making.

When the single most important reason for service deliverer choice
is analyzed, serving particular client groups is the most important in
those primes with an'RFP. Political considerations are cited as the second

most important reason. In primes without an RFP, political considerations

are named most frequently. erEeptions that political choices are important

are present in all prime sponsorships, but they are'perceived as marginally

more important in primes where an RFP is,not present.

We also probed for the level of satisfaction with the process of
choosing service deliverers on/the part of actors. Those actors in .

systems with an RFP system tended to be more dissatisfied than those in

systems without an tFP. At least three reasons seem to explain this diff-

erence. First, in most areas an RFP system is relatively new. Novelty

is always a threat to stability and may well raise levols of dissatis-
faction, at least in the short run. Second, particularly if the REP is

quite formai, elaborate, and frequent, the consumption of time andNenergy
involved in using it and making decisions on the basis Df it may cause

dissatisfaction. Third; it is pdssible that the use of the RFP has forced
actors to think in a critical way about their goals and about means for

attaining those goals. Such critical thinking may well ratse dissatis-

faction in general. But this is a "good" form of dissatisfaction in that
it is occuring in the context of increasingly self - conscious, goal oriented

decision-making.

Program Monitoring and Evaluation

Monitoring. On the basis of our observations of ,both extent and
quality of monitoring we ranked the 15 sites on a nominal scale of high,

medium, and low. Eight engaged in a high level of monitoring, five in

a medium level, and only two in a low level. This"suggests that a reason-

ably-- serious approach to Monitoring is defined in most instances as an

integral part of CETA management.
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Table 12: FREQUENCY OF ACTORS' PERCEPTIONS OF REASCNS
FOR SERVICE DELIVERER SELECTION -\

28

Frequency In Prime Sponsorships
with RFP

;

3k,

In Prime Sponsorships 101

without RFP

*foot often cited 1. Serve particular clients

2. Previous performance,

3. Political considerations

4. No alternatives.

5. Ecqnomic conditions.

Least often cited 6. DOL guidance

1. Serve particular cliel3ts

2.5 No alternatives
.

2.,5 Political consiO2rations

A. Economic conditions

- :

5., Previous performance

6.. DOL guidance
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Evaluation. We also made judgments about the extent and quality of

evaluation in our 15 sites d divided the 15 sites into high and low.
Seven were in the former category and 8 were in tote latter category.

it

The prtscnce of evaluation is assoc with four other factors.
First, evaluation-is more likely in In- es in which conflict in the system

is relatively low. There are two pra sible explanatiOns for this. On

the ooze hand, if coping with conflict takes up a large portion of staff
time it may be that evaluation is perceived as a luxury and/or as too
threatening to institute. On the other hand, the lack of evalnap.on (vhich
is often tied to an open decision process in which evaluation resul .

are publicized) may contribute to a high degree of conflict becausetof the
suspicion bred by closed systems in which decisions are arrived at,on an
unknown information base.

Second, evaluation occurs in prime sponsorships inwhich the staff
is generally using high quality information of all kinds in making its
decisiohs.

Third, evaluation is mist likely in those primeslwith the strongest,
monitoring systems.

Fourth, evaluation is more likely in systeins in which all service

delivery.is contracted out. Self-evaluation of in-house delivery is rare.

4
Evaluation and Monitoring Considered Together. We'merged our separate

judgments about monitoring and evaluation to Produce a single evaluation/
monitoring scale. Four sites ranked high on this scale; six ranked medium;

and five ranked low. The same four factors associated with a high degree
of evaluation t: ere associated with high placement on tlas scales In
addition, primes with manual MIS's were more likely to rank higher on the
scale than those with automated MIS's. This does not drgueagainst the
ultimate util4ty of automated MIS's. But it does point up the necessity
of a staff being ready to use the results of automation in a.meaningful
way. A staff that thoroughly understands and uses A good manual MIS system
can engage in more effective monitoring and evaluation than a staff
confronted with a coiPlicated automated MIS that no more than a few people
undettand and cap manipulate.

., ,-

In general, when we relatTd the degree o? evaluation and monitAng
present to the degree of budgetary change-for service deliverers between
FY 76 and FY 77 it appears that monitoring and evaluation are not used
to justify cutting deliverers' budgets significantly (defined as more* a
15% change ih on6 year). In fact, primes that.ranked law on monitoring
alone and on monitoring d evaluation combined,were the most likely to

cut their deliverers. T4se ranking low on Lhe 'evaluation scale alone
vivre the most likely to be unstable - -by granting large increases and by .

making large cuts. Conversely, those primes high on the monitoring scale
were the most likely to increase deliverer budgets significantly. Those:

ranked medium on the combined scale, whencontrasted td those ranked low,
.were most likely to grant increases. And those high on the evaluation scale
alone were most likely to make only marginal budgetthangea+for individual
deliverers. Thus,' deliverers cannot rationally fear incrqesed monitoring'
and evaluation..__In fact, increases in both tends to bring either stabi4ty
to-the budgetary decisions in'the system or increases to existing deliverers.

4

0 .
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'Prevmably these decisions are better justified and more 4'rationaln h-ocause

Of the existence of good monitoring and evaluation.

41 .
,h.

Use
of-thek4

lament Service in CETA 11,' .

, Nine of our-15 sites rely'on the Employment Set4ice for importnnt

stgmentle their Title I programs. The other 6 sites.make only moderate.

to low_ use of ES.-
, . .

When'budgetchange'is examineVerr those sites using ES,sevrill

patterns become apparent. First; there'was relatively little LigniY.1.-It
change (defined es more than 15%) between FY 75 and FY 76, and uhat,
iftnificant change did occur was usuaIly'in an increasing direction.
See here was more change between FY 76 and FY 77--about half remained

----. relat vely stable and about half changed moll, than in. O& those chausIn3

there was close to an even balance between those increasing, (3 cases)
and those dedreasing (4` cases). Thus, overall, ES has retained its
impvtance at these sites bbtprime sponsors seem more willing, -to 'hake

4 negative judgments in budgetary terms when they, think they are;:justified.

0
. -40. .

. ,

/ .

. .

Several fastors ate associated with a larger role for ES. Such a

role is more likely in primes that are larger in-fDreation,, have an open
decision-making process, 40 haverlitical'offinials with a relatively

. strong commitment, to joB OA/Cement.
.

;Perceptions of.ES perfarmance by actors in the systems are mixed.,
.. Over time it seems that there has been a small shift toward more favorable

'Niews of ig. / .
14

k
. Vhen asked why Mwas chOsen as a deliverer, three reasons were cite_

most often: the absencp of alte'rnatiVes (ES has been large and importanf

for many decades and is an obvious repository of manpoWer-experience
and maybe expertise); the quality of its previous performance (some actor
are quite-pleased withthe performance they have observed); and Repartmet.
of Labor guldante(the continuing campaign by DOL to persuade primes to

use ES). ' , -ip

, 11

''STUF MANAtEMEPT OF CONFLICT W 40

Ili to
.

., .
..

IIn this section,-.4wOhall analyze theiconfliet-that has occurred
16

4_ -in the fifteen national sites, and staff efforts to deal with conflict.

.We shall attempt to'cheracferlie.theenflict thabowe have, observed and

seek to.estplain its roots. Similarly,-we shall attempt to isolate the"

.factors that are related to prime sponsor strategies for klealing\With

*various actors. We shall not attempt to assess the results of conflict or

'N the results of prime sponsor` strategies. Those tasks are reserved fo'

a later section- of this report.
.

By and larget, doriflitct was 167:erious problem in Our* national
. ,

sites: CETAiwas not the subject of ,either loud or continuing public debate.

What conflict did exist tended to cegier on the funding of service,
d6liverers or the related question of the locus of authority for naking
seryice deliverer funding decisions. -By-comparison, the more abstract
-qUeption of program choice received vecy little 'attention. Even the

-

ft
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question of- the distribution of services among various 'cor;:siunity grOups.

(minorities, crown, and soon) received little attention,iexcept when .

segments of the community objected to a service delivery fdnding decision
that was interpreted as having ethnic overtones.

qp If the intent of the legislation was to encourage discussion Wthe
proper distrttmtion Of resources among,groups via the mechanise -ofTthe ,

planning council, then that intent has not been fulfilled. Debate centets-
around the choite of service deliverers and other issues are aired only
in that context,,,,if at all. Consequently, a staff that is unwill!ug to
endure some deftee of conflict will probably'be unable to effect chr3-..3.L;

in its prime sponsor service delivery system because that sort of initiaei-e
is most liken tO'lead to conflftt.

P

The primary measure of conflict to be used in-the following analysis
rests on the judgment of our field research teams assigned to the various
prime sponsorships. Ea'ch team Yanked its site on a five point scalp rangir:;
from high conflict toowconfrict. Eight of the 15 sites were ju d
to exhibit low conflin.j.f five were ranked as either' moderate or low o-
moderateand'only two were viewed as having more than moderate conilict..
These judgments were in fairly close agreement dith the judgment'Of our
interview respondents at the sites, who also felt that codflict in their
prime sponsorships was geierilly19W. Given a three point sole 1 = a 2.
lot, 2 = some, 3 =not mud?), respondents, on the avenge, gave only two
of their sites a score Less than 2.0. These were, incidentally, the same
sites that we judged to have more than moderate conflict..`We will Use our -;

measure rather than average questionnaire response because our staff has hai
experience with other sites as a basis of comparison, whereas our respon-
dents lacked any such Basis.

It is clea4,that service delivery decisions are generally related to
conflict, but are there more specific aspects of pripa sponsor characteris-
tics or behailor that are related to-conflict? Our staff fudged each -*
prime sponsorship on a number of different characteristics, many of them
related in some way to service. delivery. ,We use these' measures to test
number of specific hypotheses. The hypotheses dealt with context, staff
aggreisiveness, divergent values, and openness Of:the decision-making
process. We used' correlational analysis-to test for relationships,' In
general, theqcorrelations were very low and a number vere 1...220e-opposite
4irection from that expected.

Context' %

We'felt that a number of different factors-that form'ehe context of
the.relationship.between staff and service deliverers could increase the

--itehoocipmf.conflict. Two of thepe factors relate to the amount of Tit
ding"ieceived by the prime sponsorship. We hypothesized that

conflict 1.6 more likely when Title.i funding is.declining from year to
year end when the formula-determinektotal is'dmall.relative to the size
of the labor force: In bOth cases, service deliverers would have to accept

` lless: in the first case, less than,.the,year,before;in'the second case,
less' than service deliverers receive in primesponsorships of similar size.
A third factor thav:t cannot be'changed is the size of the- Minority

Jr
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population (defined as the sum of the'nonwhite and Spanish speaking
populations, converted t4 percentages, as measured-in the 1970.census)-
A larger minority population was hypothesized -to make conflict more 11417
,because it would ,Increase the poisibility of an ethnic struggle superim-
posed on the possibility of a purely organizational struggle for funds-and

staffing. A final factOr that is beyond the control of the prime
sponsor is 0'1 amount of pre -CETA experience accumUnited by service
deliverers. The greeter the proportion of agencies with such experience,
we hypothesized, the more likely it is that they will be set in their ways
and resist staff attempts ts change their behavior, thud generating
conflict.

Two final factors help form the context for conflict, and these are
under thecontrol of the prime sponsorship. If conflict is most likely_
the result of prime sponso /service deliverer relationships, then it peens
reasonable to suppose that conflict is morelikely when there are more
prime sponsor/service deliverer interactions. Theist interactions, in turn,

are more likely when a greater proportion of a prime sponsor's Title I funds
are used to fund outside agencies rather than toioperate programs internal-
ly. They are also more likely when a prime sponsor funds progiams normally
operated by outside agencies (work experience and classroom training).

\--The context variables tended to produce only low to moderate
correlationi. Only one.was staiisticallysignificantli at even-the .10
level. The experience of service deliverers was not found to be positively

relate e to conflict. In fact, the relationship was negative (a correlation

4
of -MB). .A review of the, data indicates that -this result was duc in part
to_the disiributions.of values for the two variables:. conflict tended
to be low in most prime sponsorships, while agency manpower experience was
quite high. In such relationships a few cases can have a major impact on

the correlation. This seeps to hOpe happened here. Given the circum-

stances, we hesitate to say thatfconflict is more likely where service
deliverers are-new. It is also iilausible, of course, to hypothesiie that
experienced deliverers would create conflict_through resistance to stafT
decisions if those decisions were threditening. It may be that in our site&

experienced deliverers hp sufficient influence in the decision-making
process to prelAnt decisions they did not e. Thusthere was no reason
for conflict to emerge.

.

Three of the ltmaining five relationships were also in th rection

opposite that pred'lcted, but they were very weak relationships. Conflict,
tended to be slightly more severe where Title I funding was increasing,
where subcontracting was less extensive, and where a relatively small share

A

Al- AL various .points in the analysis we have used test of statistical
significance; eVen though the 15 national sites do not constitute-a sample.
Social scientists are divided over whether this is a proper use of the

4 'significance test. For readings on both aides of this questio;, see ,

Morrison and Henkel (1970). Given the debate, we also report correlations
that are' not technically "significant" but that are, at minimum, suggestive
of important relationships. The general rule-of thumb that "the higher
the correlation, the more meaningful it is," should also be remembered

r.

given both 0,1 debate over the use of significance tests and the relatively
small number of-ceses with which ,,Tr.1

' .
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of funds was devoted to classroom-and work experience prof rams. The

failure of the firstrofthese hypotheses seems to be due in large part

Co the exceptional behavior of two prime,sponsorships: .Duluth and

So

the
, Duluth suffered the greatest funding dutin our fifteen

national sites (eown to 73% of 1974 funding levels without adjusting for

inflation) while Sacramento-Yolo was among the more fortunate (124%). Are

the site repc-%ts have' indicated; Duluth hai enjoyed a remarkable degree of

community-mindedness in the manpower arena. All funded agegcies.were

willing to accept their shares of the cut. On the other hand, the

Sacramento -Yolo consortium experienced the most conflict of the fifteen

sites, 'Int this conflict was not typical. Service delivery questioro
involved; but so too were a large number of other matters. It is not likely

that funding', would have much impact on that kind of problem. If

these two sites were excluded,'the relationship between conflict and
funding cuts would probably be positive, as hypothesized. But even then,'

the relationship would not be a very strong one.

, -The extent of subcontracting and the size of programs' normally operated

by outside agencies were als&megatively related (very weakly) to the
'Amount Of. conflict, contrary to expectations. It would appear that

so loag as there are some service deliverers receiving some share of

funds; the context for conflict is obtained. The degree of conflict would

'then depend lya,the,4 in which the staff-deliverer relationship is
_managed rather than on the number of such agencies (at least within
reasonable Dalis) or on the'size of their contracts.

The size of the minority population was not highly correlated with
conflict, although'it was in the expected direction. This lends credence

to our earlier observatf that-conflict in our 15 sites generally
involved the simple question:' which agencies get hovemuch money with how

/much autonomy? The share of gervicee that eventually are allocated to
various ethnic or minority gromPs in a community is publicly discussed only-

infrequenly. It also seems to Vegenerally true that our national sites ,

have given minority groups a reasonabM share of services. (See the

section on participants, b'elow')

, ,,

_The amouat'of funding relative to the sizeof the labor fore did

produce fiegative,correlation with conflict:' as.expected, but.the relation-

, ship is weak and' s°. We Cloim little about it.,
.

In short, none of the contextual variables produced a significant .

positive correlation-with conflict. This is probably not - surprising, given

that even as hypothesized; the relationships are igdirect; they set the
stage for confitct, butt probably do not cause it. .bonsequently, even
.though the conreiations are generally low, it is still possible -that some

of these variables are important for the understanding ?f conflict. Daly

a much larger data base would allow us to test the various indirect
relationships in econfiaent way. -Until such data are available, discussionc

of the conte4 for CETA_confrict Must remtin somewhat speculative and be

based piimarfly.on firsthand observati9n.
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Staff Aggressiveness
4

The second group.of hypotheses argues that ad agr.ressive staff will

have to deal with tare conflict than a staff that takeL a laissez faire
attitude toward its subcontractors. Aggressivedess is-measured in

eight Offerent ways: -extent of monitoring, quality of monitoring, extent

of evaluation, quality of evaluation, the extent to which evaluation result.
affect funding decisions, the extent to which the refunding ofoervice
deliverers is treated as an Open question, and the general quality and
experience of the staff. These last two variables are included because
the less able 'staffs spend so much of their time trying to keep up with
mere management routine that they have little energy left for initiuLive
directed. toward service deliverers. The less experienced staffs suffer
from a similar probltm. They too have had to spend more time on the purely
mechanical aspects oP-their operations than staffs that were familiar with-
manpower program operations prior to CETA.

The only two significant relationships were found bctween quality of
monitoring and conflict (-.48) and quality -of evaluation and conflict (-.47).
They were both in the opposite direction frOmthdt hypothesized. (There .

were also moderate negative correlations with extent of both monitoring
and evaluation.) These aspects of staff aggressiveness did not generate
conflict. In fact, the regulatization of these relationships deems to hr,ve
reduced.conflict. This is in line with the comments made in interviews by
some service deliverers that they would like to be monitored and evaluated
on the basis of explicitly stated criteria and program goals. They prefer

this to capricious or arbitrary judgments about.how they were doing.
Thus the reluctance of some prime sponsorships to institute good monitoring`
and especially good evaluation on the bagis that they are too threatening
to service deliverers and would produce An unacceptably high level of
conflict in the system is ill-founded. It might be claiming too much to
say that starting or improving monitoring and/or evaluation will cure
conflict, but we can say with some confidence that it is ,not io

create new conflict.

Divergent Values

. The third group of hyp- otheses considers the respective values of

relevant actors. Our obServations, bOth in Ohio and in the natici: 1 sites,

indighte ttt a common cause of conflict is a staff desire to improve per-
formance'in ways that run against a service deliverer desire to_serre the
most disadvantaged. This is particularly true when the service deliverer
is a community action agency, since the CAA hai a legal mandate and often
an emotional commitment to serve the very poor. We hypothesized that prime
sponsors that have staffs with strong placement orientations or prime
sponsors whose service deliverers are particularly committed to service
to the disadvadtaged ate most likely to experience conflict.

The values we felt we Could measure did not serve to explain conflict
very well. One relationship (staff commitment to placement) was negative
and one (deliverer commitment to the disadvantaged) was positive, but both
were so weak as to offer no support for generalizations.

I
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Openness of the Decision-Making Pr eds qv _

b r

We hypothesl,.ed that an open .cision-mtking process would be related .

tp less conflict than a e clos process,. Specifically, we felt that

where'tfie MAC was more ac ve and influential there-would be less conflict.

We felt that those prime sponsorships 1.n which the decision process was *

perceived to be epen by the actots would have less conflict. And we felt

that'in those cases in which service deliverers were perceived to have
considerable influence there would be less conflict because there would
probably be less suspicion. .

. -
....

.. lir
Theigorrelltions in fact all turned out to be positive. One (with thi

MAC) was very low but the other two were reasonably high (.33 in the ease
of perceptions of openness and .49 in the case of service deliverer
influence)

__,:- .

In a general seise, then, opening the decision - making system doss not

reduce conflict. It may even increase it, at least for the short-run.

What may be'very impirtant, however, fa,that the conflicis likely to be
focused on such central questions as goals, target groups, and performance
rather than on petty bickering, personalities, suspicion of favorism for
some deliverers, ethnic rivalries, and other concerns that are, frequent in
prime sponsorships with closed decision systems. The former cbilflicts

are important and legitimate points that need to be debated incopen.' The
latter conflicts are petty and usually unproductive from the Reint of view
of improving quality of.programs and service delivery., To the extent that

conflict is focused on important questions by opening,the decision-making
system and to-the extent that that focus dispels petty.and unimportant
squabbles, we continue to believe that opening the system makes good
'Sense. It cannot be argued as aselling point that opening decision-making
will reduce contlic in 1 cases but it certainly can be argued that it .

;will help focus disreemt on important issues.

A Clking Note

In our progress reports we repeatedly took the positione-based on our
observations at the sites, that,a staff that sought to avoid all conflict
also usually avoided hard programmatic choices that ultimately would serve
the participants better. We continue to take that position. Obviously,

we have not found what "causes" conflict or relative'absence of conflict

in a strictly correlational sense. Perhaps our most significant finding is

that one c ntral staffs activity often interpreted as aggressixe--the
institutio or improvement of systematit monitoring and evaluation of
service deliverers--does not lead to increased conflict, but in fact it

may lead to decreased conflict. But even those actions that may lead to.

increased conflict -- especially opening the decision process--can also have
salutary effects if they help focus the debate and disagreement on important'
issues the prime sponsorship should face rather than avoid.

RELATIONS WITH BUSINESS AND ORGANIZEVLABOR

In this section we will 4iefly descritte the extent of business and

organized labor involvement in CETA and then attempt to explain why it
occurs in -some sites but not in others.
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By business involvement we mean the euent to which the prime sp,.sol-

has been able to elicit the interest and partiCipation of busiSessmen.in
the CETA program. This topic was a standar part of each of our fifteen
site reports dulins the past year. Those di sions were used to develop
a summary measure, ranked from high to low, for each of the national sites.
On that basis, five- of the sites were ranked medium Sigh, one was ranked ,

medium, three were ranked medium low, and "ix were ranked-low in their
ability to elicieghwiness involvement.

It seems worthwhile to note-the kinds of activities for which sites
weregiven medium high rankings, both so the meaning of thq measure can be
better understood and so readers of this report can profit frsm the
innovations we observed. Dallas County, had a job _fair that brought-CETA

clients and employers together. It also gave the local Chamber of Commerce
a job development contract. Denver had organized conferences between its
staff and employers; it also subcontracted with a private,4for-profit
corporation'to'dor assessment and placement. Duluth's MAC surveyed (!:apioyera

who had hired CETA participants and used the responses Eo make changes in
the CETA, training program. Duluth also has instituted an advisory board
consisting,of representatives from business, labor, the CETA staff, and
area vocational - technical schools to suggest ways in which the broader
vocational education estOlishment can serve the needs of industry in the
area. WilmingtOn has 6eloped new courses-in such 'high paying skills as
pipefitting and.shipfitting in close consultation with a local shipbuildor,-
which has in turn hired most of die graduates of the course.

In general; those prime sensors that subcontracted all programs were
.less successful in eliciting business cooperation than those that retained
some or all programs in.-house;

.Success in involving business is related to the proportion,of
businessmen on the MAC. The correlation is reasonably high and would be
substantial except that'one prime sponsor with a law degree of business
involvement had a large number of businessmen appointed to a council that
never met. The only other major exception was a prime sponsor that
delegated responsibility for developing business ties to_service deliverers.
Business-involvement seems to be enhanced when a prime sponsor has a large
proportion (roughly 15% or more) of businessmen on an active and- .:

,influential council and when the staff makes liaison with business a major
priority. Appointing a major local employer to the chairmanship of the
council will often produce some desired results; It is clear from our
experience both in Ohio and in the national sites that close cooperation
between local employers and the CETA program does not come easily.
Employers generally want to hire the most qualified applicants available;
they are unlikely to believe that such applicants/will be found on the
CETA rolls. Only close cooperation is likely to change that impression..

There is less to say concerning labor involvement simply because there
is so little. There were labor representatives on almost all of the
councils. Often labor was'heavily represented on these councils. But
frequently labor's interest was quite narrow, focusing on the impact of
CETA programs on the promotion opportunities or other such concerns of
municipal and county employees. In other cases, labor representatives on
the councils simply acted as individuals concerned with the success of a
government program, not as representatives of a larger organization with
specific interests.
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Lowell and King3nohomish are major exceptions. They both sponsored
apprenticeship programs for CETAparticipants. This emphasis on training

in the skilled trrst-5 clearly the most valuable direction for CETA/union
cooperation to take, because only union partici.pation will give CETA
participants achance to enter these occupations.

A fey c*_'-er prime'sponsotships (notably Dallas County and the

Birmingham Consortium) have taken smaller steps to use unions to get
participants into the skilled trades.

I/
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17,JGRE1 TW'TICIPAY"-;

DESCRIPTION' Or TITLE I PARTICIPANTS

Tablc! 17 shows the charqcteristics of Title I,participants enrolled adli
entering employment for the nation, the state of Ohio, and the 15 national

sites for three selected quarters. The percent of any group enrolled is

calculated by dividing the number of that group enrolled, by the number of
all individuals enrolled. The percent of -any group entering employmat is
calculated by dividing the number of that group entering employment by the
number of all individuals entering employment. As the table shows, the

two percentages can vary considerably. That is, the characteristics
of those-served through enrollment in CETA and those who enter employment
from a CETA slot Are different.'

The three quarters used in Table l3 were chosen for specific reasons.
'December, 1974, is fle earliest date for which complete data Are available,
and thus gives an early reading,, based an-cumulative data for two quarters.
June, 1975, is used because the dataare cumulative for the first full
year of CETA. September, 1976, is used because the data are cumulative '

for the five quarters beginning in July, 1975. Data were-also available for

December, 1976, but were not used because they represented only the first
.

quarter of Fiscal 1977. i

. Primary attention in analyzing the data presented in this section will
be devoted to discussing the participant service patterns and changes in
the 15 selected prime sponsors, and relating-these to national trends.
The Ohio figures have'been added for comparative purposes and the discussicl
of Qhio results will be limited to noting the relationship between patterns
uncovered in the selected sites and those found in Ohio, except in those
cast in which Ohio patterns diverge noticeably from the national
patterns or those found in the 15 selected sites.

.

Patterns of.enrollments rvealed by Table 13 are a3 follows:

/Nationally, in Ohio, and in the 15 sites, participants are
beco ng less young.

2. In all 3 groups, participantsAare becoming better educated.

3. Nationally, the percentage of nonwh4te participants has remained

virtually unchanged. In Ohio, the percentage has declined somewhat. In

the national sites it has increased somewhat.

--

4. In all 3 prime sponsor groupings, Title'I participants have become
less disadvantaged. However, economically disadvantaged participants,still
'account foi at least 3/4 of all participants in all three groups.

5. The percentage of females in all three groups has stabilized
after an initial moderate decline.

k
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c.% Table 12; CHARACTE=TICS OF TITLE I PARTICIPANTS ENROLLED AND ENTERING EMPLOYMENT,
ce) U.S., OHIO, AND NATIONAL SITES, SELECTED QUARTERS, 1974-1976

(percentage enrolled are the numbers not in parentheses;
percentage entering employment are the numbers in parentheses)

Characteristic

With 12 Years
or More Formal
alucation

Economically
Disadv.-21t.sed

% of All .

U,.S. Participants

12/31/74 _6/30/75 9/30/76

49 45 46

(43) (43). (43)

46 44 45

(43) (40) (36)

Under 22 65 62 57

Years of Age , (45) (41) (38)

34 39 46

(53) (57) (63)

81 78 78,

(73) (76) (68)

% of All X of Participants at
.

-Ohio Participants 15 National_Sites

4/31/74

68

(45)

34

(54)

84

(74)

6/30/74 9/ 0/76 12/31/74 6/30/75 9/30/76_

44 43 47 45 46

(43) (4C) (42) (41) (43)

55 52 37 39 42

(57) ' (47) (28) (32) (33)

61 55 64 61 ) 52
(36) (33) (54) (39) (39)

38 47 36 38 '51

(62) (62) (51) (58) (65) --

82 76 81 '78 75

(76) _ (63) (81) (76) (65)
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When the focus is changed from service u.-2asured by enrollments to
service measured by thone entering employment, the data chow that the

percentage of felualo, non-whites, economically disadvantaged, and those

under 22. has generally been below the percentage of each group enrolled.
This pattern holds for all three groupings of prime sponsorships and across
time periods. The percentage of thcA entering employment with more than
12 years of formal education, on the either hand, has been consistently
higher than the percentage enrolled.

Changes in the percentages of each group entering employment usually
conform to changes in the level of enrollment of each group.. Thus, for
example, decreases nationally in the level of enrollment of persona under
22 were accompanied by decreases in the percentage Of this group-- ,

entering employment. .

Table 14 analyzes entered employment patterns for the 15 national sit".
on an individual basis. The table is designed to i'derscore differeuces

between the enrollment of a group land the entered employment status of a
group. A cell is marked if that difference is 5% or more.

The most striking patterns revealed by"Table 14-involve education and
age. There is more than 5% difference between enrollment figures and' '

entered employment figures for almost every prime sponsorship and, with
only one exception, the entered employment rates are considerablyiligher
than the enrollment rates for those who have more education and are older.
This is in large part attributable to youth work experience-programs that
'do not have placement as a goal. There were similar cases of substantially
lower entered employment rates for not -- Whites (six cases), economically

disadvantaged (four cases), and females (three cases). These were offset by
only one case for economically disadvantaged and one case for females in
which the entered employment rate was 5% or more higher than the enrollment

rate.

We also inspected the same data for the 17 Ohio prime sponsorships.
Similar patterns were present in the case of education and age. In

thirteen of the Ohio prime sponsorships the entered employment tate exceeded
66 enrollment rate for those with at least a high school education by
5% or more. None reported a difference in the other direction. In fourteen,

again with no contrary cases, the entered employment 'rate was less-than
the enrollment rate by 5% or more for those under 22. There were, however,
more consistent patterns of difference in Ohio than in the national sites

in the case of both economic status and gender. Ten Ohio primes reported
the entered.employant rate as less than the enrollment rate by 5% or
more for economically disadvantaged participants, with only one contrary

Kcase. Six.Ohio imes reported the same pattern for females, with two

contrary casts tix Ohio primes reported this pattern for nonwhites, with

three contrary cases. -.

DESCRIPTION OF TITLES II4D VI PARTIC4PANTS

Title II

Table 15 shows participant racteristics for all individuals enrolled

in ,Title II for the three groupin 3 of prime sponsorships. In this table.
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7.able 14: ANLLYSIS OF 17.TTELED E.F.PLOYM-fITT .2.'21-.D V.' l'eTT7RITS,

NATIONAL SITES, SEPTEMBER, 1976,

.1'1 ...me

Spbnsurship

, :::atexce Emplcymeat
. by 5%

Under 22

Exceeds %
or .More

High School
or More

Enrolled

Economically
Disadvantaged

% Entered

Female

Employment

Non-white

is
jIy 5% or

Under 22-

Less Than %
More
High School,

or More

Enrolled

Economically
DisadvantagedFemale ron-white

Connecticut
4

Lowell X *

Crmberland, NJ .* X'

Yonkers X X X

Ii1lmington
. ,

g X X X

Lunerne X

SirmIngham X X OC X .1(

Cumberland, NC
- X * X - X X

Du ch X 3G
\

--
X

Arkansas X X' X

Dallas M X X

Central Iowa -X

Denver X .

Sacramento-Yolo X u . .

King-Snohomish X X

rJ

_ 53 54*
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lible 15: CHA.gACTERA-TIC3 OF TITLE II PARTICIPANTS ENROLLED, U.S.,' GRID,

AND 'ATIONAL SITES, SELECTED QUARTERS, 1974-1976

1

,% sell
: ,

Cicracteristic44* 0.5. MrticiPantS

,-

Fe.--lale- ' .
A

a.

;:on 1(4*

-
ite.t hire

I f

':2-44 Yerrs Old

.fth 12 or More'

"ears Formal .

Z:tucation

,

Diladvantaged

,12/74 6/75 6/76 12/76

\\

opts,

-

31
.

.

'6

74

. 46

'41

35

32

75

45

.,-

36 19

4

39 33
I

64 64

.

'f.7k 75

S 45

-

#

0
-

12/74 fr41.:es 4o not include Dallas Cathay, which"had no program, BOS Conn. wlfire no dagp.were available,

and Wilmington Del., which had noiinrollees that quarter. i
/ .,

'C/75 figures al s o not include Dallas County.. 1 -

6/76 figuips ex.2.1ade llas County, .which had no program, aid.Bitminghap, Alabama for which no data

were availAole. ,
%

12/7S,figurvs includi all 15 sites...
, ,

.
.

% of Alla. //'. % of Par-iciRints a'

_Ohio ParticipiZts at 15 rational Sites ,

12/74

27

-47

64

17

36

6/75' 6/76 12/78

33 30 36

42 37 24

4

62 66 65

72 75 78

.43 38 32

12/74 6/75

31 39

23 28

.
65 68

-

76 . 78

43 . 49'

6/76 12/76

,40 39

25 25
.

I- d
68 67ar
81

51 48

4

U,)

4

4

L

A.:
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we have used figures for Jime and December, 1976, instead of those repz,rted
in September, 1976, in order-to determine the impact of the movement-of
participants between Titles II and VI, which began late in FY 76. The

June figures represent the composition of participants just prior to a
large scale shifting betweeN.Titleeleft The December figures represenerthe
composition after most Of the movement had taken place.

For -the nation .as a whole, durin4 the period from December, 197!.., to
June, 1976, there is Sutstantial increase in service to nonwhites. Levels

.for the other groups remained fairly stable during this period, alihough
there were some very slight inereasesin service to Women, 22-44 olds",

.and ecOnomically disadvantaged participants: After June of 1976 there are
severil significant changes in'the national Title II service patterns.
First,. there is_a significant increase-in the percentage of women served.
There iq also a decline in the level of service to the economically
disadvantaged. the averageL-age and educational background of Title II
participants remained abo4 constant:

1' -'
'Overall', client service patterns for the 15 selected'prime sponsors.

show a great deal of stability. The one noticeable change occurred-between
December, 1974 and June, 1975. By the end of FY 1975 there were significant
increases in the rates of-service in all five categories of participant
characteristics being analyzed, in comparison to the December, 1974 levels.
From that point on there is very little changein the aggregate service
levels for Title II participants in the 15 selected sites. The changes

11

evident for the nation and for the state Ohio in Title II service rates

after June, 1976, do not appear in the agg egate figures'for the 15 ......,

Tested prime sponsors, except.for a. decline in service to the economically
-

disadvantaged. ' - ../

The charigss in Title II participafit characteristics that appear after
June, 19;6, are primarily because of changes in CETA policy. In the spring

of 1976 many 'prime Sponsors were running out of Title VI money, and the
Title VI extension was boiged down inCongress. In March., emergen0
supplemental funds were rrceived under Title II. Subsequently alli
restrictions, on moving PSE participants between Titles wereremoved.
During the.ate spring and continuing through the summer of1976, prime
'spoilsors moved many,-and in come cases, all of their'Title VI I-paiiicipants

into` Titl fi. Thus, the December, 1976 figures reflect the impact of
this move nt of people out of title VI and into itle II.

Tide VI

Table 16 shows participant characteristic's for allj individuals
enrolled in Title for the three'groupings, of pr1me sponsorships. The,

national pattern was for service to women and nonwhitesto increase
between June, 1975., and June, 1976, with service levels in the other
categories remaining essentially the same. By December of 1976, with' many

fewer participants enrolled, Title VI service rates for.nonWhites declined
while service to the economically disadvantaged increased. This change'
was particularly dramatic in the case of the economically disadvantaged.
In June, 1976, the rate of service to thih group was three percent higher
in Title II than in Title VI. By yecember,.1976, the relationship was re-
versed, with theVercentage of economically disadvantaged participants in
Title VI being 5 percent higher than in Title II.

Ji
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Chal-acterisric

Fz:male
....'

Non-:late

22 -' Ycarstmi-,
N

Lath 12 or More
Years Formal
Education

Economically
Disadvantaged

I

Table 16: CRAPNCTERISTICS OF TITLE VI PARTICIPANTS ENROLLED, U.S HIO

AND NATIONAL SITES, SELECTED QUARTERS, 1975-1976

.

% of All % of A all % of Participants b

U.S. Participants Ohio Participants 15 Natfonal Sites

/75 6/76 12/76 6/75 6/76 12/76 6/75 6/76 12/76

29 35 , 36 35-. 34 35 29 33 33_:=

29 32 29 28 26. -27 23 25 15

k .

65' 64 65 62 64 63 '46 66 65
.

74 .74 75 77 _ 76 80 74 79 78

43 44 50 t - 3i 34 38 45 44

a 8 of C.-ic's 17 Prime'Sponsprs no longer had Title VI programs by 12/76.

6 orth- 15 sites no longer had Title VI programs by 12/76.

/.

5;
6

4

e
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There are_tw4 possible explonations for this pattern. The first is

..",,that prime sponsors did not-transfer Title VI pariidipants to Title II

in a random fashipn. Thus, a higher percentage of nonwhite and economfeally
disadvantaged participants were probably transferred th.an remained on
Title VI. This chotce was probably influenced by'the new Title VI eligibi-
lity requirements, which imposed stricter income qualifications on Title VI

. participants. Taking note' of this change, many prime sponsors may have
decided to reduce futere problems by leaving a high percentage of economi-
cally disadvantaged participants on Title VI. The second possible explana-
tion takes into account the fact that some prime sponsors were no longer
operating Title VI ptograms by DeCembei, 1976. If these prime spontioes

were systematicallyYdifferent.in the types of clients they served ih -
comparison to those still operating programs, this could account for.the
pattern of change described abovg.

The patterns of Title VI service for the 15 selected, prime sponsors
were slightly different than those for the nation and Ohio. There vas an

increase of enrollment of Women, nonwhites and those with 12 or more years
of education between June, 1975, and June, 1976. There was only one

significant change in enrollment between June and December of 1976. There

was a substantial decrease in the rate 'of service to nonwhites., As noted

- above, many prime sponsors no longer had Title VI programs byDecember,
1976. This aggregate ,decrease in service seems to be explained by the fact
that the sites not reporting Title VI activity inrPecember included many
containing kigh concentrations of non-white participants. :Thus, the aggre-

gate figures, based ow a reduced number of sites, showed a decrease in
As.

service tp, nonwhites. .

Titles II and VI-Considered Together
(

As the above discussion implies, it is difficult to sort out the
differences between redl changes in Title II and VI service-patterns, and
apparent changes caused by changes in repoiag practices, or movement

: between the two titles. Furthermore, many would.argue that the two programs

were essentially the same, especially since the elimination of restrictions

on movement between the titles, and one.should'devote attention to the
overall PSE client service patterns, rather than looking at the two

Titles separately.

In Table 17, datA on participant servdce,."Sotb entollmenA and entered.'
employment, for Titles II and VI have been combined. These.figures would

seem to be the most reliable for identifying real changes inPSE participants
since they include'cumulative totals for the fouquartets ending in

-June, 1975, and the five quarters Andirig in September; 11176, which takes

into account the summer of 1976 when much of the=swit6inliketween Titles :

was taking place. On the basis of.the data show in Table 17, the

following general statements about PSE participants seem warranted:

1. Nationally, P5E enrollments included an increasing percentage of
women and nonwhites.

2. 'The age, educational background; and income status of PSE enrollees

in the nation has remained stable. .
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Table 17: ,CHAR,ACTERISTICS OP TITLES II AND VI PARTICIPANTS COMBINED, ENROL

ATM ENTERIYO EMPLOYMENT) U.S., OHIO) AND NATIONAL SITES, FY 75 and FY 7

eurollA are the numbersInOt in parentheses; percentage entering employment

C!---,racterlsric

are thekuthbev in parentheses)

of All % ofAll

U.S: Participants Ohio Participants

% of Participants
at 11 National Sites

6/75 9/76 6/75' 9/75 6/75 9/76

re.: axle
32 36 34 33 35 36

(29) (35) (27). (31) (30) . (35)

Non-IPaite 29 33 36 27 28 41125

(23) (23) (23) (23) (27) (23)

.-/

22-44 'r2arc Old 64 ( 64 62 64 68 65

(69) (68) (69) (69) (71) <67)

With 12-or More
Years Formal 74 75 - 74 . 77 77 76

Education (77) (78) £73) (80) (82) (75)

rf!c.,dcr-itchy 44 44 4,1 35, 47 47

Disadvantged (42) (39) , (40) (31) (40) (37)

b

61

I
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3. Ohio diverged fro the national prAtern in 17.:Ilibiting a patte

decrersing en.tollments of nonwhiteSand the economically disadvantaged:
-Ohio also increased enrollments of 22-44 year olds and of those with 12
more years of educacion.

7 ,

4. The ,1S selected prime sponsOrs also diverged from the national
trend by d-rAiasing enrollment of nonwhites.

5. In contrast to Ohio, enrollment of women in the 15.selected prime
sponsors inreased slightly, which conformed to the national trend. Also,

the Ohio p4tern of increasing enrollment of 24r44 year olds and th,_ze
12 or more years of formal education was reversed for the 15 selected
sites, although the absolute level of service to these groups was compara-
ble.

The PSE-entered employment patterns shown in Table 17 are very s.lmilar
to those for Title I shown in Table 13. Females, nonwhites, and tha
economically disadvantaged enter employment at a lower rate than they are
served. The opposite is true for /2-44 year olds, and those 41th,12 or More
years of formal education. Thii pattern holds for all three-sets of
prime sponsors. In general, there was very little change in these
relationships over time, except for, an increasing percentage of females
to enter employment in FY 76.

In Table 18 the relationship between PSE participants enrollment
rates and entered employment rates are broken out for each of the 15
selected prime sponsors. As was the case with Title I (see Table
the most widely shared patterns are those concerning age and educatio 1

background. However, it should be noted that the number of prime spon ors
conforming to these and the other trends described above is significantly'
lower for PSE than for Title I. It is also true that the selected sites
were much less likely than the Ohio sites to follow the national pattern
of different levels of service in client categories for those entering
employment compared to all clients enrolled.

EXPLAINING PARTICIPANT SERVICE PATTERNS

This section attempts to account for variations in participant m.,rvice
patterns among the 15 selected prime sponsors, the differences between
Title I and PSE ptograms,.and the changes in characteristics over time. --
The primary thrust of the analysis is on the level of service arid changes
in the level of service to females, economically disadvantaged, and
nonwhite grbups. The attention accorded females coincides with the
growth of interest in research on the labor force participation of 14omen.
The latter two groups are given emphasis as it was argued that they would
suffer most in loss of.services from a decentralized and decategorized
program such as CETA (see Mangum and Spedeker, 1974:309).

The following sets of factors will be utilized to contribute to.an
understanding of client service patterns: 1) local economic conditions and
demographic characteristics;* 2) local programmatic decisions; 3) relevant
attitudes of influential local manpower actors; 4) Manpower Advisory
Council influence and ectivity; 5) specific management decisions; and
6) the impact of national pblicy and regional office activities.

63
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Table 1$: An.LYSIS OF ENTERiai EMPLOYMENT PATTERNS CO/TARED TO ENROLLMENT PATTERft, NATIONAL SITES

SEPTEMBER, 1976, TITLES-II AND VI COMBINED

co

Prime

Sponsorship

.

% Entered Employment Exceeds % Enrolled
------,...

By 5% or More
.

% Entered Employment is Less'than % Enrolled
ey 5% or More

Female Nonwhite 22-44

High School
or More

Economically
Disadvantaged Female Nonwhite 22-44

High School
or More

Economically

Disadvantaged

Ccanecticut . X

Lc:: ell X N
X .

Cumberland,j/J

Yonkers .

Wilolington X
-

_ X

LuTerne X X

Dirm.2.ngham

Cumberland, NC X 4
X

Duluth X X - X
.

Arkans as X

Dallas l .

Central Iowa X

Denver ., .

Sacramento-Yolo X X
.

King-.nchoxish
4

X --
,

,

..°

64 3

Abe MIS
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Local 'Economic Conditions z_od Denclraphic CharacteriAics

Economic conildnrs rnd demographic characteristics may directly
affect the pool of po':ential CETA applicants. the following section
presents the results of a variety of analysts designed to assess the
relationship betireen economic conditions and client service patterns.

le

1970 Census Data. Initially, service patterns as of September, 1976,
were compared with 1970 Census data. It is recognized that census figures
are dated, but they provide a starting poiat. The 1970-percent unemployed
who were non-white, female, and those living in families below the poverty
level were considered. 'Ilk poverty figure was used as a surrogate measure
of the number of economically disadvantaged.' For Title I, six of the 15
prime sponsors served a smalltr percentage of females than the percent
unemployed who were female. One prime sponsor served a smaller percentage
of non-whites than the percent of nonwhites unemployed. All 15 served
a higher percentage o''- economically disadvanthged than the percentage of

persons in families below the poverty level in their area.

For PSE (Titles II and VI combined), 11 of the 15 sites served a lower
percentage of women than was represented in the unemployed census figures.
Three prime sponsors served a lower percentage of'nonwhites than the
percentage unemployed who were nonwhite. One site-served a lower percentage
of economically disadvantaged than the percentage of persons living in
families below the poverty level.

Careful inspection of the relationship between participant service
data and census data leads to the conclusion that service levels are not
determined by variations in the campobition of the unemployed population.
Prime sponsors with quite similar demographic make-ups varrconsiderably
in service levels to the same groups. Basic demographic composition may
serve as an outer limit on variation in participant composition, but It
does not determine it.

Employment Service Active Files. :A more current measureof a prime
sponsor's "universe of need" is provided by data derived from the active -
files of local Employment Services offices. (These data are derived from
the Employment Service Automated Reporting System (ESARS).) These files

include CETA eligibles such as the unemployed, underemployed, and economi-
cally disadvantaged. The active files also include a number of individuals
who are currently, employed andare seeking new employment. It is,diffiCult

to assess the size of this group, but the best estimate is probably 10%
or less. To th4 4xtent that the non-disadvantaged-outnumber the disadvan-
taged in this gibup, an ovetstatement of the incidente of need results.

There "are factors, however, that could serve to understate the
incidence of need.. Some wo4ers ("discouraged workers") may give up their
search for employment Auring recessionary periods. In addition it has

been suggested that certain minorities may be'reluctant to register Oith
ES (see Camil Associates, 1975).

Finally, the matching of prime sponsorships and ES area offices is an
approximation. The (late are by place of residence. In addition, individuals
may register at more thanoneES office. Despite these limitations, the ES

6 6*
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data represont an accessible and current surrogate measure of need within
a prime sponsorchip.

Table 19 stmmari,:.29 the relationship (in-the_ form of a simple corre-
lation) between the unemployment rate and 1) ESARS data on percent econo-
mically disadvanta6ed, Per-cent female, and percent white, and 2) enrollment
rates for , same detograph1-5roups. The analysib reported was for
September, 1,976. The same analysis ,c,..qs carried out for all other quarters
with similar results. The correlatiotspetween the unemployment late
and the ESARS data are for nine,sites. The correlations with enrollment
rates are for all 15 sites.

r.

The inverse relationship obtained between.the unemployment rate and
the percent economically' disadvantaged in the ESARS population can'perhaps
be explained by the fact that those who are losing their jobs are not
economically disadvantaged. The positive relationship between percent
economically disadvantaged in PSE programs and the unemployment rat,. shows
that prime sponsors with high rates of utemproymenttended to serve a high
percentage of economdcallyidisadvantaged in their Title II and VI programs.
This suggests that sustained periods of high unemployment may make it easier
for prime sponsors to. find qualified PSE participants who are economically
disadvantaged; even though the percentage of persons-on the universe of
need who are economically disadvantaged does not necessarily increase.
Virtually no relationship was found between the unemployment rate and
Title I economically disadvantaged clients.

The inverse relationship between the unemployment/rate and ESARS for
females is also evident it the Title VI program; no relationship exists
for Titld's I and It. The implication of these correlatiofiS is that
relatively more men than Women are losing their jobs. The Title VI service

.might be said to reflect this pattern and as a result-serve fewer females
when the unemployment rate is high.

The correlations between the unemployment rate and percent white in
,the TSARS population is quite low. ThAe is, however, a relatively strong
negative relationship between the unemployment rate and whites in Title I.
,A positive relationship is in evidence in the PSE titles. This result is
in line with the fact that nonyfiites are more represented in Title I than
in either Title II or VI.,

Table ZO presents an index of thelielationship between enrollments in
Title I and univecse of need estimates for the 15 national sites.- ES data
were available for 11 of the 15 sites, and census data have been supplied
in the other four cases. The most severe problem this latter substitution
mposes concerns the category of economically disadvantaged. The census,
measure of families below the poverty level is not comparable to the ES
figures for the economically disadvantaged. pus, the ratios between
participant enrollment levels and universe orneed,estimates for the
economically disadvantaged in the sites for which census data have been
supplied should not compared to the other sites,',but can be compared
to each other.

Table 20shows that by September, 1976, only five of the national
sites were serving a lower percentage of women under Title I than was
present in 'heir universe of need estimates. Title I service to nonwhites '

6
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..Table 19: RELAMONSHIF BETWEEN UNEMPLOYMNT RAU AND SELECiED
DI:MOCRAPRIC CHARAbTERIST;CS, NATIONAL SITES, SEPTEMB4R, 7,976 %-

eAt

. ESARS Data iTitle
-

I Enrollments Title II E rolrments 'Title VI
.

Enrollments

Z Econ.

iisadv.
% J
$

Female

'1
White

% Epon.

Disadv.

%_°

Female

0.06

%

White
__-_-

% Ecoh.-

Disadv. F

; .

White
-1 Ecdn.

Disadv.

%

Female White

COrr3latio.: with

Unertloyment Rate -0.26 41.44 0.09

.

.-0.09
.
.39

..-

, 0.51., -0.13 0.24

.

0.49
*
.-0,28 104

* -

Statistically significant'at the .$5 level. See the fodtnote on page 32-..on our use of significance tests.

4
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Table 20: RATIO OF'TITLE I PARTICIPANTS ENROLLED TO ESARS
POPULATION FOR SELECTED DEMOGRAPHIC GROUPS, NATIONAL .

SITES, JUNE; 1975, AND SEPTEMBER, 1976

?

1

52

Prime 'Sponsor

.

_

Females .Nonwhite .

Economically
Disadvantaged

6/75 9/46_ 6/75 9/76 6/75 9'/76

#4r
Cumberland, N.J.

Luzerne'

Connecticut

Afkansas ,

Duluth

King-Cnohomish

FB::rringharti )

Central Iowa le

Cumberland, N.C.
e

- ..

Sacramenio-Yolo'
.

Wilmington

'

.83

1.29
,

.98

1.17

1.28

1.12

.96

.98

.55

1.10

f.18

t

1.26

1.21

.78

1.13

1.26.

1.04

.93

:a3

.74_

1,11

1.09 ,*

'I59 '

2.00 .

1.56

.70

3.25

2.82

1.42

2.60

1.22

1.89.

2.93

1.21

2.00
,

1.50

.69.69
.

3.20_

2.45

1.36

1.9 .

1.27

1.58

2.50

.5N56

. 3.81

3.210

2.50

9.40

1.85

2.23-

3.14

1.85

1.25
_

2.29

.

3.33

3.81

2.16

.

3.32

- lo
4:59

-1.67

-1.91

2.46

1.79

1.07

3.13 ,

_
Lowell

*

*
Denver 2
Ddllas *

*Yonkers
*

'

I

.77
A

1146

e

.86

1.45

.

'''

.77

1.31

1.04

1,34

4.00

.3.8,5

2.23

4.18

.

s

5.50_

4.15

1.38'
,

4:64

16,67

13.57

12.50

11.56

-4....

14.50

13.00

.

9.75
1

8.67

41

*
ESABS data were not available:;I970 census data were substituted.

.
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was below the uniVerseofIn'ead escrmate for nonwhites in only one site.
.

A11-15 site served a highepexcentage of economically disadvantaged
.persons 'on Title I'Velon was present injkheir universe of need_estimates-i

In Ohio tv,par;ble ES, and census data were available for .15 prime-
sponsershipa The relationships between categories of Title I participants
and their...14sentation in universe of need estimates were very similar
to those in the 15 national sites. Four of tHO. 15 OhiOsites served a
lower-per6entage o( womentthan..was present in their universe of need: All,

15 served a higher percentage-of nonwhites. All except one served a higher.
.

percentage of ecettomically disadvantaged than the percentage of theE,
groups in.the universe of need estimates.

. .

-
.

It'is-alpo ilportant'to take note of changes in the relationship
between client'lervice and the estimated universe of need over time,

, because this provides some idea of the responsiveness of local'prime
sponsors to changesin the make-up of the eligible participants- in their
area. granges may,indicate attempts on the part of primerepStsors to
redress, what they consider.torbe imbalances id their service record with

,-, regard to certain groups. . .
.v.

Two pride sponsors moved from serving a Iowa-elopers tage of women in

Title I than Was present. in their universe of need esti tes in June, 1975,

to serving a higher percentage of women than was inclu ed in the estimates
for September, T976. However, two other sites already serving a lower
percentage of woken in FY 75 than was present in their universe of need
estimates significantly deEreased that service in FY 76eAmong those sited \;
serving a. percentage of women that matched Or exceeded the universe-of
need estimates, during both time periods shown, six decreaded their level of
service to women by Septethber, 1976, while 2 increased 'ft. .

t 44
t

-Of the 14 sites serving,a higher percentage of nonwhites than was
present in their universe of-need estimates, 9. moved inthe direEtion of
reducing this difference, while 6 moved in the opposite direction. The
only_siee to serve a lower,- percentage of nonwhites than was included in

\,

the estimated universe of need exhibited littlt Change-in the ratio
between theseilio populations.

Only two primes showed an increase in the ratio of percent economically
disadvantaged served to the percent of economically disadvantaged in
their universe of need estimatebetween June,,1975 and September,' 19/6.
In 12 other sites the.ratio declined, and in one site it remained the same.

.

Table_21 shows the relationship between clients served in Titles II
and VI 'combined and an estimate of the pool of CETA eligibles derived,from
ES active files and.1910 Census figures for selected characteristics in each
of,the 15 prime sponsors studied. The pattern established in Title I4a
repeated for PSE in most respects, By September, 1976, almost all of the
15 selected'prime sponsors served a higher peicentage of non-whites and
egehomically disadvantaged"participants than these groups represented in,
the estimated universe of need. There were four exceptions'witlt regard
to'nonwhites and three exceptions for the economically diaadvantaged. PSE
service to femle_7( was mixed. Nine of the 15 sites 'served a lower '

-7.1
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Table 21: 'RATIO OF CONBIpED TIRES II AND VI PARTICIPANTS ENROLLED'TOTESTIMATED
CETMELIGIELE rofuLAIGN FOR SELECTED DEMOGRAPHIC GROUPS,

--N

4

NATIONAL SITES, JUNE, 1975 AND SEPTEMBER,' 1976

Price Sponsor
.

,

...

Females

.

Nonwhites

,.,

Ezonomically
'Disadvantaged

,

6/75 9/76 6/75. 9/76 6/75 9/76

- .

Cumberland, N.J. . 0.86 . 1.03 . '1.25( 1.11 . 5.56 443.33

Luzerne 0.59 0.76 100 1.00 1.27 1.41.

Connecticut 0:62" 11.60 0.63 0.81 1.68 1.23

Arkansas 0.64. 0.50 0.20 ' 0.50 1.33 1.50
.

,

Duluth 1.06 1.06 3.60 1.60 4.90 ' 2.53

King-Snohomish ' 1.07 1.04 1.76 1.35 1.26 1.18

,--

'Btrmingham , 0.66 0.61 1.19 1.07 0.18 0.09
_

Central soya L'' 0.63 0.68 A 2.50 :0:91 1.46 0.85

Cumberland, N.C. '0.55 0.42 L. 1.09 1.02 1.89 1.18

Sacramento-Yolo 0.98 1.00 1.63 1,65 .0.92 0.77
---a_. -

Wilmington . 1- t,go ,, 1.06
...e. 4

2.74 2.10 1.61 2.33
ex-

Dollen *
ti

0.68 0.73 :y 1.00 '3'.17 -9:67

,

Denver 1.10 1.13 3.15 4.08 7.86 8.00

Dallas * ,
,

.

0.48 0.66 0.42.- 0.50 3.75 2.88

Yonkers"* 0.68' 0.68 2.91 , 2.36 12.83 11.67

-

*ESARS data were not available; 1970 cemaus 1ata were substilUied.''

F

C
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percentage' of females tWas were represented in the eligible population,
while the remaining 6 sites served females in roughly the same proportion
as their represen-.atioo in the eligible population. None of the 15
prime:sponsors served a significantly higher percentage of females thin
was4present in tie :.ES active file.

.

Varian, { op-among the 15 Ohio prime sponsorships fOt which data were
available in service to females and 'nonwhites was again, Very similar to

,that present among the 15 selected prime-sponsors. Nine of the 15 Ohio,

sites served a lower percentage of women in Pg than .was present in the
estimate of their eligible populations. Two of the 15 Ohio sites followed '

this pattern for nonwhites: There was, however; a very significant
difference in PSE service-to the economically disadvantaged. .Among.the
Ohio,sites, 10, of 15 served a radei-percentage of economically disadvantaged
than was present in the ES and Census estimates of the eligible populations,
compared to only two of the 15 national sites.

In June, 19.75, 11 of the 15 national sites were serving a lower
percentage of women in PSE than was present in their universe of need
esfimates: By September, 1976, six of these sites had moved in the
direction of narrowing this gap.; In two cases the resulting service level
matched or exceeded the percentage of women preient in their estimated
universe of.need. Four of the five remaining prite sponsors whose level of
PSE service was below that of their universe of need estimates moved in
the direction Of widening the gap. In'one case-the ratio did not change. .

,All three of the prime sponsors serving a lower percentage of nonwhites
then was present in their universe ofiineed estimate in Jtme, 1975, showed
an increase in service to this 'group. OTie that served a significantly
higher percentage.of nonwhitefr than was included in the estimates for
June, 1975, decreased service to this group to the point that it was
.serving a 164er percentage than contained in the universe of need estimate
in September, 1976. Of the 11 sites serving the same, of-a higher,
percentage of nonwhites in,PSE than represented in the universe of needs

.Astimates, eight moved in the direction of narrowing this gap, two increased
the gap, and one remained the same..

For the economically disadvantaged, two sites inMhich the PSE service
level Was below the universe of need estimate moved to widen this gap. One

moved from a position of s ry ng a substantially higher percentage of
economically disadvantaged Eban was present in its estimated universe a.' .d
need in June, 1975, to serving a lower percentage of this group than was
present in this, estimate Ny September, 1976. AMong those serving A
higher percentage of economically disadvantaged in PSE. than was present in

4
/their estimated'Universt of need for both time periods, seven moved in,
the directiOn of narrowing the gap, while five moved in the opposite
direction.

The analysis above focuses exclusively on, the relationship between
.combined Title II and VI participant service patterns and universe of need
estimates: It seems approptiate at this point to identify any systematic
diffirencesln the level of service between the two Titles. While most
of the-15 sites displayed soft noticeable differences between service
leVels in the two PSE Titles on the three characterispcs, there Were no

. .
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systematiepatterns of these differences in most caeF:. The excfptions
were Central Iowa and Birmingham, in which:the Title VI programs included
much lower perccntaces of fimales, nonwhites, and economically disadvantaged
than the Title II p.:ograAs, and Luzerne, in which there were many-more
women and econmnicilly disadvantaged persons in the Title Vl_program than
the_Title II program. Overall, there was a mild tendency for differences
that occurred tobe in the form of lower rates of service to women,

y. nonwhites, and the economically disadvantaged in Title VI, but there were
. many exceptions to this generalization.

Thealaalysis of the relationship between client service c.ati th

characteristics of an estimated universe ofnied population provides further
' evidRnce that CETA client service patterns are not determined by demography.

All tHe changes in ratio cited represent changes that might be attributed
to the demographic makeOp of the eligible populations'. However, these
changes, may alho have been the result of many other factors, over many of
'which prime 'Sponsors can exercise control. All of those changes in the
irection_of larger gaps between those served and those present -in the
estimated universe of-need are clearly pot demographically determined,
Since the level of participant service and the composition of the estimated

1 universe of need are moving farther apart. The.presence of a number of
these types or-changes in the data just analyzed indicateWthat demography
alone does not determine client service levels:

'To conclude our description of client service patterns and the
ri4A 4:4

relationship between Service levels anipthe universe of need, the rankings
of the national sites shown in Tables 22 and 23 were developed. rt both
tables prime sponsort were indexed according to their absolute level of
service to the economically disadvantaged. The decision to rank the'
prime sponsors in this way was based on a number of considerations. First,
es explained above, the unavailability of comparable universe of need
data cn this characteristic for all the prime sponsors being studied made
the use of the enrollment /ESARS ratio not feasible. Second, the universe
of need always includes many more people than any prime sponsor can serim.
Thus, one important consideration is the criteria used in selecting CETA,
participants. To the extent that need factors are emphasized one could
expect to find a'high percentage of economically disadvantaged participants
in any type of prime sponsorship. Therefore, although we recognize the
importance of takipg into account demOgraphic constraints in evaluating
client service recoigs, on this charaotetistic a ranking based on absolute

'levels off. service is justifiable.

'Prime sponsors have been.-ranked according to the size if the ratio
between their-service level and thsouniverse of need estimates fOr females
and nonwhites. The highest ratios were given the highest rank. This
type of ranking systan was preferredipeause it eliminates the impact of .-

differences in the demographic makeup_of the prime sponsorship in evaluating
client service ifecords. Thus, high rankings on all three characteristics
can be taken as an indication that a prime sponsor is serving a high
perdentage of economically disadvantaged in absolute terms, and a ighl
percentage of women and nonwhites it relative terms.

One obaeri.fation that the Title I ranking shown in Table 22 supports i
that high rates of service to the economically disadvantaged is not
uniformly related to high rates of service on the other characteristics

74
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,Table 22: .RELATIVES FAVICE TO' SELECTED DEMOGRAITIC GROUPS, TITLE
NATIONAL SITES, SEPTEMBER, 1976

,
.

Prima Sponsor
)

Economically
Disadvantaged

.

Nonwhite Female_

,

Rank Percent Rank Enrollment/
ESARS Ratio

Rank Enrollment/ '

ESAR$ Ratio

Cumberland, N.J. 1 100 14 1.21 4 1.26

Mawr r 2 91 3 4.15 2 1.31

Lowell 3
-.....

87 1

&

5. 14 .77

Birmingham . 4 . 86 12 1.36 11 .93

''King- Snohomish 5 82 6 2.45 9 1.04

Duluth -'6 78 4 3.20 3 1.26

Dallas 7 78 11 ' 1.38 10 1.04

Sacrarento -Yo10 8 '76 9 1.58 7, 1:11 4164.

.
'

Arkansas '9 73 15 .69 6 1.13

Connecticut ' 10 65 10 1.50 13* ': .78
'. ,

Central Iowa 11 64 8 1.72 12 .83

Cumberland, N.C. 12 61 13 1.27 15 .74

7C:e'rne 13 61
f

7 2.00 5 1.21
1

Wilmington 14 60 : 5 . 2.50 8 1.09

Yonkers 15 52 2----) 4.64 1 1.37

75-
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Table 23: RELATIVE SERVICE TO SELECTED DEMOGRAPHIC GROUPS, TITLES II
AND Vi COMBINED, NATIONAL SITES, SEPTEMBER, 1976

Prime .Sponsor

Economilally
Disadvantaged- Nonwhite

J
Female

Rank
-

Percent Rank

Enrollment/
ESARS Ratio Rank

Enrollment/
ESARS Ratio

Cbcrland, N.J. 1 98 7 1.11 4 1.03

Yon'ters 2 .70 2 2.36 9 .68

Lowell 3 58 10 1.00 8 .73
I

-King-Snohomish '3 58 6 1.35 3 1.04

Denver 5 56 1 4.08 1 1.13

Sacramento-Yulo 6 55 4 1'.65 5 1.00

Duluth 5- 43 5 1.60 _ 2 1.06
.

.

Wilmington 8 .42 3 2.10 5 1.00

Cumherland6 N.C. 9 40 9 1.02 15 .42

, Connecticut 10 37 13 .81 13 . .60

Arkarmas 11 33 15 .50 14 .50
.

.

.Luzerne 12 31 10 1.00 : 7 .76

Dallas - . 13 23 14 .50 11 .66

Centrallipwa, 14 22 12 .91 9 -.68 , .,.

Birmingham : 1.5 4 8 1.07 12 :61
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shown. A mmber of the gitc4 that rank very high -in service to the
economically disadvantaged-have low rings on service to nonwhites and
women. Conversely some of the sites with low rankings on service to
the disadvantaged hav,I very high rankings for service to women and
no ites. Sev:sral primes have consistently high rankings across partici -_
pa t categories.

The PSE rankings shown in Table 23 are more consistent across client
categories. Prime sponsorships serving a high percentage of economically
disadvantaged participants with PSE slots tend to rank high on service to
Women and nonwhites. The opposite pattern also holds. It is also
interesting to note that th6re is.a strong relationship-between high service
Co the, economically disadvantaged in PSE and high service to this group
on Title I. Thus, the'rankings shown in Tables 22 and 23 are similar, with
a few notable "exceptions.

Local Programmatic Decisions

We have hypothesized that program and service deliverer selectioni
partially determines the type of participant served: %Typically, work
experience is asswieted with higher service to the economically disadvan-
taged and nonwhites while an emphasis on PSE has 'been associated with a.
relatively lower stress en minorities and the economically disadvantaged
(see Perry and o hers, 1975).- The available data from the national
sites do not pe it a conclusion concerning the direction of causation
between program nd client choice. The strength of the relationship
between program expenditures and participant service patterns, however,
can be examined.

c-

able 24 presents the relationship '(simple correlation) between tthe
d tribution of expenditures on the four basic types of Title I programs
and the enrollment of the three demographic groups in which we are most
interested for June, 1975, and Jute, 1976. Only the correlations'
involving PSE for the. disadvantaged and women were significant at the .05
level. Title"' PSE is tot associated with high levels of service to the
disadvantaged and, like all PSE,s not associated with high levels of
service to women.

The relationship between percent work experience and percent economi-
cally disadvantaged participants was very weakly positive in June, 1975,

-and virtually"nonexistent in June, 1976, When the relationship was
viewed over all time periods, the result obtained was a correlation of ,

0.12. (It Is likely that the relationship would have been stronger if the
two balances of states had been omitted. A large percent of Title I is
allocated to work experience programs but service"to the disadvantaged
ranks fairly low.)

A weak positive relationship wag found between percent work experience
and percent white-in June, 1975-. In June, 1976, tiewever, work experience

41

was more associated with nonwhites. n both quarters, percent female was
positively related to work experienc

The iemaining relationships of interest include the relationships
between OJT and classroom training with economically disadvantaged. A
negative relationship between OJT and economically disadvantaged was

7
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Tzble 24: COPP ' TION BETWEEN TITLE I PROGRAM EXPENDITURESAND ENROLLMENTS
OF SELECTED .DEMOGRAPHIC GROUPS, NATIONAL SITES, JUNE, 1975 .

AND JUNE, 1976

4

Enrollments
Pc '-ntage of
Expenditures on:

% Economically
Disadvantaged % White % Female

6/75 6/76 6/75 6/76 6/75 6/76

Clr.ssroom
Training

OJT

Wprk
Experience

PSE

0.34

-0.28

0.11

*
-0.59

.

0.23

-0.08

0.02

-0.53
*

-0.43

0.01

0.31

-'
-0.03

0.19

0.42

-0.24

-0.20

'0.04

0.07

0.37

-0.69*

0.02

-0.28

0.32

-0.46*

* = significant at the .05 level.

76 _
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,observed for .the two tittle -reriods (and intervening quarters as well).-'01

the other hand,.positive relationships were found between percent
expenditure on classroom training and percent economically disadvantaged.

A similar analysis was undertaken for the Ohio prime sponsors. The
same inverse relationship between Title I FSE and percent economically
disadvantz6LL, was found in both quarters. However, positive relationshiffs

were found between -Title I PSE and percent whiptearldTitle I PSE and

p*cent female in both quarters. The relationships between work experienk
and economically disadvantaged and percent white were.positive, the same
as in the 15 selected sites. e relationship between work experience
and females is negative, implying that increases in expenditures. for
work experience are associated with decreases in service to femal'es in
Ohio, which tontrasts with the national sites.

These relationships suggest that the types of programs funded can
have a noticeable effect on the resulting levels of service to certain

i

client groups. However, the choice of service deli erers is also very
important it.vthis regaltd. Central city community ased organizations
often serve a very different. mix of'participants than a suburban service 6,
deliverer in the same type,of program. Thus, prime sponsors have to take
into account the history of a deliverer's service to particular groups in
attempting to establish a delivery system that maximizes Client nyvice
goals. The general point, which the findings reportedabbve support,

\if

however, is that program choice does have an important and definable ,

effect on participant service. We would expect, urther research based on
program-specific participant data to support this point.

Economic' Conditions; Demographic Characteristics, and Programmatic
Decisions.ConsideredTogether`.

In this section We attempt, thro gh-regrassion analysis#, to sort out
the independent impact of unemployment, basic demographic composition,
universe of need, and programmatic choice on patterns of CETA service to
the economically disadvantaged, nonwhites, and females ". SepaAte
regressions were run for each.of the three client characteristics for
all titles for each quarter. The discussion in this, section will focus on
selected results obtained for June, J975, and September(, 1976.

When.percent Title I white in June, 1975, is regressed on the'above
set of independent variables, only one varia1de-7percent white in ESARS
population, proved "to be significant at the-.05 level. For every unit

change in the ESARS population, the percent white'increased 1.5 units. A
negative impact on percent whitd'of the unemployment rate, olthodgh not
statistically significant, was obtained. Of the program expenditures,
only percent OJT and PSE ente ;ed into the equation; the impact of the
other two was too small to be calculated. Expenditures onOJT and PSE
exerted a positive impact; the results,,,hawever, were not statistically
ignificant. '

In September, 1976, the same positive relationship between Arcent
white in t ESARS population and percent.white served was in evidence.

The remainMr of the independent variables did not produce statistically

P
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significant results. 110 the ESARS variables providing the bulk of
,Augaanatory pcwet, the 12.4 obtained was .59.1I

_

-For both quarters the "percent Title I female" regrepsions ftoduced
no statistically significant coefficients. For June, 1975, the following
variables had a positive sign: percent,female in ESARS population, percent
Mork expel:ience, percent female in unemployed census population. Only
percent PSE expenditures exerted a negative pact. This latter
mistionshipiwas again obtained in Septembe 4976. In addition-to the
above variables (which all-were positive) the tollowing,,,explanatory
variables had positive signs: expenditures on classroom training and OJT
and She unemployment rite. 'The- adjusted R2 for each quarter was J,42 thd
.46, respectively.

The regressions'for economically disadvantaged did not produce
statistically significant coefficients. In Jtihe, 1975, only 3 variables
were entered into the equation: percent PSE, work experience, and.the
percent economically disadvantaged in the 1970 census population. The
program variables were negative and the census variable was positive.
The adjusted R2 was .18, In September, 1976, more variables were entered
but none were statistically significant. PSE, OJT, and classroom training
expenditures produced negative coefficients while percent economically
disadyantaged in the ESARS and census populations and the unemployment
ratehad positive signs. .

The same type of analysidwas done for Titles II and VI. The number
of independent variables was reduced as there Was no reason for including
Title I program expenditures in the equation. The census, ESARS, and
unemployment variables remained. In June, 19751 none of these variables
were found to have an impact on the percent whites served in Title XI.
In September,4.976, only percent unemployed who were white iethe census
was-found to b statistically significant at the .05 level. For every
1 unit change in the-independent variable produced there was a .70 change
in the dependent variable.

In both.quarters the percent white in the ESARS population was the
only statistically significant variable in the Title VI white equations.

1- In both quarters a strong positive relationship was revealed.

. The regressions for Title VI females did not produce any significant
Coefficients. Similarly. the Title VI economically disadvantaged
citiations didenOt iesult in al impacts that m significance level.

11

1/ f

led R2 is an R2 statistic adjusted for the number of independent
vari les in the equation and the number of cases. It ilk a u're conser-
ve ve estimate of the' percentage ofsvariance explained, especially when
* sample size is small.

. .

,,- Adjusted R2 = R2 - (111 (1-R2%, ±`1 where K .. number of independent
variables. Cam// , m,, -, ,

, .--
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.
It is apparent that the host_of explanatory variOles utilized thus

4
far do not adequately-explain_ the variation in client service patterns
observed among the Titles within a prime sponsorship and across prime

Sponsorships. While they have pro idedinteresting,insightg into. the
relationships betwecn program part cipants and certain theoretically

relevant variables, they provide n incomplete picture of reasons for

client serviL-. Lt is necessary to look at other possible explanations.
=AV

-Attitudes: of Influential' Actors

The general direct impact of.local economic conditions'and flictuatinnu

has been discussed. To re-emphasize an important point?` we have- thus far

noted that local social and economic conditions are not directly translated

into participant service patterns', Rather, social and economic conditions

are filtered through the perceptions and preferences ofmanpower actors:

political officials, rime sponsor staff, manpower planning council

members, and Service 4liverers: This section reports evidence on ne
relationships-between manpower actor preferences and participant service

patterns.

II lir

We sought data on'the attitud of all manpewer actors in the national

sites aboutpreferred client servi atterns. The 'results of this survey

permit a ranking of the national si es according to their desire to
serve economically disadvantaged, nonwhite, and female clients. This

ranking was then compared with the ranking of actual service patterns
(measured here in absolute peicentages). In general, we found a high degrea

of congruence ktween the attitudes of all manpower actors and the relative

degrees, of set e. For example, congruence between preferences for
service to females in both Title I and PSE, and actual service patterns was
marked in 11 of the 14 prime sponsors for which *data were available.
Andsthe fit obtained between preferences and service to nonwhite& in

all Titles was also quite good. A bit more slippage'was evident in the
economically disadvantaged category with 9 of the 14 prime sponsorships

achieving high degrees of congruence. While these data are preliminary,

they lend- support to the general argument that prime sponsor manpower
actors aan exercise a substantial measure of control over tfil nature of

participant service patterns and that the resultAgipatkerns accord closely .

with their general preferences.

We also attempted to weight the preferences of the actors in terms of

their relative influence on decisions on the basis of the assumption that

actors who are not influrtial in decision making should not receive the

same attention as those hat are important. For Title I decisions we found

that the prime sponsor staff was influential in all but two prime,sponsor-

ships. In the 13 prime sponsorshipsudth high staff influence there are
clear relationships between the preferences of the'straff and service to

the economically drgadvantaged. Prime sponsorshipt that served relatively /I

fewer economically disadvantaged also tended to be managed by staffs with

a weaker commitment to serving this group, while staffs that had strong or

very strong preferences to serve the economical y disadvantaged in.fact

did so. In the two cases in which staff preferences were not followed in.

actual client service pitterns, the impact of the attitudes of political

officials were felt. In these two cases political officials-were influen-
tial and had no commitment to serve the most disadvantaged. It should also

81
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Pe added that in one case-both the political kfficialssai the staff shared
a very stropg',.commit?ent to the nest disadvantaged and thfi was reflected
'in a high servIca to-this group.

L. 10
:I);' 'In PSE dertsions, we have noted above, political officiate played ik'

,a more ftsliarrole thlpele4ion of 'clients.- In nine of the 14 sites
we fount- tflat'p tical otficials'were very influential or influential in
the:dedkrminati n)of P517, client patterns, in'mosticabes (all but three)
'sharing that influence with the professional staff. liable 25 shows the
relationships betWeeo 6ammitment to serve the econom ally disadvantaged on-
theftert opf influential political officials and ,the_ elative degree
service. The Sable reveals that.prime sponsOrs with relatively low'actual
service pattetns to the poor are influqncedby political officials who do
not have s commimentto serve -the economically disa4yantated. In the
two daspe,in which higher levels of economically disadvantaged were-served
despite political official preference, the professional staffshad a
stronger co*itmenl, anci)thus, influensed the resultst In addition, in the.(
three prime sponsorships-, in which the Alitical officials were Atiged to"
be the most ihfluahtiailectorAn PSE decisibns, the actual service to .
the eqpitemically.disadvantaged was relatively low-4M 33%, and 31%.

Equally mere the attitudes of the manpower staff.. Her'e

again.the commitment tei3ervipg the disadvantaged under PSE tended to be .

wet* or nonexAstent (often cotresponding to the attitudes of Olitital
officials) and'Much lower thilt the levels describedlor Tit1,0 Eight '

;diu the Prime sponsor staffs had little or no to'servingthe
disadvantaged in PSE,jwhile onli.3 staffs expressed such an .ct *ude for
Title I ,programs. However, it is' important to note that a coirmatteestaff,
aqd plecalloffiCials indeed, serve disadvantage,d4Vividuafi"with

41fthose to do'so. Six. of our national sites excede'd the
national average%ot44t fot service.to the disadvantaged_in September, 1976.
Of these, four had staffs andilrelected officiali-that had,very strong
commitfifents to Serving the, poor and were able to implement &ese preferenoes.

40 1 ""` .. .
.

. S
, .r..

',Manspo4 Advisor) Council Influence and Activity

ill
-I. _ . . A

tae analyzed the relationship between manpower advisory council
influence and activity and the resultant client ervice p tern for the
economically disadvantaged. In: general,-we fdund that vi sponsorships
with active andminfludntial councilm,are equally likely to e higher
or lowerliproportiens of economically aiditd4antaged individual*: In the
four cad's :which the vcOuncil Wia.nelfher's.ClIve nor'influential, three
of the prime sponsors served raatively lower pipportions Of economically
Aba0antige8 in Title I programs. We have observed that active Councils
that-are able to.exert influence sometimes actas a force in favor of

.

0
targeting lafter Otoportions offondi for he economically disadvantaged.
Their

_.,
Impecci on, the' selection of clieots,'. ever: is usually indirect'

and cojAeit thrdugh their influence over the estignation of broad prime
sponsor goalsi6Ucicas significant segments.0:their,influence over'

.

prograMMatic ecisiorC(for example, 'reducing the amount of Title IPublic
4 Service Employment); and as a mechanism reRresentlogarious client

. constituencies to tke'prime sponsor staff, service deliverers and.political
:

officials.. Manpower advisprt.councils, thereforg,
. may have ail impact on the'.

.\ . .

: % -
\)6 "Y . A

"
t -it
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Table 25: RELt:101SKIP OYJNFLUENAILAL POLITICAL OFFICIALS ATTITUDES
TOWARD SERVICE TO.TINE DISADVANTAGED AND ACTUAL SERVICE

TO THE DISAD":NTAGED WITH PSt SLOTS, 9 NATIONAL SITES, SEPTEMBER, 1976.

Attitudes of Influential
Political Officials To-

ward Serving the
Disadvantaged j

- ,

Actual PSE Service to/the Economically.
Disadvantaged, S4teMber,,1976

.1.,---N

Higher\00% or More) Lower (49% or less). TOTAL

.
--0-.

1001 .
Little or no Commitment 2

.

6, 8

Selpewhat or Strong

Commitment r'
1 1.

4 .

TOTAL 2 ,

.

-7

MM.

7.

I I
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actual service itatterns;Aut the impact occurs infrequentlyand when it
does it may or mayo not edlarge WerviCe for the less advantaged individuals.

,

Specific Managekant Decisions .,

L..

Watinvestigsted_stakf experience and capacity, the qUglity of MIS, the
mix of operating responsiellity, the degree of administrative integration
between Title I and PSE,-andthe quality of program evaluation in
4lation to client service patterns,. No strong and unambiguous relation- !s,

ships emerged from this analysis. In many cases the amount of variation
present among the IS-selected sites on these variables was npt sufficient
to produce clear relationships. However, our own observations revealed
many instances in which these factors vete important in'determining the
success of prime sponsors in achieving their goal's. For example, staff

commitment to serve disadvantaged clients was not always sufficient to
produce the intended result,- but the iore*capable staffs were better
able to implement their goals. This Sight to the'form of using an

Affective MIS to help achieve the desired enr iment leVels for different
4Eategories of clients, or the,establishaent of rigorous evaluation
procedures to encourage. service deliverers to be more conselous.of meeting
their service goals. Thus, even though the an is did not uncover

systematic relationships that held across all 15 4 sponsors between
these variables and client service, it would be a mistake'to conclude that
these factors did 'not have amy pact on client service levels.

National Policy and Regional Of ce Activities

.
.

Regional Offices of DOL arenot_very influential in the selectioe of
clients lor Title I or.PSE programs. In only one of ahe-117CaSei was the
regionaroffice representative judged to be influential the selection .

of cl*ints--and here the individuallOnfluence was ind ct,through an
insist nceyson higher commitments to work experience Prog . In plan

revie gional Office staff rarely question prime spo or analyses of

n , filth ugh this has been done in two regional office with apme
effecte reov , the regions do not monitor the eligibility of '

enrollees. in WErprogramsin and systematic Most important, the
regions do not'attempt to determine whether the actual participant service.*

Aikpatterns lierrespond to the nature and incidence of need within ,he prime -.
-Illoniorshrga. In only rare in ancestave individual field reftesentatives

been influential in causing th local professionalsipff to re-examine their
client.service patterns. But.this task has not -been n-part of the'routine

analyses conducted by federal representatives.

Two recent trends on national policy seem to be having contradictory -

ilipacts on participant service patterns. The first policy, the development_

of and utiliz4tion of performance indicators that 'stresa cost per placement
(without attention td the type of individual.p)aced and the difficulty of
that pladeienf), has in some casesencouraged prime sponsors to move toward
more trainable and placeable tegividuals ("ereaming"), as'evidenced by rhe
increasing proportions- of thosalkith more than a htghschool education. .

(This may-also stem frod'a shift away from work experience, which in some in-
stances has stemmed in part from DOL pressure;)

3
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The other policy shift.chat tws ir.,..ep reflected In the pelme sponsor-

ships, is the.thanges in PSE eligibility standarc and the announced
inten on clithe ue-q Administration to serve less advantaged indiyidualL,

- While ou data do not reflecethe direct impact of these changes,- prime'
: sponsor staffs SC2M to be reacting in an anticipatory manner: for

.r example, they have been shifting the relatively more advantaged clients
rom Till- VT to title II and vice-versa. 6.. 1

4 "

- 4

'In"genetal, then, the impact Of the Department of Labor on-client
service patterns-is minimal and indirect. But potentially it could be

-important. The Department has not concentrated its attention on
aspect of manpoweeprograms, thoUgh it has occasionally indirectly influen-

, ced client-obtcoples throligh, policy decisions regarding pernlissable programs.

,The potential influence of the Regions is demonstrated by ate few oases in
Ohich the regional offices have had an impact *Cour sites. Recent shift's

in national office. policy that promise increased attention to the question
.of the distributibnof bfnefits from CETA programs also carry the seeds of
more DOL influence.

Summary of Factors ExplainingPartfcipant Service Patterns

1. The Mix of participants is related to the choice of programs,.
By altering program emphasis, a manpower staff can probably have qn
eiilect on the characteristics of thobe enrolled.

2. The demographic chwacteristics of tbeloppAation'of the prime'
sponsorship are not,determiniltic with respect to who is served.' Manpower
Staff members retain a greatiaeal of latitud-e'over participant choice.

4,

3. Changing local economic conditions may affect the emphasis placed
on service to dertain-groups. These conditions do not, however, completely
determine the composition of,J.a CET program of participants. Many
options remain open to thelocal gers out OsticiPants regardless of

is. `thy natureof the economic Conditio t' face.

4. The attitudes of influential ma 'ower actors:are important in
`helping shape participant mix. Within a amework of envircnmental and
political constrakts, policymakers' attitns s toward who to serve cfn

./ be embedded in the choices made:-

5. To the extent that they are influential, political officials'
impadt on the nature of PSE,paiticipants is great, r than for Title I
.participantS. . s

- .

6. Department of Labor policies and actions cayAndirectly affect
farticipanf-service patterns, especially thropgh inattention. Federal,

'representatives generally have little, or no influence over who ets .

served; local decision-makers ere typica1ly given free rein in his area. .'
*he DOL emphasis omverformance standards seems to push prime ponsorships
tegive less service to the-tostksadvantaged is they seek boost their
placement rates. c. 5. . 4

-, . . .
7. Observations in individual sites swat that actiye a influen-

tial advisbry councils may indirectly influence some of the conditions for
the thqice of participants, but Wit their direct influente is limited.

lier
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8. Observations in inzlividi,o1 sites suggest that certain management,
procedures are cri.tical to a well run program and therefore to a conacieus

choice of participonts. To the extent thdt a staff has releventliniverso
of need' data -and control over intake procedures, even if decentralized,
thedireCtiop c7;ertrd over who is served. is enhanced. An accurate
assessment of what groups are in most need of service and the demographic
compositi2.7.2. ,:"applicantt, and- an up-to-date accounting Of-who is being
enrolled seem to be prerequisites for effective targeting of participants.

41'
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IV. PROGRIM PERI-ORMANCE

.
In the th::, progress reports from, this project we reached a- number

of tentative conclusions on links bibileen management decisions and a v

number of a37:cts of goal achievement. These conclusions were base on

our-observationein the,field at 15 sites. In the present section we. want

to focus,oa prowm performance in a more technical sense and relate it in'

a systematic way to enumber.of the factors we have, been exploring i the

previous sections on piogram design and management and the nature of

participants. Them -in the.following sectionwhich contains our tost

general conclusions fro'm the project--we will irely both on our findings

in this section and on our previoUs observations reported on the basis of

field work to arrive at some final statements about-what nianagement dect-

' cions are likely-to have the mostpiyoff for goal achievement under
different conditions. The kind of analysis reported in this section and If

that reported in our'ptogress reports are both valid and should-be used

Wogether to reach well-rounded conclusions.

We realize that performance in manpower is a vary complex topfC and

thatthdre is no agreement among experts on the best,way either to
Conceptualize it or measure it. -We certainly.do not claim to-have reached

definitive ansWtr4,on either conceptualliation or measurement but.we think,

t at the following analysis contributes to the ongoing discussion of, both

'al ects of analyzing program performance by'primesponsors.

Whatfollows in this section is organized in four major parts :s
, A

1. A. general,comment on IoCa1 goals-and goal achievement. This is

a very brief syndOsis.of considerable detail contained in-the three
- _,

progress reports. ,

. ' ;

.

. .

t.

2. A description of the systematlicanlaysis of performance that.we,
Undertook.

, .
-v '

3. A detailid explanation of prime sponsor perfOrkance in Title I

programs. ' ,...

1111, . Atli
._, .

4; A very brief explanation of pttme sponsor performance in-PSE pro-

grams: ,

) _

? .

,

Where possible, we usedjlia,taon 32 prime sponsor's' (both our 15 nation-

al sites and odr 17 bhia\site ).. -

4

,
LOCAL GOALS AND GOAL ACHAVEMENT

Part of the thet,ric behind the esteabllshmenx 014 CETA was -that it

would permit local jurisdictions to pursue giployment\end. training goals

'that were responsive to unit* local needs.' Although' national-gbals and
standards would Still beIrromurgated, sufficient programmatic latitude'

w9did be given tqfprime sponsors sio-,,,that.the lock-step approach- to manpower
training presumably found under the/tategarical programs your be avolded:

87 4
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In our detailed field fork at the 15 national sites lac made two basic
f discoveries. First,,presumed national goals'for-CETA tended not to be .

very important at the prime sponsor lelel. 'Second, there was considerabl
diversity in the.local goals that had been.aet, We specified both the
explicit and iv?licit local goals that had been adopted at each of the
15 sites and also reached judgments on their level of success in
the goals. Zormaries of these gdals and our judgments about degree of
successlin aohieving them are contained in Appendix A.

.

-
.

. .

, '70 ,

c

goals varied greatly in scopecontent, and level of -:-.bi.tiousness.

HmieVer, when tl goals from the 15 sites'are considered Xogetherillioit,of.:
theM fell into fdur categories:

1. Those dealing with placement and retention "(13 prtme sponsor
jships had such-goals).

2. Those dealing with the nature of participants,(12prine sponsor-
ships had goals:falling in this category).

- 3. Those dealing with aspects of managing the'manpoweitlyqem (12
primelsponsorships had such goals).

. 4. Those dealing with'the nature of substantive program activities
(6 prime sponsorships had goals of this character)..

The prime sponsprs had, in general, s et reachable gbals for them-
selves. Of the rave than 60 individual goals at the 15 sites we judged
that.they were attaining at least moderate success for about 80% of them.
Not- surprisingly, the-category with-the lowest 'degree of settees was,"
placement/retention. '

J 0

Relatively low success levels also tended to appear in rel ation to
goals that had only recently been adopted. In these instances the prime
spobsor_had not,had much time to effect-desired.tove0Apt toward the goal.

_Poo success was, a116 likely in cases of goalethatafire oltrly ambitious
and/or ambiguous.

Limited goal achievement in the short run,-especially in the place7.
went /retention area, Should not necessarily be equated with poor.perfor-
mance by the CETA program. But, of course, in the.long rpn prdgrams that
do not achieve their goare, including.tbese in'the vital areas of_ placement
and retention, cannot be judged succ

. .
,

There isan-important association between.the priority given%each goal
by the profe6sional staff and the level of goal attainment. Higher

,Apriority goals were more likely, xo be achieved than lower priority goals. .

, M eore than simple pronouncements of goallintentioas' re required' for a
. - high degree of goal achievement. Commitment of resources and clear,

dhliberate means-to-ends'actions:aaxe,also required. And these necessary
ingredients are more likely where the staff consciously thinks of 4 goal ,

as high priority. Rhetnric
9

4in fact, matters.
4 0

8
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Two additional factors most c'osely associated w1:11 a high degree Of
goal Lchievement wore quality of staff atd the location of program operating
responsibility. rirst, those -.fine sponsorships with staffs- that we .

judged to be of quallty A others also !wore achieving their goals
better, perhaps becaos the staff was sm:. :t enough to set reachable
goals. Second, those prime spon ships that contracted out all ,service

delivery ter,1:11 to do better in goal achievem nethan those that kept
- part or all of the system for in-house operas n and delivery.

THE NATURE OF THE SYSTEATIC ANALYSIS.OF PERFO

There are three principal ways to approach assessing program perform-
ance systematically. First, one can use a descriptive' approach, sintply
comparing'prime sponsors on different program performance measures. A

seconda0proach is explanatory, asking what factors are related to change
in program performance, under what conditions relationships are enhanced -
or- depressed, and what a prime sponsor staff can do, to change performance.
A third approach is normative, asking how prime sponsors' performance on
different measures compares to preset ranges of acceptable performance.

Although none of the apprpaches'is without difficulties, the explana-
tory epproath has been used here for several reasons.. First it'yields more

information usefil to'a prime sponsolitstaff. tecause it addresses questions
of why and how program performance changes, it has the potential for
providing the staff with guides on what to do to alter performance.
Second, this.approach is less arbitrary than the normative approach
'because it avoids labelling prime sponsor performance as good or bacon

e baiis o&somparison to some (arbitraty)- limits-set fora. performance
ndicator.

A major focus of the Joiplanatory approach used here has been to
identify what the:prime-sponsor staff can do to change program performance.
We have tried toeltrify a number of factors that but
we have been esp ly sensitive to factors over Which t staff has
some control. may be interesting to know 'about program performance
differences in rural consortia compared to Urban prime sponsorships, there
is little a staff can'do to change the nature and e6mposition of a prime
sponsorship, even if such a change might ipprove performance. ,It is more
useful for a staff to know whether factors that fare subject to at least
partial staff control, such as spending for different program activities,
are related to changes in program performance. ,

Discussion of Explanatory Factors ,

. -A
There are many factors that can affect prime sponsor program,

performance and goal. vement, Some factors can be readily identified
and measured whiled' ers a more qualitative in nature: The general-
faCtOri we examined the following explanatory analysis Included staff
Characteristics and activities,involliement of actors'other than the staff,
in manpower,- characteristics of partitiOants_serVed, expenditures for
progiam activities, enrollment, by program activities, economic conditions,
and she of tile Title ftudget allocation. Table 26 Summarizes thejspedific
indicatori-us44, and indicates the relative degree of staff ,control over
each feature analyzed. .Withinthe three basic categories of degree of

89
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Table 26: EXPLANATORY FACTORSNALYZIUG-PERFOKIANCE AND
'DEfTEE OF STAFF CONTROL OVER THEM

. ,

Factors Over which staff has little or no control.

1. Unemployment rate
2. Funding allocation trend
3. Pre-CETA staff experience
4. Administrative integration for Titles I, II and VI

Factors over aich staff has some control

5. Quality oftop staff
6.. Quality of all staff
7. LocatiOn of operating responsibility
8. Involvement of business
9. Involvement of advisory council
10. System-wide commitment to placethent
11. Level of 'Conflict
12. Quality of program evaluation

Factors over which staff has relatively high control

13. Staff commitment to placement
_14 ,Quality. of.,.prOgram monitoring

15. Participant characteristics
16. Expenditures for program activities
17. Enrollments by program activity

p
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staff control no rank ordering is intended. A brief discussion of each

of the factors analyzed in relation to performance follows. We had data on

all but numbers 8 and- 10 for 32 prime sponsorships (both the national sites--
and the Ohio sites). For numbers 8 and 10 we had data'only on the

national sites. -

/

1. The unemployment rate was measured using monthly figures reported .
by the-Bureau of Labor Statistic's. An unemployment rate for eachquarter
was obtained by averaging the-'unemployment for 3 months. The quarterly .

unemployment rates in individual primes we_analy'eed ranged from-3.7X to
14.5% between September, 1974, and DeCeMber, 1976 .

s
2. Funding_ allocation trend was measured as the percentage change, in

Title I allocation between FY 74 and FY 77. In Fi 77 the prime sponsors we-
analyzed received between 73% and 338% of their"FY 74 funding levels (the
national average was 107%).

'3. The level of pre-CETA manpower experience was measured by the
number of professional staff who had been involved in manpower prior to
CETA. Two groups of prime sponsors emerged--those with less than one
quarter of the staff who had,pre-CETA experience (20 prime sponsors were
in this group), and those with a greater-proportion having pre-CETA
experience (12 prime.sponsors were in this group).

4. Administrative integration for Titles I, II, and VI is, in most
cases, a basic decision-that was made At the beginning of CETA in each
prime sponsorship and, therefore, is subject:to a low degree of staff
control at $repent. The possibilities.range from, total separation of the

titles (with separate staff and even different physical locations) to
Complete integration, with all three_titles administered by-the same
persons. Prime sponsors formed two groups on this measure, 23 with low..
administrative integration and nine with high integration. -

. ..

.. 5. Quality "of top staff and 6, -4ualitylof all stafl are measured

on the'basis of our field' teams' judgments. The ratingsma very good,

good, and fair reflected our c site judgments about the professional.

IVCapabilities, experience, and q lifications of the professional staff.
(Sixteen'prime sponsors had very good top staff, 12 had good top.staff and
4 had "fair top staff. Eleven prime sponsors had very good staff, overall, .

15 had gdod staffs, and 6 had fair staffs.)

1.

7. Location of operating responsibility refers. to the nature of
program operation--whether responsibility for service delivery is 'primarily

retained by the CETA staff or virtually all subcontracted to external
.deliverers or somewhere in between (mixed). Among the 32 prime sponsors

studied,. five retained a high degree pf operating responsibility, 15
subcontracted for all services; and 7& used A mixed apprbach.

k 4

8.' Involvement- of burliness' refers to,thedegree 'of business

partiCipation in CETA solicited by the manpower staff. Prime sponsors were

jdichotomized into low involvement and, moderately high involvement. Data

were not available for theOhioprime spbniorshipi for this measure. Of

the national sites, nide had low involvement and six had'high involvement.
.
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9. The involvement of ,the advisory council-was ,jedged to fall into

cne of three lcvels,- tllose 'that were both active and influential

(1l-cases),-t:lose that were active but not influential (12 eases), and
those that were nai her active nor influential, (9 cases). Our ju4gments

were based on tha ire-l_tency of meetings and Cie extent .to which council
recommendationsyere accepted and implemented.,

10. _System-wide commitment to p7scr!ment is a composite measure of
the importance_with which placement was treated as a goal fortitle I by
each of five groups.(staff, political officials, advisory esuncil members,
service deliverers, and regional office). lice prime sponsors clustered ,

into those with moderately high overall commitment (6 prime sponsorc)
to plaeeMent and those with low overall commitment' to placement (9 prime
sponsori). We were unable to include the Ohio prime sponsors, o thid

variable because of lack of data.

11. The level of conflict reflects the nature and'extent of manpower-
related disagreements and conflicts among different actors in the prime
sponsorship. Three groupings emerged--low oz,no conflict (15 prime
sponsors), mcderate conflict ,(5,prime sponsors), and relatively high
conflict. (12 prime sponsors).

st,

12. The quality of prows' evaluation was jugged on the basis of
'both quantitative and qualitative aspects of evaluations performed by the

,staff and the range -of set ice deliverers evaluated. Three categories
'

emerged for this_measure: high quality (4 Cases), moderate quality (12
cases), andlow quality (16 cases).

13. Staff commitment to placement is similar to the system-wide
commitment measure discussed above." The Staff commitment variable tefledts
our judgment about the-extent which placement waA articulated and regard-
ed as'a serious goal for-Title I by the staff. Prime sponsors were grouped

into those in which the staff commitment to placement was e*plicit and
strong (13 prime sponsors) and those where staff commitment warlimited

r %(19 prime sponsors).

14.1 The quality of monitoring refers toothe staff Supervision Of'
the service deliverers and staff UffitEl- responsible for program-delivery.

Prime sponsors were judged,fo ha, t-medium.or low -quality monitoring

depend ng on the nature and exte . .... oaitoring visits. and the range of.

servic deliverers monifored:'4 p, 4 . were 10 prime sponsors with high '

'quality onitoring, 13 with:itietnb 1;) . and 8' .with low quality. One
-, ,..tt

remained unclassified. r...-.,
.411 .

, . . .

15. Participant char istics fncluded measurep involving six
different groUps: the ec ically didadvantaged, welfare recipients

10 (AFDC and public assistance), three with'Iess than a high school-education,
--. or eqakvalent,femaJigi, unemployed; and nonwhites,These characteristics

were-chosen to represent participants,whO would presumably be more difficult

to aerie than others. A percentage for each Aoup was calculated simply
by dividing the-nUMber in each group by the total number enrolled.' The

ianges for individual prime sponsors froM December, .1974, through December,
1976, were as follows: , _---

e
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% economically disadvantaged 0 - 100%

% welfare recipients 0 -.75%

% leis,tAan hir,h scflooi 15-.96%
% unemployel . 0 - 100%

% females 6 -- 62%.

% nonwhites . 1 - 89%
44,P

16. Expenditures41pr prOgram actiVitieSwereicalculated for classroom

traloming, OJT6 work exeerience, and services using accrued expenditure)
_

for each of these activities as rekrted qn'the Financial status &warts
and the Quarterly. Progress Reports and dividibg by the total accrued
expenditures. (Classroom training expenditures ir&luded only prime sponsor

-funds,.nbt 5% vocations& education money.) The percentages for each program

activity for individdt1 primeeeonsors f.rom DeceMber, 1974, through.

.75

_December, 1976, ranged as -follows:

&
.

.

% classroom training e7enditures b - 86%
s

T. OJT expenditures - 0 - 42%.

% work,experience expenditures 0 T 9.7%- -

% PSE expenditures 0 - 68%!,
% services expenditures' 0 60% .

4 17. Enr ollments by program activity wed-computed for classroom
training, OJT, work experiene, and PSE_using data rep9rted on the Program
Status Summary and Quarterly Progress Report forms. (Participants enrolled`

under classroom training with vocational education funds.were not
included.) A percentage was calculated by dividing the number 'of people

cse?Ved.in eaph program activity bythe total number of4people served.
The range of percentages for each category ,for individual prime,sponsors

0 from December, 1974, through December, 1976, was as follows:

% classroom training partipipants 95 4
% OJT partiCipants .0 - 54%

% work experience participants - 0 - 100%

(% PSE participants A 0 - 51%

Diseossion of Performance Measures

Serection of the Measures to use in evaluating rime sponsor perfor-
mance is not a'neutral exercise. Different Measures ill emphasize orNfail
to emphasize different aspects of program performance, and prime sponsors
will rank diffgrently on different measures. The Department of Labor.
and prime sponsors have been conspuing discussion, debate, and
negotiation ovef the selection and replication of national performance
indicators.) (The latest draft was being' circulated in April, 1977.) A
key issue in the debate involves identifying factors that Can be producing
a poor "score" ea a given performance measure, and suggesting howauch a
factor should be taken into account.' (The staff at Cleveland Area
Western Reserve Consortiuk have prodUced several working papers. defiling
with this See Mackie andkeiek (1976)'and Mackie (1976).)

,We recognize the controversial nature of performance indicators,
and do'not expect to satisfy all parties-with the indicators selected for

'use in this analysis. But by using several indicators of both terminations
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and costs, we hope to.captuia differences it performance-that would gq
-- Undetected with' only one measure. , The measures used did tap different

dimensions of ve.Tomance. ,(See Appenitix B for a correlation matrix
between the indicator, that-pupports nis assertion.) In all cases,
the indicators /ised in this section refleCILactual performance, not It. -

planned performance, and in tll cases the source of the data used were the
. quarterly reports suhatted by the prime,sponsors 1:6"the/regional.offUes.

)

There were several measures we were unable to use in our analysiirof
program performance that, ideall), should be Used. Econotic impart of
CETA participation on the persons enrolled is, in principlef'an important
_performance measure. howeiler, very difficult to obtain
appropriate data for measuring economic impact: The federal QuSrterly
Summary of Participant dharacteristic forms indicate the number of placed
participants who earned different levels of wages (from less'than $1.00/hoer
to $6.00 or more/hour)kefore and after CETA participation, Unfortunately,'
the quality of the data eported by prime sponsors to the Department4of
Labor does not allow us to construct valid wage gain measure. None of
the quarterly reports contain information on whether the placements
obtained by the prime sponsor /ere training rellted of not, nor is there
information available on the duration of placem4nts obtained or on the
relative quality of placements._ -Although all of these featuresA are
acknowlZdged to be important aspects orvrime sponsor placement activity, -

there is no means of including, them in a systematic-assessment of placement
performance at this time.

The termination cluster we used includeillive specific indicators.
The cost cluster includes three specific indicators.

Termination Cluster Indicators.

1'. Placement efficiency is a measure of the overall effecti4e-
ness of CETA as a mechanism for getting people into-unsubsidized employment.
It is calculated as the number of people entering employment divided by the
number of all persons enrolled. The measure indicates what proportion
of people who are enrolled-end up with a job.

,0 .

2. SETA placement rate is a similad kind of measure, but it
narrows the focus even more by indicating what proportion of
enrollees,get a jot after receiving CETA segvicPs other than assessment
and'referral, It is calculated as the numbRr of indirect placement;
divided by the number of people enrolled.

3. Indirect placement rate is calculated as the number of
indirect placements divided by the 'number of people entering employment.
This measure indicates ghat proportion of the peoplerwho,got Robs had
received some CETA ,services other than assessment and referral.

4. The entered employment'rate indicates what percentage of the
people who leave a CETA program do so because they got aT-job. It is

ib' computed by dividing thejm *n er of people entertng employientty, the total
number of terminations:

*4

. 5, 'Nonpositive termination rate is the number of nonpositive
terminations divided by the'nuaber of total terminationi., It indicates

*7;

T ;9 4

I
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the proportion of people who are leaving a CETA program for reaaQs other \
than getting a job, going back to school, joining the military, or
other "P4sitive" reasons.

*

- a
Cost Cluster Indicators.

1. Cost per placement tndiCates. haw much it cost the prime

sponso to put a CETA participant into a job. It is computed by dividing ,
the total accrued expenditures by the number of people entering employment.'

* .

2. Cost per indirect placement is computed by dividing tof
aicrued expenditUres b thenumber of iAdirect placements. It indicates

the cost for each ptrson ho was placed after receiving CETA services
11,lopther than assessment d referral.

111..,

3. /dost per enrollee indicates how much it costs the prime
sponsor to serve qadh participant enrolled. It is comput40 by dividing
'accrued expendit by number of enrollees.

is

e-

T e 27 presents,a summary-picture of performance by the
X32 rime sponsor included-inAthis study for each of the, ight indicators

disTussed.above. The figures reported are averages for six quarteri
(12/74, 6/75, 12/75, 6/76, 9/76, and 12/76). The table shows tht highest
and lowest scores for our 32 sites as well asthe averages for the 15
national sitdh separately,the 17 Ohio sites separately, the'32 sites
contine4, a,national'average. Except for nonpositive termination; the
national sites pertormed better on the termination indicators than the
national average. The Ohio site performed less well than the national
average. The national si)igs had costs higher than the national aveltage
on ail three indicators. The Ohio sites hadpcostsihigher than the ,

nationakayerage on two of the three cost indicators and their costs!were
alBo higher than the national sites on those,indicators:

sion of Analysis Procedures

'iwo general techniques were used',, crosstabulation and correlational

analytis (Peirson's r). Crosstabulation was used to examine associations
between the more qualitative explanatory factors and the performitce
,meOures. Correlational analysis wag used',to verify the results of
the crosstabs and to examine the relationships between more wiantitative
explanatory factors and the performance measures.

In general; assa tiatioris were examined for all 32 prime sponsors

together in order to maximize the number of data,poyteand to increase the
gengralizability of the;results. The same associations were also chedird ,.

for both the national Sites and the Ohio prime sponsors separately.
Where the patterns for the two groups- varied markedly, out preference whs
to rely on the results of the Ohio group, the rationaleibeApg that the_ \ .

Ob4o sites together are more representative of all prime -a0Ohimis in the
Country than are the national sites.

, '
. . ,

p -,
.

.
Crogstabulatn:was 6qed for all of the qualitative factors and fora

few of the quantitative fac tors'. Because the qualitative factors reflect
our assessments of the prime sponsor over time, it-*Cfelt that a similar

95
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Te)le 27: SUMMARY OF TITLE I PERrOR4ANCE, NLTIONAL SITES, ORLO SITES, NATIONAL AVERAGE, 1974-76

CETA ItidireCt

Placement Placement Placement
-Efficiency Tate Rate ,

Average for
15.1:ational

Sices

Aw_zele
.17

8itcs

Avers:.e

far 32
Sites

. National
Average

-96

28' 88

21. 12

15

18 9

17 9

(

45

51

- 51

1kr

Entered
Er..ployment '

Rate

Nonpositive

Termination
.B to

Cost Per

Placement

Cost Per
Indirect
Placement'

Cost, Per

Enrollee

fry 53 $15,293 $33,-010 .$1,253

.18 17 . 1,626 3,678 251

41 t 34 6,055 10;747 825

30 35 7,106 17,289 703
-

35' 34 6,620 13,910- 760

35 , 34. .4,376 8,419' 728

rm.
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"time-comprehensive" indtcr..ion_of the perfovmsace m2anurts should be
used in the drc..istlba, rather than selecting just one quarter arbitrarily

_or repeating the cress tabs for evely individual quarter. To obtain a
represeritative indicatlon of performance on the performance measulks, the
prime sponsors',scores were averaged over time. ;The six quarters.used
were indicated above. , 7

Once the averaged scores were obtained, a simple grouping technique
was used. Prime sponsors were grouped on each of the explanatory factors'
(for example, high conflict, medium conflict, and low conflict) and on
each of- the performance measures (higher than the nationra sverage and
lower than the national" average). For each of the groupings on the
explanatory factor, the proportion of prime sponsors having higher
performance was compared to the proportion having loWer performance. The

resulting distributions were examined to see if any associations were
present. (ft should be noted-that the number of prime sponsors with costs
lower than the national average was too small to provide useful generali-
zationg, For the three cost indicators, the sample average, was used to
provide a cutoff point, thus increasing the number of prime sponsora in
the lower cost groups.)

CorrelationaIfina4sis was used to verify the cross tabulation results
and to examine the strength of the telationships between the quantitative
factors (participant Characteristics, program expenditures, enrollments,
unemployment rates) and the Performance measures. All.quarters from
'December, 1974, through December, 1976, were used in the correlational
analysis.

).% EXPLAINING PRIME SPONSOR PERFORMANCE ON TITLE I

Explanatory Factors Over Which the Staff Has Little or No Control

Staff members are correct whin they assert that they have little
control over the unemployment rate in their area, the level of CETA funding
they receive, the pre-CETA manpower experience bf"their staff, and the
administrative integration between Title I and-the PSE Titles. They.,are

incorrect, however, if .they assert that these factors somehow determine
how their program performs or even set very tight limits op what can and
cannot be achieved.

Unemployment Rate. The conyepvional wisdom among manpower people
suggests that performance suffers. when unemployment Increases. Prime
sponsorships with high unemployment are expected to have lower placement
rates and probably also higher costs for placements and enrollmehts.
However, the crosstab analysis showed no relationship between level of
unemployhnt and placement rates, nonpositive termihations, or cost
measures.

For each of the dependent variables, prime sponsors were sorted into
One of four groups (1. unemployment (UE) lower than the national-Average
and dependent variable (DV) performance lower than the national average;
2. UE lower than the national average and DV performance higher than tilt
national average; 3. UE equal to or higher thah the national average and DV
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performance lower than the average; and 4) UE higher than the averag and

DV Verfoilennce higher tha the average). The number of prime sponsors
in each group was examined for each separate dependent variable, but n ne
of the dictributio,s revealed any pattern between unemployment and
dependent variables. There was g sizeable group of prime sponsors, haelpad
both high unemployment and high placemeptsi.

The results of the correlational analysis moderated the preceding co
clusions,only slightly. The correlations for all 32 prime spb sors tog her'
showed that the assotiation,between unemployment rates and the four $
placement measures Wereextremely weak. Although the direction of
the relationships was in the predicted diiection (negative), the. -v gnitudes
of the statistic were all very small (less than -.18 in every c e). j

The associations were slightly higher for the, Ohio group alo = (none I./ere
.greater an, -.33), indicating that' unemployment had a so at more

depressin effect on placements'for the Ohio group than it'did for the
national- roup. -What is striking is that the correlations between
'unemployment and the placement measures for all 3_groups of prime sponsors
are so small. If unemployment rates were actually affecting placement
in an important way, we would expect much larger correlations.

- The effects of unemployment rate on nonpositive termination.rate-and
the three cost Measures were again surprising because virtually.no relation-
ship existed for the national sites or the 32 combined. The correlatione
with nonpositive termination rate were all less than .1, and the correla-
tions for the cost measures ranged between -.1%.nd .1. For the Ohio sites
there was a slightly stronger relationship, but again, the magnitude

- was not large (none of.the correlations exceeded .3).

To determine whether the loW correlations between unemployment and the
perfrOYffiance measures might be masking non-linear relationships among the
factorsj scatterplots for each relationship were examined for all 32,
sites together, for the national sites, and the Ohio sites. The results of

this analysis of 24 scatterplots did dot change the conclusion that
'unemployment had only a weak effect on the placementverformance of the
_Ohio prime sponsors, and no relationship on the national sited. .Inspection .

of the scatterplots revealed no'nonlinear relationships, and the weak or
nonexistent'linear relationships were visually reinforced. fm

That only weak and inconsistent.relationships,were discovered between.
unemployment rate and program performance measures in the previous analyses
led us too examine the relationships.again, on this occasion controlling.
for time. Correlations were.run for the individual quarters and the
relationships between unemplOyment and performance measures were re-examined.
The results of .this analysis are summarized in Table 28.

' -This approach revealed stronger relationships than had been observed
when all quarters were merged, especihlly for the Chio prime sponsors.
In general, both the'Ohio and th'e.national prime sponsors' placement rates
were held down by increasing unemployment, when the correlations axe
examined by quarter. Relationships were the strongest and Most consistent
across placement indicators for the national sites for the quarters ending

in June and September, 1976. (Correlations ranged from -.25 to -.50.}
For the Ohio sites the strongest associations appeared in the
ending in December, 1975, and June and September, 1976, (Correlations

/ tanged from -.27-to -.72.) These relaiionships tended to_wash out when
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Table 28:- CC5'JEL. \TIONS' BLTWEEN UNEMPLOYMENT RATE AND FOUR PLACEMENT

- MEASURES, SETECTD cUARTERS, 1974-76, NATIONAL SITES, OHIO

SiTES, AND.32 SITS COMBINED al

4
Quarter

Placdment 'Placement

Efficiency Rate

Indirect Entered

Placem&it Employment

Rate Rate .

12/74 -.88

k
6/75 * -.22 ', - -.29 *

12/75 *
N:tiodal
Sites. 6/76 -.25

9/76 e -.26

....

.

12/76
.

*
r

Ohio

Sites

7/-
12/74

6/75

12/75

6/76

9/76

-.31

-.54

-.50

-.50

12/76 *

12/74 *

6/75 *

'12/75 * .

32 Sites

Combined 6/76- *

9/76

12/76

*

-

-.40'

-.44
*

*

.

. -.28'

:
-.42

-.50

-.31

, *

sr
. -.30

.,

-.30

.47

-.66 -.62

.24 -.33

,-.57 -:27. -.Aa

-.41 -.66

-.47 * -.50

-.42 -.35 *

-.29 -.35 *

-.23 . * -.21

-.25
,

-.24 -.28

-.24 * -,25

* *

* * .23

* re ation less than ± .2

At.
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dU..32 prime sponsors were grouped together. And there w:re no consistent
relattonhips found betweeu unemployment rate and the cast measures or

ponpositive term 2\inatiolNrate.) Y
,. lir 4

N
, .

,,There are t2veral ,plausible, Zot mutually exclusive explanations for
the lack of a consistently strong relationship between unemployment
and'perfemance. " First; although it is' harder to place people-io quantity
In periods,of rising unemployment it Seemsdikely that as sortie of the
recently unemployed (who alread4 have skills and are not "hard core") become

CETA clients they,may relatively easier tooplace as individuals-given
;both their skills and proven, record as workers.

.

t' ,

Second, it is conceivable_that job developers working for the service
deliverers (both in-house andisubcontractors) become more aggresivein a
slack labor market and thus offset the depressing effects of increased
unemployTent on placement./

/ .
.

. . -

All of the mixed findings,;eported above on the relationship between
unemployment and4perfordance suggest several gpneral statements. First,

unemployment,cerfainly ofovides some constraints on what can be achieved.
Second, and most important, those constraints are'relatively weak. CETA

staff do not 1.1.v'e,in a universe tightly determined by the unemployment rate.
Neither they nor the Department of Labor can accurateIy,explain poor program
performance by simply referring a high unemployment rate. Other factors

.help explain poor performance. And, even in the-face of high unemployment,
there 14 much that can be done by a staff that can result-in good -

s performance., 1

Funding Allocation Trend. The effect on program performance of change

in the level of Title I funding over time was,also investigated. 'Prime'
sponsors were grouped into those with static or shrinking resources /,-;
between FY 74 and FL 77 and thoSe with eApanding budgets. A change-of less

than 107% (the national average) was usedsas a cutting pointito,determine

the groups. . ,,-, /
,.

Qile might expect prime sponsors with shrinking budgets to be hay-,

inghmote.difficulty in their manppwer programs, and to demonstrate poorer

performance The results of the'crosstab anaks,ikl,however; shdwed modest
sort for the opposite conclusion--prime sponsors with losses tended
to have better placements and lower costs than prime sponsors with

--' expanding budgets. _There was noAtmkation/hip with nonpositive tevination
rate. Presumably this suggests that Itilike. sponsors ,facing the difficulties

of sWrInking resources have been forced to 'z4IX haat on nonessential '

services kthue loser costs) and on service deli*Pqrs who wen* not
performing well (thus better-placements). At least'la,the dhort run
reduction of budget may increase performave. The probiem.2f course; is
that continued reduced funding will ultimately mean a reducEtft in either

quality or quantity of service, or both." "--..-

I t,4

l , Pre -CETA Staff Experience.' One might reasonably expect that prime.
'sponsors in witich a higher proportion of the staff had been involved in
manpower prior to CETA might have better performance than prime sponsors
in which the experienee levekwas lower. However, the crosstab,analysis
for all -32 prime sponsors toibther showed-no patterns, between experience
-and any of-the performance measures. The correlational analysis did TT5

.,
,... _
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change the conclusion. In-.7 Porrelttion coefficients -:_n'..icated no relatio..-

ship rat presenv-f3i-the Ohio prime sponsors, and only a mildest relationship
was present for the national prime sponsprs.

Thig lack of rcliationship-suggests that the_experience"in CETA was
really quite 'different than the experience with categorical programs And
that ever,Iclt,on the staff had to learn a great deal ,when CETA came into

tegardlerts df.1.7;lether they hid been involved with categorical

programs or had just been kited. It is also quite possible that the
manpower "professionals" from before CETA did not really have a broad
enough experience, to develop skills that wbuld serve-to make them beLtc:r

X CETA managers than someone moving into CETA from other-experience. Raw

quality of staff seems likely to be much more important than experience
,that, in retrospect, was probably not directly relevant.

As CETA continues, of course, then one might expect Chat the mire
. experienced a staff is in CETA specifically the more likely it is that"they.

will be able to make management decisions that lead, to good performance;
But thit hypothesis could not be tested in 1976r77. As pre-CETA manpower

experience loses most of its somewhat questionable presumed relevance
in the next few, years then'research on the comparative performatCe of
prime sponsorships to determine the impact of the CETA experience of
staff members would be appropriate.

Administrative Integration for Titles I, II, and VI. Integration
within the staff fo'r administaiing Titles I, II, and VI had little effect

on performance. The cross tab,analysis,revealed no clear association
between administrative integtation and the performance measures. The

correlations revealed a'mixed impact. There was 8 moderately strong

relationship for the national sites between increasing-administrative
itkpgration and increasing Costs (correlations sere in the to .4.range

for all indicators), bUt no association was present for the Ohio sites.
Administrative integration-was not related to any of-the placement measures
for the national sites, but it was fl,r the Ohio_prime sponsors--as
administrative integration increased, placement rates also-increased
(correlations were at the .2 to .3 level for three of the indicatdrs).

Since administrative integration by itself appears to have no
consistent impact on performance a more important question--that of
programmatii integration allowing participantsIo mdve easily 4etween
titles--becomes central.' Our obserVations in the field lead us to believe
that Aministrative integration promotes programmatic integration,' and
that the latter offers the potential cf improved service for participants.,

Explanatory Factors Over Which the Staff Hat Some Control

Quality of Top_Staff and All Staff. Both, the crosstab and the

correlational apalysis for all 32 prime sponsors revealed clear associations
between quality'of the top staff and the termination cluster indicatdrs.
Prime sponsors with top4staffjudged to be very good had, higher placement
rates and lower nonpositive termination rates than prime sponsors in which
the staff was good or fair. There was 4o reletionship'with the cost

cluster indicators, however. The_same relationships were'present between
quality of all staff and the performance measures'. The correlational
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analysis generally supported these conclusions, although the effect Of
staff quality Goth quality of top staff and of all Staff) waSmore
pronounced for the Ohio sites than for 'the national sites. (Correlations
were in the .3 to .4 range.) Again there was no relationship revealed
mith-the cost imlsurls. '--

, .

'
,

. Although stalff quality is a difficult factqr to change, it-can be
improved over time, and'a direbtor interested in imprpving program per,
formance would do well'to mete the effort. staff quality can be changed ,

through internal reorganization, reassignMent, job redefinition, in-house
training, leaves fort upgrading assignments, personnel exchanges, turnover,
attrition, and conscientious'' recruitment of'new'personnel. The results
of our analysis suggest that the effort will-be rewarded with better
performance. L.. 1

,

a

P .

Location of Operating Responsibility. Although different prime
sponsors (In the personal sense) ve different motivations for centralizing
program operations directly with the CETA staff/(thein-house yodel'),
one commonly cited reason for the inT-ImUse choice is that it allows the
staff to maximize control over,provam opeiations and,by extension, to
de a bettik job. To shift responsibility for program operations from
outside contractors to the CETA staff is a major change with serious
political implications, a change not to:be undertaken lightly. Thus it is
;useful to explore the relatimeMp-4etween location of operating responsi-
bility and program performance measures to see whether the change is .

warranted. The cross tab analysis showed no association between nature of
operating responsibility and the termination cluster indicators. There
was some relationship with the cost indicators, however. The prime Y.,

Sponsorships that ran programs themselves tended to have higher costs
than the prime sponsors who contracted out.for services.

if

N

i
.

The results of the correlational analysis revealed.a clear impact of
operating responsibility on program performance for the Ohio sites, although
there was no pattern for the national sites. For the Ohip prime sponsors,
as the prime spqnsors' operating responsibility ificreased4that is, as
the degree of subcontracting decreased and the in -huse responsibilities
for service delivery increased), placement rates tended-to drop (correla-

`,tions were in the -.3 range, for three of the placement measures), and
costsjor obtaining placements tended to increase (correla ons were in the
.3 to :4- range).

Many prime sponsor staffs feet it is too expensive polit cally to
change the existing structure of subcOntractors significantly. The
results of this analAis suggest that it. is also likely to'be more
expensive fiscally, and that placement rates are likely to change for the
worse if subcontractors are dropped in favor of in-house operation. It
may, however, be worth political costs incurred to drop inefficient 0'
subcontractors in favor of better subcontractorst: --

Involvement of Business. The Department Of Labor-has generally
-cOnaidered the involvement of business in prime sponsors' manpower programs
to be desirabl4 and has encquiaged prime "sponsors to strengthen ties with
business. In exploring the-relationships between b iness involvement and
the performance measures for the 15 national Sites
excluded because current data were 1.1t available)', as fopnd t at

E J

e Ohio sites were
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business involvcmcntwcs nr,,, related directly to 4accmeat rates or'
nonpositive terrain:1'10ns. There was a relationship betwen higher
businCss invelveuw: f,,,V lower costs for placeMents and enrollmens, howewii.
The,reSuIts of the co-z-31ational analysis tonfirted these findings.
(Correlations r _Ire in the -.2 to -.3 range.) This suggests that staff
efforts to involve business actively mdS, not result in additional slots
for plao-;-,t; in the short rup (as,reflected in the statistical meaeures'
of placements used here), but it,m y help to produce-a cost-effectiveness
mentality that results, in moreeff tient use of CETA resources : .

Involvement Of Advisor Goun ils% Involvement of manpower adv] ,,t1C,

councils has also been stressed b, the Department of labor as a desiruble,
goal for ptime sponsors. We inv stigated the relationship/between MAC
activity and prograd performante not expecting to find any relationship.
The crosstab analysis shoWed., ho ever, that prime sponhors with councils'
that. were active or active and fluantial tended to ha'e lower costs

t
for placement (for both i dicat ., rs), while prime sponsors who had MACs that
were neither active not i fluen ial tended to have higher costs for
placements. No relationships ere found-for any of the other performance
measures. The correlational a alysis did not reveal any new relationships.

While-advocates of stron adviebry.councils may be disappoiited that
more and Stronger relationships were not revealed, it should be stressed
that active councils serve many purposes at the local lelpl other
than impacting on program performance as measured here. We in no way

could suggest that the lack of strong.issociation with performance measures
means that councils have no beneficial effect on program performance
and therefore should be,scrapped. We,would argue that there are many

Observable' positive values associated h a high degree of MAC activity.

System-wide Commitment to Place nt. One might reasonably assume
that placement performance would be bitter in areas in which there IA a
widesptead commitment to. placement as a goal forTitle.I shared by major t-

groups of manpower actors. -Generating such a system -wide commitment would

be a major task for the staff, so the assumption was tested for the 15
national sites for which data were available. "The crosstab analysis reveal-
ed no relationships. The cotrefations clarified the effect somewhat,
revealing a weak relationship between the presence of syste*-wide
commitment to placement and placemenr rates (3 of the 4 measures had
correlations at the .2 level). One possible reason for the lack of a
stronger relationship ib that in 3 othe 6 sites that had a moderately
high commitment, this commitment had emerged bnly during FY 76 because of,
changes in the staff leadership, and had'ot had.sufficient time to filter
down And show up:in the placement rates.

Level of Conflict. The commonsense notion that performance is likely
to suffer if conflict is too pervasive and intensive was also examined.
Mixed, fairly weak relationships were revealed by the analysis. The

crosstab analysis showed that conflict was inversely related to placement
performance--as conflict increased, performance rate decreased. There

was no relationship with nonpositive termination rate, and the effect on
the cost. measure was unexpected--as conflict increased, costs decreased.

104
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The results of the,terrelationul analysis showc,.1 that level of conflIf',_

did not have aPy cogs'istent effect on p14ement performance (thee was only
a very weak association with two met:stir:31a placement for' only ate Ohio

sites). The ioc,?.Is': 1.-clatio75hip with.rosts fo cbtaining placements and,

cost per enroll.c.:ar:)cared again--as level f conflict increased, these
costs decreased in bcor the Ohid and the ria ional prime sponsor grows.

ti
.

The explanation Tor the last relationship-could be that since much
7.. .

..

-conflict isgenerated by choice of service deliverers, a systemith
,.: high conflict'may be in that state becauke one or more of the least t

efficient deliverers has beert cut, either totally or in part.- This rould,
mean that costs systemwide would decrease since the more efficient Ca.-31.,Ter-

-' ers would be left Thus we do-not interpret the finding to suggest that
conqictsdirectly causes lower costs--rather we think that the source of
much con det--reduction or elilignationof weak deliverers -- creates
both con' lict and lower costs simultaneously. dr

Ali of Program Evaluation., Doing thorough evaluations is Li!_Cficult,

time- cbrisuming, and entails political costs at the local level, For these .

reasons and many others, many prime sponsorships do not do program
-evaluations. Enough of our group of 32 did do good evaluations, however,
to allow bs t9 'investigate th4link with program performance. The` results

of the crossAb analysis revealed no relationships with-any of the perfor-
mance Measures.

The correlational analysis revealed no association between quality of
evaluation and any of the .performance measures for the national sites, but
patterns mere present forhe Ohio prime sponsors. Specifically, as

quality.of, evaluation imProved,kplacement rates increased (correlations
rwere at the .3 levefor three of the measures), and there also loss a

weak inverse relationship with the two cost of placement measures-7as
(plenty of evaluations improved, the -costs of obtaining placements(
.decreased (correlations were at the -.2 level):

: .

/n-part the lack of stronger findings may stem from the 4elative
Inewness of program evaluations in areas in which they have been undertaken.
It seemb,reasonahle that it may take a year-or two for the use of evalua-
tions to be reflected insubseqUent program performance.

Although we(cannot at present polnt to a strong-link betweedgclod
evaluations and good program performance, it should be underscored that
evaluations can serve many purposes at the local level other than improving
progiam,performanceon Ehe statistical measures used here.- We support
the idda that pfime sponsor-staffs should develop and apply'program V
evaluations /within the cautions /outlined in. our prdgress reports of January

. 31, 1977 and April 30, 1977..
,

Explanatory Factors Over the Staff Has Relative* nigh Control
7

Staff Commitment to Placement. We hypothesized That staff attitudes

are an important factor affecting program perforMance. To test the
hypothesis, we eYamined the link between the staff's articulated. commitment
to placement as a goal for Title I and the prime aROnsor's performance on
'the placement measures. For every indicator in the termination cluster,

1CI5
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a clear pattern wesevilh-nt. In r,,m,, cporsors ja Woi-h'ele,staff's

commi;.-ment to plac2mcdyVas high, performance on .the placement measures was

also high. In clr:,.al a whJch the staff commitment to placenient was low,

placement perf&-lance tendcd to be low. The effect ;carried over to ._

t nonpositive terilinaLinarates alsoprime.sponsors with'high staff commit-
ment to placement tended to have low nonpositive termination rates. The

correlati.lrz ;:,,enerally confirmed these relationships, although they.appeared

only for the Ohio sites.
,

.

Thecommlitment to plcement also carried over to performinCe ns
, measured on the cost indicators: Prime sponsors with high commitment: to

placement had lower costs for both indicators of placement costs.

Commitment to placement alone will not guarantee better placement
rates, but it is an important first step for a staff to'take because it
leads, to other actions that will help' implement the commitment.

: fruality of Program Monitoring. We would expect'alat prime's,poasors
with high quality monitoring of manpower programs would have better
placement rates and lower costs. The expected relationships were only
moderately'supported-by our analysis. .

The crosstab analysis showed that of the prime sponsors with limited
monitoring, a majority had lowed placement rates,'aa expected. But of the

prime sponsts where monitoring was good or very good, only half had higher
placement rates, and the.other half had loweh placements. .There was no
relationship between quality of monitoring and noripositiye-termilion
rate.

A moderately strong inverse relationship was present between the quali-
ty of monitoring'and the costs per placement--prime sponsors with lOw,
quality monitoring had higher costs for placements (for bbth indicators)
and prises With good and high quality monitoring had loWer costs for
placeahts.

a .TPX-rorrelhtional analysis sho d that the quality of monitoring was

moderately related to increasing acement rates for the Ohio prime
sponsors (corteOtions w.re in the'.2 to .3 range for all indicators), but

snot for the national prime sponsors. No relationships emerged with
1

the cost measures.

Program monitoring is an important key to good performance;,although the
strength of the relationships reported here suggest that it is far fAm
sufficient by itself. But in addition to its. effect on program performance

as measured here, it should be noted that good quality program monitoring
will Serve other important purposes at the local level. No prime sponsor
staff is likely to exercise much'effective control of a manpower system
without good monitoring.

a

Participant Characteristics. Some clients are more difficult to serve
and place, and thislact of life accounts for prime sponsors' creaming in
intake and referral and plactmebt. Many practitioners have suggested that
.0b/rving the hard Core disadvant ged'client is incompatible with a stress on

placement and cost efficiency.

1 0 u
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This atialysis ex-min.-1,7 the association between pvels of,setvice to T

vsevercl client groups and pv.pgram performance to test theassumption that
client characteristics do restrict progrA performance. Six characteristics'
were ctosen to rJ-flcct the more difficult -to-serve enrollee: economically
disadvantaged, uelfale. reCipient, less than a taghschooledUcatioh,

'unemployed?. fPmale, and nonwhite. The percentaigeSnf each group served
between 1)-!2.711)er, 19.74, and December, 1976rwere correlated with the *-
eight program performance measures for all_ 32 prime sponsors and for the -

Ohio and national sites separat;ely'. In general, we found no relationship
between the types of participanps strve0 apd program performance measured
with our terMination and cost'indicatois.* The*few exceptions to thi.
general conclusion are noted, in the discussion below.

With .respect to placement indicators, the percent economiddlIy
disadvantaged served and the percent with less than,a hid school education
showed no association at all for either the 32 prime sponsors together,
the national sites) or the Ohio sites. The percent'of Tamales served was
not related to placement for either the- 2 sites or the Ohio sites. The

/ percent ofunemployed Served_had an inconsistenteffect on placement
rates- depending on the measure considered.' The one pattern that emerged

) was that regardless of the grouping dt priM sponsors, the pertent
unemployed enrolled had a depressing effect o the indirect placement
ratd and this effect was strongest for the Ohio group (the correlation

.. statistic was in the -.5 range). The effect td the percent of welfare
recipients enrolled yas either nonexistent or in the opposite direction of
what was expected. In the Ohio sites,,the percent of welfare recipients
was positively associat4d with placement, indicating thatiolacement rates

0 i incieased as the enrollments of welfare recipients increase0. There Was
no4relationship between the percent of nonwhites enrolled and placement
rates for either ehe-32 sites together or the Ohio sites. '(For the / .

national kites there was a'moderately'stiong association in the expected
direction for two placement measures (-.3 to -.1i level).)

.

There.were no associations between client characteristics 'and nonposi-

, tive-terminationrates for either the Ohio sites alone or the 32' prime
,sponsor a grouped together-. Thre were a-few weak relationshipsamong the

,.national sites for females, we are recipients, and economically disadvan-
. taged, but these relationshipe were opposite of what was expected--as the

peicentage of females enrolled increased,*for example, the nonpositive
termination rate decreased. (The correlation cdeffiCients wve, howeyer,-
only about -.2.)

There was no association between levels of clients served and the ;

.costs of placements and enrollments. The only relationships that emerged
were Por-the Ohio sites, and those were in the opposite direction of what
was expected. As the percentage of,unemployed persons enrolled increased,
the costs.for placement decreased, (The correlations were in the -.2 to
-.4 range.)

In summary, it is'clear.that client characteristics do not dictate-
levels of performance on placement rates and cost indicators.' The absence-

,

of relationships between clients generally regarded as difficult to serve
and the performance measures is surprising;,and'it indicates two things.
First, a number of prime sponsors are able tbaerve.high levels of

1

<,
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"difficult" clibnts as mc,afJced by the six charact41-..istics used here and

still obtain rclatively hi.01 levels of placeMentesvgad,1010(costs, while
other prime spon,.)y.- uf.th louer levels oftp"diffiefe-'cllents have not
been able to obi-lin htgbei placetent raUeq ai :d lover costs:'

Second, the Absents of relationships does not mean that some clients
are not mor:',1ifficult to,servethan others.- It is more likely an indica-
tion that the,categorics on the Quarterly Summery of Participant Charac-
teristics:do not accurately measure who is and wilt .is not difficult to

serve. The motivation .of the participant isptritical to tl, pl-ime sponsor's
ability to obtain placements; and the Q$PC loeiknot measure Motivatirm.
(See'ThuroW, 1973, for an _argument including the,position that "creaming"
by ,motivation makes good economic- Sense.) But the fipdinge of this
-analysis should encourage prime spOnsorA ot to adopt an "either -or"

;

attitude about-service to the disadvantaged versus good performance. They

are not incompatible goals-
3.

1 .

Expenditures for Program Activities. The comparativ e utility and
effects of training programs versus work experience prOgramshave been '.
long discuSadd by Manpowerprofessionala and academics. Work experience

programs are not generally regarded by anyone-as placement intensive,
while classroom training and OJT impart specific skills,that_presudably,
enhance the placement potential of participants,. WOrk experience is a

relative y -'!cheaP" program--merepepplecan be servedin.ework experience" for a given amount of mdney than be served in classroom training or OJT. '

Thus prime sponsors with-a large proportionlpf their Title I expenditures
going to work experience could be expected to have lower placement rates,
higher nonpositive terminationtates, and higher costs for placements,
although the cost of serving each enrollee would be lower.

Prime sponsors, on -the other hand,ethat have a large proportiorrof
their Title I expinditufes directed at classroom training, or Oa would be
expected to have higher placement rates and lower cost for. placements.

The expected relatiobships were gen erally confirmed by the results
of correletional-anafysia between program expenditures and performance
measures.

.10
I. Work Experience Expenditures. As the'proportion of work

experience expenditures increased, the level of placements went down (for
ALI-indicators except indirect placement rate). CCorrelations Were
relatively weak, at the -.27 level-. This pattern was present among all 32
prime sponsors together and for the Ohio sites. ,

ThereWas also a moderately strong relationship between the proportion
ot.work experience expenditutes and the measures of costs for placement.
.As the work experience commitment increased, so did the costs of placing
people. The relationOtp occurred only for the Ohio sites, however
(correlations were lloothe .3 to .4 range).,_

There was no association between the proportion 'of work experience
expenditures and either the nonpositive termination rate or the cost per
enrollee for any of the groups of piime sponsors. T,

0
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2. f.1,11 Correlationo between percent of OJT
expenditures end piece:acnt rates for the 32 prIme sponsors shOWed a modest
association (.7 to .75 range), indicating that as expenditurest for OJT
incieasid, the W'aeel.-!olt rates also increased. There was n9 association
with, the .placement rate. The relationship between OJT expen-
ditures and placement rates for the Ohio sites was relatively-Strong
(.36 to .45 range) reflettingtheir greater reliance on.OJTas the means
of obtaining placements. The natidnal sites, however, did not reveal any
association between OJT ex0enditures:and Placement performance.

ere was only a weakTelationship between OJT expenditures av:, , nun-
posi terminations, and that was only for the Ohioikins--as expenditures
for,___ increased, nonpositive.terminations-decreased,4wwould be expected.
There was no relationship between proportion,of OJT expenditures and cost
per enrollee.

Increasing OJT expenditures Were related to decreasing costs for
placements for all three groups of prime sponsors (correlations' were in 1

the-.2 to -':3-range).

3. Classroom fraining'Expenditures, The association between
theeproportion of spending for classroom training and the performance 4

measures of placement were surprising. Basically no relationship was'".
present for any of the thtee,groups of prime sponsors, This might be
explained in two ways. 'Firsto,dome prime sponsors rely heaVily on OJT for
placements and's° do- not pay consistent and innovative attention' to the
lacement aspect of classroom training. Second, classroom tra ning 1 '

pecialtis are often chose --an the basis of a general noti n hat there
a demand in a given 'dCcupatipn. But that notion may not e very
ecific,about how large or continuing the demand is. For-example:there

maybe a shortage of auto body specialists, but that shortage may be only
20 people. :But a classroom training enterprise- -which often reflects major
commitments of resources and time--may produce ,80 people trained in auto
body work. And, of course, not even the first 20 ont* the market will
get the fobs es they face competition from a large number of individuals
who have never had contact with CETA.

There were no relationships found 1etween classroom training spending
and nonpositive termination rates for any of the three groups of prime'
sponsors.

Mhe.effect of classroom training spending on the cost measures was
opposite for the Ohio prime sponsors and the national prime sponsors.
Among the Ohio prime sponsors there was a modest association'between
increasing classroom training expenditures and decreasing costs for
pfdcements (-.23 to --.29 level), as we expected. BUt for the national
sites, there was an equally strong association bqtween increasing
classroom training expenditures and tncreiiing costs for placements (.2 to
.25 level).

4. Other expenditures. There were no general patterns between
expenditures for services and PSE and performance, and only a few isolated
relationships. were discovered. For the Ohio.sites, increasing expenditures
for services were moderately associated w a lowered indirect placement
rate, and with-a loweied.rite r placements (correlations were
the -.3 range).

10,3
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Only one weak association was present between the level of PSE
expenditures and the performance measures.. For the Ohio sites, as the
proportion of PSE spending increa:#d, the, indirect placeinent rate decreased
(,..2 level). 1111 absence of.rela ionships Revealed by the correlational
analysis is probably a factor of pe numbei of cases of PSE
expenditures. We do-not feel these findings significant enoup to refute
tomflon senvs, and our observations that Title I PSE is not an efficient way
to obtain placements or to keep Costs down.

A
Enrollments by Program 4ctivity. The effeCts of enrolAments in

different program aptivities were examined as a check against the results
pf the patterns found for program activity expenditures. The results of
the correlations between enrollments and performance measures were
generally consistent with the results in the preceding section.

1. OJT Enrollments. The strongest associations occurred between
the proportion of pprsons enrolled in OJT and the placement measures.
As the proportion-64 OJT enrollees increased, placement increased.e The
pattern was present in all 32 prime sponsors tend was, especially strong in
the Obio sites (correlations were in the .2 tb .6 range). The national
sites` revealed the same relationships although not/G-btrongly. as the
Ohio sites. The pattern was present for every placemenf'`indicator,examined.

There wag no consistent association between the proportion of OJT
enrollees and the cost for obtaining"piacethents. There was a weak relation-
ship with'cost per enrollee--as the proportion of OJT enrollees incre eel;

the cost per enrollee overal,l_tended to increase (torrelitibn of .2

2. Classroom Training Enrollments. The proportion of enrollees
in classroom training was not associated with..-changes in placement rates for
the Ohio sites, although there was a weakrilationship in the national
sites (correlations mere in the q'to ,3'range, but only for two indicators).

Classroom .training enrollments were associated with decreasing costs
for placements for the Ohio sites (-.24 level), but the opposite occurred_
for the national gites--increasing,the classroom training enrollments tended
to increase the costs for placements.

'3. Work Experience. Enrollments. These had a weak depressing,.
effect on placement rates WO to -.25 range), and a stronger effect,O.,
raisingithe cost per placement.. The higher the proportion of work .
experiencei.enrollees, .the higher the costs of obtaining placquents (.2 to

range). This pattern was reflected in all groups of vie sponsors,
especially the Ohio sites. )

4. ,PSE Enrollments. The relationship between the proportion of
PSE enrollees and costs for placements suppo7ted common sense expectations- -
the greater .the PSE enrollments, the -higher the costs of 'obtaining place-*
MOnts (cdrrelations in the .2 to .5 range). This pattern was especially
strong among the Ohio sites, given the somewhat higher Title I PSE,,,
enrollments there.

i -./.

! Discussion of Prime Sponsor Resource- Allocation amommt,program
Activities. The correlational analysis has confirmed] any expectations
about relationships between program activities and the relative payoff of

-4
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1w-testing in different program activities. (If we h.;1 by by program we

would expect to find even s'...rongen evidence; we are necaisarlly,drawing

inferences from the da-a we could analyze.) OJT is clearly the most
cpst efficient 'triePus , nimg placements, as measured- both by

r
expenditures ao:: en:ollment , and work enper nee is' the least efficient
means of- obtaining placc:menCs.--"Thus a prime sponsor wishing to increase-
placeniept r?'-zi and lcwer costs, for placement hould invest in OJT and
minimize work experience. 'Classroom training vestments -are --more likely

to lower cost for placements, but arehot associated with increasing
placement rates. And an prime sponsor wishing to /void high costs for
placements will keep PSE expenditures, and enrollments to a minimum.

The Indirect Effects of Unemployment Rate

/
.

,

. -

. .

In previous sections:the direct et;fcellt of unemployment. rate on prime
sponsor-performance were. examined, and were cohcluded_to.be-hot coo .

important,. Irr this section, the indirect effects,of unempleAnt are .

considered, by re-examining aNiumr3EiJ-rc.he.relationships while controlling
for the level Of 'unemployment. A leveloof 6% unemployment was used as a
.cutting point. The unemployment rate-Of gee, prime. sponsor f each _

quarter except September, 1974, was compared
were

to't tutting nt, and the

.acases we grouped into low (less than,6%).and h .(equal'Eo _greater
than 6%) unemployment. -Then for.both the low and the high groups, the
propoftion of expenditures and en ollments for different program activities
and the proportion of particip characterittiA were correlated with the
performance measures. The c elations of the two groups were compared -to
determine whether unempl ent had an indirect effect on these-relationships.
The results of this ar. ysis are discusted below. The most important
results are pre:3 n d in'Table 29.

. . -
. .. . .

Expenditures ;s Enr011ments for Pro ram Activities. When unemploymeht
was:low, the nationj166.es were able,o classroom training expendi--
teTs with increasi g place nt rates, especially for two.measures--place
ment rate-and indirect placemen rate (correlationsWere in the .6 to-.8
range). The pa/lc:hal sites also s ed an equally strong relationship
`betWeen the proportion of classrommt = nin enrollments and increasing
placement, rates for the sametw&measures ut'not for .the other two

- (
measures. of placement). The national sites evealed no relationships
between-either c room training expenditureahr enrollments and the two
cost per placement me ures when unemOloymentwas low, but the was a
strong relationship with cost per enrollee(correlations were .7

e
A.- "

and .9).
.

4 7 ,.
,

. .
t

The Ohio sites did not repeat any (:, these patterns, however. Even_
when unemployment-was ldw, the' 'Ohio prime sponsors were not able to link

enrollments)
increasing allocations to claisroom training (either expenditures or .),

to increasing placement rates. Nor was there any relstionshi '

with'costs per placellents, cost per enrollee, or nonpositiveteranation
rate. .....

the two groups of prime sponsors behaved 'differently when the relation-
.

ships of OJT allocations to perforMance measures under conditions of low
unemployment were examined. The Ohio sites were able-to tie increasing
proportions of expenditures for:OJT toAligher placement rates (cOrrelations'

111
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29: (..,:RRFLh7IOYS SELECILD 21-.0C.S121 ACTIVITY)LEASUTZ:.) An FOUR PLACEMENT MEASURES,

BY LEVEL or 111;EMPLOYMENT, NATIONAL SITES-AND OHIO SITES, 1974-1976

Low Unemployment
(less than 6%)

High Unemployment
(6% or above)

Placement
Efficiency.

Placement
Rate

Indirect

Placement
Rate

Entered
Employment

e'll,a.t.tr-:-

Placement

Efficiency

Placement
,Rate

Indirect

Placement

Hate

Entered--%
Employment

Rate

National
Prime
Spun::::rs

% lassroom

(''rE raining
,

xpenditures

% Classroom
Training
Enrollees

, % eam......

Expenditures

% OJT
Enrollees

,

.25

*

=27

*

.63

%

.55

- *

. ,

*

.79

.79

. .

.32

*

.22

*

)

*

1-.25

.

*

*

*

r *

*

.21

*

.22 ,

*

..36

*

.35

'

*

*
.

*

OhOh'o
rrit:,.-

or.. -:orspo

% Classroom
Njtaining
lExpenditures

-% Classroam
Tral.niag

Eniolliis

% CJT
Lxpenditures

% OJT
Enrollees

.

*

.52

.

..69

*

*

.63

.85

. *

*

*

*

-.22

*

.66

.69

*

*

.26

.27

*

*

*

--.1.

;41

.

*

..--

,..

'

oc.

.

..24

=

*

.33

* = 4' -i.gc .2
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were in the .5 to .7 rang2for three measures). Sir,t.lrrly there was a

strong associat.;on among Coe Ohio sites between an increasing proportion
of OJT enrollees and iecraaing placement rates (correlations were in the
.7.to .9 range ln.iicatncs of placcuents;. There was also a strong
relationship bctvcan OJT allocations and cost pac, enrollee for the Ohio
primeaponsors,(covrelations of .6 and .8).

The national sites, however, were not able to tie OJT commitments to
' higher placement rates when unemployment was low. There was a moderately

strcng relationship with a detreasing cost per enrollee as OJT cer4rments
increased, which.was opposite of what Was found for the Ohio sites.

The relationships that existed between classroom training and DJ
commitments and the performance measures when unemployment was low weaken 1
-or disappear when unemployment is higher.' Relationships between
proportions of enrollees in classroom training and OJT and the perfOrmak
measures were more resistant to the effects of high unemployment than were
the relationships between expenditures for cl4sroop training and QJT and
the performance measures,

When unemployment is high, the 'national sites did not demonstrate a
relationship between classroom training -expenditures and any of the
placement measures, and there was only a modest association between the,

'.06proportion of.classroom training enrollees'and two placement measures (.2
4nd .4 level) . 'The Ohio sites continued tOshow.no relationship between
classroom training ,commitment ar4 placemen1h under conditions of high
-uriaRployment,'

The link betweenOJT and placement observed for the Ohio sites with
low unemployment was also weakened. There Vas,almost no tie between
proportion of OJT expenditures and placement (only one weak correlation
with one pipacement indicator) There were.consistent associations between
the proportion iff OJT enrollees and all Placement measures (.2 to .4 raftge),4
although the relationshjo were substantially weaker than had occurred
with low unemplaTent.

Al! -

The indirect affect of:unemployment on the relationships between
work experience comtittents and performance measures was not clear cut-
The only generalitAle findikyhar emerged was that under conditions of low
unemployment; there was no relationship between the proportion of work
experiente enrollees and the three measures of costs, but when unemployment
was high, there was a moderately strong, positive relationship with all
three cost measures for,boththe Ohib and the national prime sponsor groups
(correlations were in the .2 to .7 range).

Few relationships emerged between p.time sponsors' Title t' PSE

allocations and program performance kagerdless of the level of unemployment.
The one finding that did emerge was that when unemployment ftas low,
increasing proportions of PSE expenditures and.enrolimepts were very,
strongly related to decreasing placement rates (correlations ranged up to
.9),,increasing,nonpositive termination rates (.9); arid increasing costs _

per placements (.91 and .96). All of this is perhaps what one would
expect of Title I-PtE, but all of these relationships disappeared when
unemployment was high. The Ohio sites imitated tone of these patterns.
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. The only association rilat elerged for the-C%-lo`tf...es I7,4 P mlc:crafel

strong relationship betty en the.paoportien of PSE enrollee and the

cost measures (.2 tm .5 range), again differentfiem the national sites.
. One Possible-couclusion to be .drawn from these relationships is that when

.
unemployment is Jow, prime sponsors make little attempt to obtain place-
ments hot PSE, but when the unemployment rate gets higher, prime

7 sponsors boccie there placement conscious with Title I PSE.'
0

The results of a partial correlational analysis supported these , '

findings. 'Partial, correlations between the proportion'of progrom activity
expenditures and enrollments and thepeiformince measures were examired
-after controlling statistically for unemployment rate. The partiaLcorre-
lations showed that the proportion -of OJT enrollments was strongly related
to increasing' placement rates for the ORio sites (partial correlations
were in the .2 to'.6 range for all measures). The proportion of classroom

. training enrollees was Moderatelyrelated to'increasing placement fot the
national sites,(partial correlations were in the .3 to .5 range) Work
experience enrollments_webe related to increasing costs for pia
for thI Ohio sites (.2 to .4 level for both measures), and an .acreasing'e

ients
ll

proportion of work experience expenditures was weakly related to decreasing
placement rates for the national sites (partial correlations_ were at, the
-.2 level for,all measures)-. .

Overall, judging from this examination of-the indirect effects of
unemployment on progrdin performance, it is clear!that the most noticeable
indirect impact occurs on the relationships between prime sponsor
commitments to classroom training and OJT and performance measures. When

unemployment is lowi classroom training-and OJT are more likely to be strops,-
ly linked to increasing-placements, but when unemployment is-high, these
links weaken or evaporate, Thus Our_4Srlieroconclusions about the relatively
weak constraints put on performance by unemployment continue to be valid,
at least for a short-range future that seems likely to hold continued
relatively high unemploymentanit.

Characteristics of Participants Enrolled. The correlations between
six citaraeteristica of participants and tihe performance measures under the
two different unemployment conditions revealed nosystematic.patterns for
tither the Ohio sites or the national prime sponsor group..- Few relation-
ships between participant characteristics and program 'performance measures'2
emerged at all, and those were only of moderate strength, and only under
conditions of relatively highRinemployment..,There was a weak inverse
relationship between the percent of economically disadvantaged enrolled and
the three cost measures (-.3 level). -As the proportion of economically
disadvantaged increased, cost efficiency improved.

For the national sites, there was an inverse-relationship between the
percent of nonwhites enrolled and the three cost measures (-.2tt -.5Aevel).
In the national sites,' as the proportion of nonwhites increased, the
placement rates'tended to decrease, although this was, only a moderately
strong relationship (-.3 to -.4 level). The Ohio sites did not demonstrate
this pattern.

The results of a partial correlation analysis supported these findings.
Faiiial Correlation between participant cliaracteristics and performance'
measures while codtrolling statistically for 'the effect of unemployment rate
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confirmed again that particii:lant 'tharacterletics were not rclatettf-0.0,

of thc performance measures 'in a systematic way. The relationship that

was observed was that the national sites tended not to be able to Serve_
A'high proportion of nonwhitcs and still. maintain high placement rates--
there was a moderately strong inverse rclationship.between the percent
nonwhites awd'all.q the placement measures (partiarcerrelations-were in
the -.2 to -Arange)1 but again the Ohio sites did not reveal this pattern.

1 From this test of the indireCt effects of level of=uneMployment, we
'4would conclude,that the earlier conclusion that unemployment rate basically

does not affect the nature of the participantS served is still an at_urate
statement. No systematic relationships.emerged, even when controlling for
the indirect effect of unemployment7

Summary

Table 30 summarizes those management factors we found to be telatiVe17
highly related to good perforrriance (defined as hieh plicement, low,

nonpositive termination, and low cost). Very weak' relationships.have been
eliminated from this summary table. Those with a retationship only with
costs but no relationship with either placement or nonpositive termination
have also been eliminated: And the two factors (level of400nflict and

. integration'of Title administration) that pushed in differAlt directions
for different indicators'have been,I eliminated.

.
.

.

,

Some of the E;Clort that were found not to have any-tertitiOnship to

performance are also important. Critically, none of those factors over
which the _staff has the least influence were found to be c6nsistently
highly related to performance. Even. unemployment had Only aiModest .

impact. Thins local CETA staffs are not facing a situation over which they
can fair claim to have little or no control. Equally important, die
nature o the participants served in terms of aggregate demographic and
economic categories, does not have much impact on performance. This means

that the hard-core, most disadvantaged part of the CETA eligible population
can be served without sacrificing good placement and cost performance.

The table suggests that good performance on placement and costs are
linked (that is only in part because of the indicators we chose to use;,
see Appendix B for evidende that the indicators are all measuring genuinely',
different aspects Of performance). It also suggests that the nonpositive
termination rate may not be highly 'susceptible to improvement by the 1

manipulation of the management factors we have analyzed. That rate may be

much more a function of motivational diipositions on. the part of individual
participants and the skill of a counselling and assessment staff in Working.
With individuals.

EXPLAINING PRIME SPONSOR PERFORMANCE ON TITLES II AND VI

Six of the measures used assessing Title 1 Orformance were also
used for assessing Titles II and VI performance: placement efficiency,
CETA Placement rate., entered employment rate,%cost per placement, cost
per indirect placement, and cost per enrollee. Given the movement. of

individuals between Titles-II and VI in 1976 we felt it most reasonable
to combine data on the two PSE titles for analysis.

itu
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Table 30: SUMMARY OF ASSOCIATIONS 4TWEEN MANAGEMENT FACTORS' AND GOOD PROGRAM PERFORMANCE

Lich quality staff. (both top staff and all staff)

High .:egres of subcontracting for service delivery

Nigh-Jtaff cw.mitment to pltcemen as a goal
f_.

Eig!1 qt:.,:lity of program monitel.ng

Relat,ively high level of Oil. expenditures_

Relatively low level of work experience expenditures'

Relatively high enrollments in OJT

/R4laitively low ellr,;Nmefits'in werk experience

dr"

Presence of Association with Good Performance on:

Nnnpositive
Placement Tprmingtion Cost

yes yes no

yes no yes

yes yes yes

yes (weak) no yes

yes ,yes" (weak) 'yes

yes' no yes

yes no no

yes no Yes

J

1.
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Table 31 pftsents a snwary 1,cturg of PSE pdrfolmance on' these
indicators. The urea are foi June, 1976. We realize, of course, that
placement is not the total goal of Titles II and VI,and.tbat these figures
should not-be compared directly with those for'Title I (see Table 27 above).'

On all bUt one of the measures (entered employmedi)the 15 national
sites were pc.rforming somewhat better than the Ohio sites.' Both groups of, '

sites performed better than the national average on the placement indicators
although both were more costly than the national averages, except in the' 4i.
case of the national site coat per fndirect placement.

. a ,

We tnvestigated the impact of seven factors on PSE performance: fisca.A.

condition of the prime sponsorship, staff commitment to placement as a PSE
goal, the relative size of thTSE allocation, eConomic conditions and
demographic characteristics of participants, quality of staff (both" top
staff and all staff), level of conflict, an4 level off administrative
integratioribetween PSE and Title I. The last three had no_conSistent..
and- strong impact. The -first four did have son* imPoitant relationships;
however, and we will report on those.

.

Fiscal Condit

We judged the fiscal Corldition nf our sites on the basis of presencd
or absence of layoffs of government employeei, hiring freezes, cutbacks in
local services, and budget deficits. Primes without any of these problems
were judged to be in-good fiscal condition. Those with all of them were
judged to be in poor condition. Those with some but not all of the
problems were plaCed in a mbderate category. We related thisludgmentto.
PSE performance for the final quarter of FY 76 (June, 1976).

A

We found that when the fiscal condition of a prime is poor, placement
performance suffers and costs rise. This was the expected pattern. Since

most PSE slots go to local government 'agencies it is reasonable to expect
low placements when those agencies are in a fiscal crunch. This finding
held for all 32-site both aggregated and separated into the 15 and the 17.

Staff Commitment to lacement as a PSE Goal

We judged.the commitment of the prime sponsor staffs to placement as
a PSE goal on the basis of our field work. We ranked the relative commit-
ment in each prime on a four point scale. -Twenty of the 32,staffs we
interviewed had little or no commitment to placement. Nine had a mild

commitment. Only Three had a strong or very strong commitment. *Crosgi
tabulations support the proposition that as the staff commitment to

10,061a cement increases so do the three measures of placement' ctivity we used.
Detpite other constraints, commitment can make a difference.

Relative'Size of PSE Allocations

We calculated the size of the.PSE programs in relation to total CETA
allocations for each prime sponsorship (excluding. Title II-summer money)..
In general, those primes with the largest percentage of all their CETA money
in Titles II and VI also did least well in,terms of-their PSE,placements.
Larger relative PSE programs made for fewer placements 4n a relative sense.
The larger programs also had higher costs per placement..
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Table 31:' SUMMARY OF Pikpl2RFORMANCE, NATIONAL SITES, 61110 SITES,' NATIONAL AVERAGE, JUNE, '1976

I111:17.st Score

ecr32 Sites

Lost ScOre
for 32 Sites

) Ayerap'for 15
National Sites

Average for 17
Ohio Sites

Average for
32 Sites

Naticne.
'Average

S.

12i

Placement
' Effici?..ncy

SETA
Placeme

Rate

Entered
Employment

Rate

o

Cot Per
/Placement

Cost per
Indirect
Placement

Cost Per

Errrollee

19

a

74 $t67,250 $254,857 6,64626

3 2 7 12,412 .21,683 2,380

14 10 27 36,008 55,000._ --- 3,824

12 7 28 42,000' 75,000

13 8 27 39,000 66,080 3,973

7 4 24 32,153 56,886 2,169

1
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Economic Conditions and'Poraphic Characteristics cf Participants

We used uncmj-sym,,at rite to measure economic condition and four
participant char.IcterJ:;tics: percent disadvantaged, on welfare, nonwhite,
.and high schrl.graduat,es.

.

For .22 prime sponsorships considered together the characteristics
of participants enrolled in PSE programs -arenot related to any of the
placement and cost measures. All correla. .ons are-less than .2. Very

low placement rates from PSE cannot accurately be attributed to the nature
, pf thi clients served.

Unemployment shows only a weak relationship with two of the placement
measures--placement efficiency .(-.24) and CETA placement rate (-.27). the

direction of the` relationship was expected...But it is wweak relationship
and shows no relationship to any, of the other four performance measures.

Mien the same relationships are inspected for the national and Ohio sites
sepirately the same fOings emerge. Only relatively weal( relationships

with two of the placement measures emerge'as having any particular impor-
tance (-.30 and -.32 for the national sites and -.39 and -.25 for, the

. Ohio sites) Importantly, participant charact6g:tics still have no
explanatory power. . -

Sumniary

bTo the extent that placement is a gdal,of PSE programs, At is fostered
by relatively strong fiscal conditions in a prime sponsorship; a relatively
smaller proportion of all CETA money ill PSE, a'relatively low unemployment'
rate, and a high staff commitment to placement. 'Die first-three_factors
are At ;under staff' control. BLit thetaet- 15ne 1s an as ben shown to
make a difference. Furthermore, the ree-"non-manipulable conditions
faced by start do not absolptely titte'rMine performance outcomes. The

constraints are severe but /there is usually i 1 some room for manueverf1 -4

mithinabose constraints for staffs_cowitt d to using PSE in'part for
placement purposes. Anirstaff cannot claim that-they will lower whatever
placement potential they have by serving people who have characteristics
psually.associatell with plac 'e'difficulty.

Zy
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V4." CONCLUSIONSI VANAGOT,NT AND GOAL ACHIEVEMENT

The CETA system isla relatively new but highly complex one in which the

conception what constilptites good perfdtmance is itself the subject

of continui `legitimate /disagreement and debate and in which actions

taken of ter h xe Mainly findirect effects on desired performance, as well as

some direct effects. TO.produce meaningful and useful empirically,

grounded findings about this' we deVeloped and employed a corpplex

research design that has'aed us to address many different factors with
many-different analyticaitechniques and frameworks. No simple design

would be likely to hive Much potential payoff.

We are txider no illusion that we have'discovered-eviirything there.is

to discover.about the relationships between CETA program, management and

high quality program performance% We are certainly under no illusion that

the set of research problems with which -we have been working for close t

to three years is a simple one.

There is, we belirie, no magic key to producing CETA puccess. Nor,
in fact, is there a simple definition of "success" in the -CETA setting.
We have been working with-d multi-fteted conception of 'success and continue

to believe that such a conception'makes sense.
/

We have conducted our research on CETA management and goal performadte

with three broad aspects of success in mind (these are adapted from

Fried, 1976):

1. Effectivenes4 in terms of goal achievement.

2.' Responsiveness in terms:of the congruence of the conteet of goals'

actually being pursued in programs with the content favored by individuals,

groups, and organizations to ulhom'the local program organizationwre
resp ble-In a formal sense. .(This Is a very large and diverse group i

the 111e of CETA: Congress, the Department of Labor, local officials,-s

the local citizenry.) . .

3. Qpenness in terms of ease cif access and scope of access for those
individuals, groups, and organizatiOns wlth interests at stakeoito the proc-

esses used for reaching a number of the decisions about how to maximize

'

both responsiveness and effectiveness.
', /

This concluding section contains three major parts: 1)1s presentation

of Ilk explanatory model that is empirically supportedby our findings;
2) a shcrrtT, summary,of, the principal. observed relationships;-and,3) recom-

mendations based of findings. ,

L
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'AN EXPLANATORY MODEL

We began our_reaearch with a very simple fodel that linked external.
-local conditions, local management decisions, and prime sponsor performlnce
(see Figure 1 on page 2). We supplemented this simple model with an -,

empirically.supported mode1.9f CETA implementation features based on our
earlier study of all Ohio prime sponsorships, (Ripley and others, 1977:56).
This model linked a number of features of local environmental constraints;
local economic conditions; national policy and fegional office activity;

'local decisionmaking Anfluence patterns; individual actor perceptions,
attitudes, and prefer4cdS1 program decisions; and-patterns of client:
service with each other.

7

We are now in aposItien to elaborate Figure 1 on the basis of'
findings that have received strong support from the variety of analyses
we have undertaken during the life of the present project. Figure 3
Presents a relatively detailed model of the relationships-that best explain
the nature of participants served and program performance for Title I at
the prime sponsorship level. j

MN,

' The broadert conclusion frod this study, underscored by Figure 3, is
that CETA at the local level is not a highly constrained system. Local
decision-makers, particularly very competent andvcommitted local profession-
al staff members, have a great deal of latitude to choose different options
as they deiign delivery,systems. They also have a great deal of influence
in determining who gets served and how well -the programs perform. -

In addition to the strong relationships that are portrayed in Figure 3
(which will be summarized below-after the presentation of a simplified
model) both the weak relationships and missing relationships are also
exifetely important because they-make clear the latitude open to local
decision-makers. Unemployment as a measure of local economic conditions
has been found to have -seortie shaping effect on local preferences, on program
mix, on the nature_of cilents served, and on the performance of programs:
But in no cases is the relationship deterministic, ox even overwhelmingly
strong. The unemployment situation provides a mild, to moderate constArint
that certainly must be taken into account by decision-makers, but the mild
constraints introduced by the unemployment situationlcknot alter the
basic fact that those decision-makers still'haVe a wide variety of different

1/4

options in designing and operatini their programs.
:

The history of local employment and training .pr rams in pre-CETA days
has certainly helped shape some lingering manpower pieferences, some
features of the manpower system (such as the identity of service deliverers),
and sole features'of program mix (tied to the identity of service deliver-
ersl, but the impact of that pre-7CETA'histbry ls fading. The three years
since the beginning of CETA at the local-level have,-even in many instances
in *hick there was a relatively well- developed manpower delivery system
fou categorical programs, witnessed a great deal of conscious, planned'
change. And,'of course, there are a number of prime Sponsorships in the
nation that 'did not have much:manpower activity.at all before CETA. In
those cases even the weak constraints of pfe-CETA conditions are not present.

/a

t
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FICL% 3: EvYWICALtY SUPPORTAOODEL OF RELATIGNSHIPS EXPLAINING NATURE OF PARTI
SERVED AND PROGRAM PERFORMANCE FOR TITLE OF CETA,IN PRIME SPONSORSHIP

e,

Local Economic
Conditions

(unemployment) .

Preferences, Priori-
, ties, and Commitments

of Influential Actors

ti

103

Charactttistics
of Participants

Served

i

10 OMEN 11 0111

,

Program Mix
(proportions of class-
mon training, OJT,

Work experience, PSE)

Prc:-rav Performance

L. &aural Achievement
of Local Coals'

2. Placements/Costs/
(Nor-positive
terminations)

Local tocralt!rent Docisichs el:cut Manpower System

1. Quality of Staff
2. '.,Quality of Data for aecisions

3: Quality of NOnitorini/Evaluation
4. Degree of 4,ubcontracting

5: Mode of Service IDeliverer Selection
6. Openness'of Decision System
7. Management of Conflict

m Strong ReIationships,r

Mildly\Constraiming'RelatiOnships

V
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Two relationships that are missing altogether from Figure 43 are also

of vital importance. These are relationships for which we tested but were
found not to bn Iwprr,_:,nt. The first of ,these important non-existent
relationihips is the fact that tle demcgraphic makeup of a. community does
not determine cile nature of thos4 whom the oprime sponsorship chooses to
serve. (There are, of course, a few commonsense lidits to this assertio :
a community c=ple ly devoid of Spanish-speaking citizens, for example,
obviously could no service Spanish-speaking citizens!) 'Given that the

dollar resources al ocated to prime sponsorships w 1 npt allow all of the
"eligible population o be served, the lage elem t of deliberate choice
-afforded prime sponsor ips becomes even more apparent and more important.

The second important missing relationship is the lack of impact of lie
aggregate nature ofparticipahts served on program performance. Programs

can perform just as well on the measures we used when they concentrate
on the relatively most disadvantaged part of thp eligible population as
when they gravitate toward the relatively least disadvantaged, who are
presumably "easier" to serve. ,We think the. "easier to serve/harder to
serve" distinction that appears both in some of the manpawe iterature

and certainly in the rhetoric of some manpower practitioners i often used

very loosely and as an illegitimate excuse for poorperforman

We do not deny that some people are likely to be easier to serve
thanfathersi but we have found no support for, the notion that the level of-
difficulty can be measured by aggregate demographic characteristic:v.,
Personal characteristics such motivation are, no doubt, important. Other

attribUtes, such as'minority sratus, might be important in a community in
which all potent/al employers/discrimihated heavily against minorities.
But the undeniable fact remains thaesome primes have chosen to serve the
most disadvantaged (es measured by features such as sex, ethnicity,
etonomic "status, welfare status, and education level)' and have performed
very well. Others have chosen to serve more of the relatively less
disadvantaged and have not done particularly well with their programs.

One'entire set pf relationships missing from Figure.3 could also
have considerable importance'. -This is the absence of any/consistent;
major impact of activities of the regional offices of Dom.. In part this

is because of the nature of CETA. But in large part ft is also because
of the nature of the questions on which the regional, offices have decided
to focus and on the style: training, and capaWitiek of the federal'
representatives (see Van Horn, 1977). As our recommendations later in
this section make clear, we do not think that such a relatively passive
role for the regional Wicei is either inevitable or desirable.

Figure 4 presend a simplified model of the relationships that explain

\:-111performance for Title I of CETA at the prime sponsorship level. Several
simplifications have taken place when Figure 4 is compaTed to Figure 3.
'First, the mildly,constraining factors and relationships have been removed:
Second, because aggregate characteristicl of participants served have
very little impact on performance as sured by general. achievement of

local goals and by a'variety of indirors of placement, costs, and
non-positive termination, it seems reasonable'to consider those character-
istics as another feature of program pe1Tormance.

.1
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FIGURE 4: SIIIPLIFIFD MODEL FOR EXPLLINISG PROGRAM PEI FORMANCE

FOR TITLE I OF (ETA IN, PRIDE SPONSORSHIPS
.1

V

Preferenc , Priorities,
and Comma fitments of

> Infential Actors,,

7

LOdal Management Decisions about
Mansower System

'1. Quality of Staff
2. Qualitrof Data for .Decisions
3. Quality of Monitoring /Evaluation

4. Degree of. §Ubcontracting

5. Mode of-Service Deliverer Selection
6: Openness of Decis on System
7.. Management of Con ict

Program Mix
(proportions cf class-
room training, 'OJT, work

eXpetience, PSE)

ProeraTr. PerfcrmanCe

1. Characteristics of Participants

/ Serve'
. \it

2. Gene.al Achievement of Local
Gcals

3., Placement/Cos 'Non-positive
terminatio.
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-Thefollowing brief t.-nary vE the principal fill:lir...as froM our researrh
is organisechftr.46-d the relationships portrayed by the four Strews in
Figure 4.

ttn-
*.F

SUMMARY OF PUNCIPAL OBSERVED RELATIONSHIPS .
.,...,_

The Irpact of Influential Actors' Preferences on Program Mix ''''''

/ . --"",.....*,

.1. Actors' preferences for different kindi,of programs had an impact
:en the program mix actually chosen. The more influential actors had their

/
('

preferences more nearly Satisfied than the less influential actors. This,
// finding is, perhaps, not profound, but it is reassuring to know that

program mix is not somehow determined by forces beyond the control of the
actors in the system..

The Impact of Influential Actors' Preferences on Program Performance

1. Actors' neferences about who getsserved in fact helps determine
who gets served. Again those with more influence-in the system in general
also get more of their preferences satisfied, in terms of the kinds of
CETA participants enrolled.

2. Staff members are more likely to achieve goals on which they put
higher priority than those on which they put a lower-priority. Commit-.
ent counts because, in fact, it signifies a willingness on the part of_

staff to take the necessary steps to make the fchievement of the higher
priority goals more likely.

4 -

...

3., Prime sponsorship staffs with stronger commitments to training
programs and placements will also be the most likely to have programs
that perform better,on the various placement and cost measures we have
used. . -

The Impact of Program Mix on Program Performance-

1. Ptiogram mix helps determine the nature of the participants who
will be served. Expenditure of Title I funds on PSE is associated
strongly with fewer economically disadvantaged and female participants.
Expenditure of Title I funds on classroom training is moderately related to
a -high proportion of service to the economically -disadvantaged."
Expenditure of Title I funds on work expeptence is moderately highly
related to.a high level of serviceto women. Other relationships are weak
and/or inconsistent over time.

2. Program mix also influences program performance. Specifically,
relatively high expenditures for and enrollment's its 0.4eHtlps produce
strong showings.on placement and cost indicators and also leads to some
improvement in the non-pdsitive termination rate. Relatively low expendi-
tures for and enrollments in work experience also help produce strong
perforSiance as measured by placement and cost indicators.

4
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'The' Impact of Local Hanagerent Decisiors on Frooram Pdrformance

This area is the one in which we have put much of our effort both
in terms of original data collection and in terms of analysis. lt is also
the area in wioach we have the most findings. The central-overarching
finding is that manAgement decisions, as we have defined them, do have
the potential for.improving program performance. By the.same token they
also hate the potential for contributing to deteriorating performance."'

1- High quality staff at all levels is associated with the ability of
a prime sponsor 'to set reachable goals, and attain them.

2. High quality staff at-all nvels is associated with good
-performance on placement and non- positive termination measures.

3. The use ol_good data for planning is associated with the making
and implementation of-tOnscious choices abbut what participants to serve.

4. The existence of high quality monitoring of programs within a
prime sponsorship helps Ieadto good performance as measured by placement
rates and cost ratios. '

5. The existence of high quality monitoring and evaluation has the
effect of helping reduce conflict between ¶rime sponhor staff and
subcontractors engaged in service delivery. The reduction of what is often
extraneous and unfocused conflict is assumed to help increase- service
delivery success over time.

6. A prime sponsorship. that relies entirely er alnlost entirely on
subcontractors for service delivery tends *set and achieve goals better
than a prime sponsorship that retains a considerable portion or all of
the system for in-house delivery.

'14

7. A prime sponsorship that relies extensively on subcontraOtors
for service delivery is more likely to-have good performance in terms' of
placement rates and costs than a.prime sponsorship that retains all,or a
sizeable portion of the system for in-house delivery.

4 8. If subcontracting for service delivery is done through some form
of a request=for-preposal, this will help increase the perceptions of the
actors in the manpower system that the proportion of "rational': decision,-
making Compared:to "political" decision-making is increasing. This
perception helps reduce unfocused conflict within the system.

9. Prime sponsorships with relatively open decision making proCesses
-will make more cOnscious.choices about what participants to serve than those
with less open decision-making processes.'

10. The existence of more open proceSses does not reduce conflict
but does help to sharpen and focus it an,relatively'important issues, such
as significant segments identified for'service and the relation of
sPecific deliverers ,o the achievement'of system-wide goals. Focused
conflict is related to conscious decisions about total system design.
Such decisions presumably will lead to a higher proportion of general
goal' achievement over time.
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11. ;conflict ilianaertent strategy that opts for totra avoidance of
overt conflict istlikely to increase unfocused conflict (it certainly will
not reduce it) is likely to decrease the chances that system design

1 decisions are =de 37_f-conrciously and after assessment of some alterna-
tives. A stray.2d.that seeks to shape conflict so ss to fOcus on important
decisions also seems likely to lead to more conscious decisions about
participaneS cod a higher degree of general goal achievement over time.

Our findings about the relation of.management decisions to program
perforTance are summarized in/Table 32. The table reports cases in which
our evidence supports assertions that specific aspects'of management have a
beneficial impact on several major elements of program performance. The f
empty cells tepresent one of two cases: either 1) relationships we'
tested but that were found not to be present'in either,direction, at least
using the analytical techniques we chose and the data we had available; or
2) relationships that may be present but for which we did not test.

Peduction of unfocused coiIlict is included on the table even though
we did not use it as a direct measure of performance in our research, ,

because we have observed that its presence helps deter goal achievement in
primes and its absence is beneficial. instrumentally to the achievement of
other goals.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The specific recommendations in this section are based on the findings
and observations contained in this report,,in out detailed reports on the
15 rational sites, and in our published monograph on CETA in Ohio
(Ripley and others, 1977). They are not merely generated from our own

-.'''values and opinions, although we have also tried to make those values
and opinions clear where appropriate. There are empirically supported
reasons for making-the specific recommendations we have chosen to make
and for believing that the adoption of them would promote-better CETA
performance.

Recommendations are offered in seven major areas: 1) service to the
disadvantaged; 2) level of commitment to training and placement; 3) open
decision-making at the local leVel; 4) monitoring and- evaluation; 5) subcon-
tracting and se vice deliverer selection; 6) business involvement in CETA;
and 7) organi d labor involvement in CETA.

The implementation of many of the recommendations that follow would,
of course, be the_ responsibility of'local prime sponsorships. But there

4 is also a definite and important role for the Department of Labor in the
improvement of CETA programs atd performance. We take the view that,
although CETA is a decentralized program administratively, it is still a

"(Trogram with national purposes. We think-that DOL can help define and
achieve those national purposes by timely and focused activities and
interventions. In order to be maximally effective, DOL must focus on those
goals imbedded in the statute that it can-reasonably hope to influence.,
Some of therecommendations that follow would involve day-to-day
activities of the regional-offices, some would involve the leadership of
the national office of ETA, Some would involve changes in the statute,
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Table 32: SUMMARY OF OBSERVED RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN MANAGEMENT DECISIONS AND PROGRAM PERFORM-At

Aspect of Management

Levelopment of a high
quality staff

Observed Beneficial Impact on:

Conscious Choice General Goal aon-Positive Reduction of -

of Participant Achievement Placement Termination Costs Unfocused

Priorities
Conflict

-X

mi.CO13ection and use Of

1, .gooddatafor planning
X tr.

Development of high
quality monitoring &
evaluation of programs

X X

High degree of subcontrac4
ting for service
delivery,lt

X

Use of,some.form of RFP
for subcontracting

Stress o.-1 an open deci-

sicn--e.king system

(incYuaing in involved'
edvisrlry council)

X
X

Conflict manag,_ment

strategy aimed at
focusing conflict rather
than avoiding it totally

X
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'and some would fnvolve priLiarily local activity.

specific actions of several different kinds. _

110

A number would require

We are not_arguip; for either re-centralization or re-categor Allion of

manpower progralis. 'le think that the decentralized adminis n of CETA

makes a good deal of sense, especially when accompanied limited, but .

importanc.leadership from DOL.

We Certainly do not see the utility of the expansioeof DOLactivity
-land requirements in all areas of CETA. Local desires and4references
should be respected in many areas. Focused leadership'frOm the Department
would involve more concentration on important national goals (for example,
service to the disadvantaged) and fewer demands on prime sponsors in
less important areas (for example, some grant proposal and reporting
requirements could be simplified and some areas of DOL monitoring.and
field assessments could be eliminated or at least reduced). .

We would also observe that many, in fact most, prime sponsorships
would welcome competent, Syste atic technical assistance from DOL in
the form of concrete advice o how best to enrage in meaningful labor A

market planning and how to t such pia : to program decisions. Even

good local staffs find it v y difficu to interpret planning data when
they are trying to develop- licies a, programs related to those'data.
Thus even good staffs often react only to data on the operations of their
CETA programs (intake, placements, and so on) in making prograt-adjustments
rather than also reacting to data on changes in the local labor market, '

DOL assistance in, this area, which would first require considerable
training of federal representatives, would be very valuable, even:to local
staffs that are already very competent. There would also be some upgrading
potential for'less good lbcal staffs in this kind of assistance. Given

the vital importance of high quality local staff to good program perfor-
mance revealed by our research,DO should consider making this,area of °'-

training for federal representatives a high priority.
f -

$

Service to the Disadvantaged .

4

The claimt_of some prime sponsors that 'they cannot serve the mast
disadvantaged and main in good levels of performance.can be rejected on
the basis of our evidelEe. High:levels of service to the disadvantaged and
good performance can go together.

.

.4
. ,

,

DOL has increasingly stressed service to the disadvantaged in CETA in
the last few years and has publicly worried about the tendencies of
many prime sponsorships to serve fwer disa vantaged. We think both
the emphasis and the concern are warranted. We hope,that all_prime.-,
sponsors will voluntarily adopt and pursue uch an emphatis, as snaky haye
already done. However,,when prime sponsorships are reluctant or,lunabli
to pursue this emphasis voluntarily, the De ?artment ofAithor has a number
of courses of actign it can folloWrto generate such an emphasis.

tl: Regional offices of DOL should examine more closely the agreement
betleen prime sponsors' participant service patterns and the actual heed
in the area during plan reviews and modifications, and then monitor the
performance of the prime sponsorships in achieving those plans. Under

.
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service to. the ecotomicalty disadv'ntaceA should 0: particular concern.
We at not sw;gcstino,, however, the necessity of a perfect correspondance
between universe of r2d and plaided Service. Given varying local goals,

/ there may be good re::--;ons to overstress one or more groups in terms Of
service cOmpar.:11 to presence in the universe of need. But decisions about 11

such emphas:93 should be conscious and should require explicit justification.
,

.

2. In order to_iTplement the first(recommendation effectively,'DOL
must take the lead in addressing'the-problem of data quality foi makihg
*judgnients about universe of nedt. ', . at

. ,
. AL

Relevant data'must, of course, be available' and interpretable at the
' 'local level if tie local officials and staff are going to be responsive

- to his.eftphasis. INI0 cad help the primes attack the data problem in
two ways: by mandaiingipliain kinds of data-collection and reporting and

e---dby aiding-in thevelo t of definitions and sources of goo4clata; 4
Primes could be required to report participant Characteristic data brOken
qaJn by major program component,' by service deliverer,, and by major
zeographical.subdivisionsin the prime sponsorship (including separate
program agents in the PtE programs). They could also be-,required to compile
longitudinal trend 'analyses of.a sibple chanter on chant6g participant ,'

characteristics by titles, programmponents, service deliverers, and
geographical areas and program agents. -,--

* . Prime spOnsorships that are mosreffectkveSn stressing disadvantaged
participants undertake such analyses on a routine basis and use the
results as a management tool. It enablea them.to exercise control of
what is, in many cases, a highly decentralizecrintake process. Decentral-
ized intake,,however, need normeanyncontrolled or random patterns of
partitipant service.'.

The-central conceptual problem DOL-should.addreSs is developinan
Ahoritative definition.of "universe of need." Once the definition is
.developed then ETA should work with the Bureau Of Labor Statistics, the
Employment Service, and the Bureau of the ,CenSus'to develop reliable and
useable data that would be routinely available for prime spdnsorship use in'
the planhingltpid operafion'of`their programs. Many prime spy hipi
are still in thedOsition essentially of-guessing about theicrlriverse ',---

ofvneed. And different krimed use very different definitions pf universe'.
of mead, often only,implicieyeas they address the igoblem.

ti

. Wefrealize that improving data forthis critical measurement in the
Y magnitUdetiabout which we are, talking will be costly. -.However, the most

effective management offioth-CETA and other, locallfr Implemented programs, 1,'"
cannot be achieved without !litter data for planning anti rOr measuring',
performance.

.

3. TrimeN should be given some incentives Or collecting and using
good data., Even dlear, requirements'in the regulations might not pioduce the
des4ed performance. the incentive structbre at pramteiten seems to
Oromote sloppiness and ,perhaps-deliberate'mpipulqi of numbers to
please or at least plarcaten.given federal iipreseutative or regional

. . < ,

-office.
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Sodt negativl incentives are implied b' the.first recommendation, above.
If DOL monitorik; orperfwasance in this area is serfoua and well-executed,-
primes not performIrg well might be 'subject to delays in funding, letters
to poliicai officials and advisory councils, and "jawboning" by DOL
officials..

But posive incentives should 'also be soughtoas they often work
better than negatiye incentivep. As,a beginning; a few pilot prime
sponsorships, ones that have alfeady shown some capability and leadernhip
in-the area of using good data to support an emphasis on disadvantaged
partiCipants,, cold be given some extra funds. These funds would pay for
Ara staff persona and/or time to develop the technigues of.data
management and analysis further and to demonstrate them tOrother primes
in their regions._ The Secretary could also'use discretionary money he
already has to reward prime sponsorships engaged in careful analyses of
universe of need and, more important, engaged most consistently in
serving national priority groups in that universe oE need.

'4. If added and consistent stress on disadvantaged participants is -

an important goal in CETA, then it could be strengthened by some spaRific
'changes in the irtatute:

a. Minimal levels of service to the'tqpnomieally disadvantaged
could be specified: fox` example, 75% of allyTitle I,participants for
very prime sponsorship and 50% of all PSE participants.

b. In the allocation formula, for Title I (section 103) "low-
income level" could be changed to "poverty level." Or, if that .change

would treat areas with large numbers of the "working poor" (thOse Who ate
'motivated to work but are stuck in unfairly low-paying deadend jobs in
the secondary labor marketSee, Doerfhger and Piore, 1975); both elements
Could be included in :the formula..

c. Also in the allocation formula, the relative weights of
nemployment, low-income level, and poverty level (if.used) could be
changed in favor of the latter two considerations. Careful projections
of the.impact of such changes should ha made before any final decisicns are
reached. Greater stress' on low-income or poverty could be expected to
increase allocatiind to rural southern areas, for example. In order- to in!
crease allocations tovolder cities, particularlY,in the northeast, the
formula might need to be changed so as ita reduce the 50% of the allodation
based on the previous year's allocation and simultaneously to increase
thejsrcentage bf the allocation based on the combination ofsunemploymefit .

*and low-income/poverty.

d. .The phrase'those0Nost in need" (section 105) should be
specified more precisely -- ideally in accord with some good definition
of universe of need for which data are available.

.

e. In the section of definitions in the Act that affect ,

eligibility for CETA services (section 701), a restrict*Ve definitiOn'of
economically-disadvantaged shouldibe included. For example, the povertv
level could be used, or a mix of low-income level and poverty level could
be used. The concept dt-Punderemployedy might be refined to address: the

. problems of the working poor (as definea abovei-tora explicitly. ,

13'
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"Unemployed" mLght (p.inliLied by addinggrperiod,of time wkich a
person has to be vnemployed to be eligible (for example, between 30 and 90
da0). UnempinyrA art underemployed. "pergons beloW the poverty level
woult of course st.:11 be eligible at any t,Eme. But those above the
pdVerty level would have to meet more Atringeftt criteria to be eligible.1°'

Level of no7^jtment to Training and Placement

The Department of Labor has recently shown an increased level of
commitment tr4 training and placement in CETA. Such commitment at tne local
level has been demonstrated in this report to have the desired payoff.
Therefore, we think that both the national and local commitmehots are
proper. In additfon to continued "jawboning." in favor of a stress -on
training and placement the following steps should be considered:

1. DOL should take the lead in providing the methodology for
developing more refined data useful in deciding for what pccupations
training should be offered and for how many people. A vague general
commitment to training may result in inappropriate training for jobs that
areuot really there or that'have been filled before many of the trainees
have completef their training Likewise, DOL should insist that program-
specific performance d4a be kept that could be used in making decisions
about creation, discotfinuance, and size of specific training modules.

.

2. Given the eff ec tiveneRs Of CUT but the relatively limited use of

ft, DOL might consider allocating a little incentive money to prime
sponsorships that are willing to increase their.OJT, stress in creative
ways, assuming, of course,ithat,analysis t d- determined_that the local
OJT market is not saturated.

3. Present DOI, discretionary money allocations might be more closely
and.specifically tied to high levels of commitment and/or performance
in the training and placement areas on the part of primes receiving it.

\\ This could include some PSE discretionary money that could-be set aside,
for primes that had developed t training component to their PSE programs.

4. The consortium incentive allocation could also be tied specifi-
cally to performirice in the training and"placement field by cOnsolitia
rather than simply given out automatically to contotia that geographically-_
encompass most of a labor market. There seems little point in giving
extra Title I funds to a consortium similky ab it can fund more work

44, experience programs or even divide up dCsizeable amount of the funds
among the partnets ,to.use for Title I PSE programs. If the Secretary's -

discretionto do this is not clear enough under the statute (section 103),
then the statute should be amended. Other programmatic criteria (such as

..comprehensivenes0 should alto be left as legitimate criteria by which.
the-Secretary can determine the amount of consortium funds to be allocated
in an given case. In an%event, there is no evidence in the literature
that ccilwFtia are automatically better in programmatic terms than other
priMes and therefore deserve an automatic add-on in their Title I alloca-
tions. 4

5. It has been found in another study (MDC, Inc., 1977) that, as

presently constituted, the 5% vocational edueition portion of the special
grants to governors (section 112 of the statute) is not very useful.

13 u
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If t proviaion is not-seapped a 1together, it might b2 made more useful
by tying the castributfc;n of the Money within states to an incentive

e formula that tioi'd 1.411 ,ard prime sponsornhips for their otm efforts in

the classroom trainiIg area. All or part of the money might also be
tied t6 suppv7i: skills centers in prime sponsorships, if they are
conAidered'useful training institutions that can be made responsive to
labor mpri:,f: changes. In a number of Ar sites we found evidence that
skills centers were being el-Peed or cut'back because they suffer-a
comparative disadvantago with public vocational schools, which receive both
state and local support.' s A prime sponsor pays the entire cost of a
slot in a skills c ter ut-only part of the cost at other vocational
education institutio

6,. The evidence is that 4% grants to governors are not used very
effectively in most instances and are often used simply to religve
specific prime sponsor costs Orbfor PSE (see IDG, Inc., 1977; and Ripley
and others, 1977). If it is politically necessary to leave these
grants, in the statute,'t least language could be added (section-103)
specifying legitimate,uses of the grant and tying those uses to training
activities.
1

7. In order to foster at leapt some emphasis on training in Titles
II and VII a provision_ hould be added to the statute requiring that some
small part ofthat money (perhaps'5% or 10%) be used for training. -

Simultaneous eliminatiOn of the Prbgram agent provisions (section 200
would also be useful in giVing the-prime's ponserShips.clear and'
unambiguous responsibility for the'administration of all money coming
through Titles II and VI.,

Open Decision-Making at the Local Level

Especially for purposes of focusing debate on pnblicissues and
.reducing unfocused ebate and suspicVms about'rigged decisions, an open

decision-making proceas at the local level is very Valuable. ,During

our field work uewitnessed and commented on several effective variations
of such a process. 4

The advisory council is at thelteart of an open decision-making.
process, although the procesi consists of'moie than simply having an
involved council.

2

f
In those prime sponsorships in which an active and influential council

was present one of two conditions'Asjikely;to exiil: either there was
a relatively high degree of harmonropa agreement abOut the shape of the
CETA, program or, even if agreementWis,not present, a process for dealing
with disagreement was, in place andjUnctioning and,most important, that

.

process was widely'regarded as legitimatel thus, solutions could be
repcSed that would leave even those'whose in'terests had been given less
attention with a feeling that a fair pnocesss.had been used._

In those primes in which- the Vvisory council' was not influential (even
if active in pro forma way) one ,of two situations was likely. Either e

there-Were unresolved conflicts that were harmful to atleast some aspects
of the program, or the staff felt it necessary to adopt a ve conservative

"13d
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attitude toatd their prostum. The conservative stance wqs adopted
because staff ielt that any changes or innovations might threateh someone
and the system did lot hhe aprocess widely recognized as legitimate
for dealing st the conflict that might ernpt ff change were proposed
or pursued. .

115

1. Our.first recOmmengation is very broad:L.It is simply that prime
sponsors without one consider seriously the merits of developing_an open
aecision4aking and planning process that has at least"the general
features indicated below. ,Regional office representatives tco,11.1 monitor
and give suggestiOns on the establishment of such a process, although
basically the initiative has to be local. Naturally, any given local
process will vary somewhat from any other specific local process because
of specific needs, conditioni, and-personalities. But the genetal
outlines of what we have-found to be very, useful have wide applicability:

a. The process needs to focus on the establishment and articu-
lation of local goals. Broalgoals should be considered first, and then
more specific goals involving Choices of program activities, significant
segments, and service deliverers can follow.

b. Whenever possible, meetings should be open and widely
publicized. Participation of interested persons from the'community
should be stimulated, not just tolerated.

41P

c. Data should be brought into disctissions in the public process
'by'staff. This will encourage the participants to deal with more than

' just rhetotic and to make choices at least in part on the basis of data
. and analysis.

d. The institutional core of the open decision process is -the
- relationship between the staff, political officials, and advisory council.
Staff and the council should interact on recommendations and decisions.
They then.can make their recommendations to the political officials.
This constrains political official choice to some extent, but also ,

offers protection to the political officials from-charges thaf they are
proceeding arbitrarily-- without reference either to data or to views of
interested parties.

e. The advisory council needs considerable encouragement and-
direction from staff, at feast until it is a self-confident, routinely
functioning part of the CETA system. Support consists primarily of staff
time and preparation and explanation of special data analyses readily
grasped by.a volunteer council.

Thq value of the open process outlined above is underlined by our
finding that prime 'sponsor staffs that use Orategies of complete conflict
avoidance often perpetuate the wealefeaturei of their Total program., The
open process is at the heart of a conflict management strategy that focuses
disagreement on important issues.

2. In addition'to local initiative in developing an open decision.
process (and regional office helpfulness and, when necessary, insistence
in promoting it), several amendments to the statute would'be,helpful:
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a .. a. It iyhould be specified (section 104) that the chairpersOn.of
the erivisor council cannot be dh elected official or professilialmanpbwer
staff mefber votkin; for the prime sponsor.

. ,

b. The responsibilities of councils fteconsidering alloCETA
plans'end activities, notlust Title I, should b Made clear (section 104).

The lani7lagT. used in.the 1976 TitletVI amendment (PL94-40, section 609) .

i might serve as a model for such expansion.
- ;

c. Service deliverers (subcontractors) should'be'prOhil;ited from
being voting matbeia of the council (section 104). The regulations prohibit
service deliverers from voting on their,pwn programs but we favor 'his
additional prdhibition and sftild be in the statute.

_- -

d. knew standard is urance should be required of prime sponsors
(section 105) that advisory councils All have ample time and notice to
consider proposed plans and .major Miodificatior in those plans for all
titles.

Monitoring and Evaluation

8
.14 Monitoring at the local level is both feasible in all prime sponsorships
and is essential to program management that helps lead to better
performance. Evaluation is more complicated and is presently feasible only
in different forms in different prime sponsorships~ Ultimate/y, we think

it has a great deal to contribute to management that leads to better
performance, but we certainly would not claim it is a cure-all or that
it is easy. Good monitoring and evaluation have also been shown to reduce
debilitating conflict betWeen prime sponsor staff and service deliverers,
an important precondition for making cooperative programmatic.improvements:

1. Esseq,tial features of a good lions ring system thaoshould exist
in all prime'dsponsorships are specified b law. Regional offiCe

representatives should be trained to offe specific help in establishing
or improving such systems."They should also carefully assess performance
of these systems.

a. The local Management Information System should be supportive
of monitoring. This means,, above all, that the emphasis in developing
MS be placed on developing a system that is able to be understood, and
used by all of the staff members dealing with monitoring.

b. Monitoring entails poth on -site. visits and desk reviews of
reports. A standard report formlvill often not be appropriate-for
all programs, and variants should be developed when necesiary.

c. All programs and deliverers should be monitored routinely.

d. Monitoring needs to be died to corrective actions or ft is
a waste of everybody's time.

N--
e. Feedback to those monitored should be maximized and should

be given in the spirit, of helpful (but forceful)octechnical assistance.

141 it,
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2. Evaluation of a sptcific, technical nature should be undertaken

only when so critical precoaitions are met:

a. There is c,auine competence in the staff to undertake

evaluation.

b. There are clear local goals that give meaningful context to
the evaluation activity.

c. There are definite plans-Nr using the evaluations in subse-

quent. decision-making. *

3. Ideally, the results" of evaluations should be made public in the

context of the open decision process described above.

Subcontracting an rvice Deliverer Selection

1. Because CETA delivery systems that are all or mostly subcontracted
tend to perform better in terms of general goal achievement and specific

performance measures than other systems, prime sponsordhips and the
Depsrtment of Labor should Tromote this kind of delivery, although we

ilb
realize/it is not completely appropriate in every local situation.

Mixed systems- -with, substantial in-house components co-existing with
major subcontractors--are particularly diffi941t to manage in large
prime sponsorships, because competitors usally believe (often with
justification) that the in-house components receive favored treatment.
This ii'not necessarily the case in smaller prime spOnsotships. There

it may be possible to retain'one or a few specific major components of

the system for in-house operation without creating serious problems.

'2. Where subcontracting is used, same-form of competition for
designation as service deliverers is healthy and likely to enhanCe both

management potential and-deliverer performance. That form need not be

an elaborate, annual, forme]. RFP process for all program components.-

There are. any variants to an RFP "spirit" that can be tailored to local

conditions'. An RFP Process, of whatever specific form, is likely to have

additional utility if it is tied'both to perfoiMance contracting and-to
'the open decision process described above.

Business Involvement in CETA

There is only limited hard evidence that business involvement in CETA

has resulted in better program performance. But there it at leadt scatter-

ed evidence, both in this report and elsewhere. And there are good

theoretical reasons for expecting. that, in the longifun, business involve-

ment could be 'very helpful in the sense of opening positions for CETA

participants (see Blair, deMik, and Doggette, 1976). The lack of-

evident impact is, at lesSt in part, because there has been so little
-business involvement to date. Most prime-sponsorships, even very good

ones, have not developed a well-rounded strategy for attracting-and

retainin i ortant business involvement.

1. Our general recommendation in this area is that prime sponsor staff,

should develop and i'mplement strategies for involving business.-.Several-
specific first steps on the part of staff members seem feasibleand

.
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potentiallNuraffll: n) to flake rt:re that ti--!re is a :A.%:2-ble number of

business rcp-Heut,tiveo (n the advisory council 0o. w411, in fact, attend
and participate;'b) to ur7e politica4 officials to use thpir contacts in
the business co-imunity to promote Some interest in CETA; c) to work with
individuals from the business .community in developing otcdpatfonal forecast
surveys; and d) to publicize successful CETA place-tents already made in the
private sect -r.,

Organized Labor Involvement in CETA

There is even less labor involvement than businessythvolvement is CETA
at present. Thus there is certainly no evidence that it is "nece-Isary"
for CETA success in a statistical sense, However, given'union control over
job entry in some trades, it Sakes sewn to make at least the following
minimal recommendation in this area.

41,

1. Prime sponsor staffs in heditly unionized areas Aould, with the
encouragement and assistance of DOL, attempt to get serious union
involvement in CETA. At a concrete level, the.possibility of using
some CETA funds for apprenticeship or pre-apprentice programs should be
explored veiy carefully.
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APPENDIX A: SUMBARY Cr LOCAL GOALS AIrD COAL ACEIEVEMOT,
15 SELECTEDIPRIMB SPOLCCPSHUS

Primn SoonsorshI2

Connecticut
Balance of State 1. Place clienta in unsubsidized-privatn

employment

Goal

2. rar.itai7e use of Title I mo,1-7 slot
for clessroom training and OJT

3. Im?rove coordination wi;-1, ES

4. Offer services to designated signi-
ficant segments

Lowell Consortium, 1. Hold deliverers responsible for
Masbachusetts performance and build a manpower

system in the process

(:Jefr:41

tn Gc.:11

Llikott,:y high_

Hi3h
(early !linos)

Moderate

High

2. Control and manage politis related
to CETA High

3. Involve the private sector (business
and labor) heavily

PO

4. Achieve high rates 'of placement and
retention in the private sector Moderately high

5. Put e?ctial stress on sekving the,,
4 Spanin-Arerican coamunity - High-
,

Cvmberl'IA .1. MuiTize conflic;:, maximize co-1
County, N.J. rolatims, and maximize centralized

vog-mcmatic control High

Eata'Aish and maintain a high de' ree
of decategorizAtion and compxchen-

-- -sivcncss . Rill

3. Coordinate CETA with other nommunity
and social service agepcien and elforts Iliiet

4. Servli ter/Tsaim:117 traeutplt,yrd he143 of

houln:told with Title II atzd use Title
VI for public works projects High

5. Achieve high placement rates Moda,-Ate
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Prima Sponsorship

Yonkers, N.Y.

Degree of Success
Goal in k;hirldniCiiAL

1. Estell(sh a-comprehensiv, well-.
struetured delivery syetem

2. Enhance the self-sufficiency of clientok

3. Serve most needy participants

4. Place participants in unsubsudized
,fro

jobs

5. Service pignificant segments

ti! fh

Moder P .

N.14-!rotg

6. Create and maintain a centraliz.,d uAit
for manpower services High *

7. 'Control performance of delivarera :TAO
-,

8. Improve job development 'Trate,

Wilmington, Del. 1. Place clients in unsubsidized employment

2. Improve the program performance of
contractors Moderate

Luzern? County,
Pennsylvania 1. Create and maintain decategprizei

and comprehensive system High

Z. Achieve County eontrol of prograza High.

3. Serve significant segments Male-rate

4. Achieve high placement rate in the
priLe sector - Modcrate

5. Cut coots

6. Trktnsition PSE employees to per.mcnent
jobs

Birmingham Area 1. Increase potential 'for job placement Moeerate

Manpower Cart., (very tiliPad goal)

Alebsaa

r

111

2. Serve target groups

3. 'Avoid conflict
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Prism Sponsorship

Cumberland
County, N.C.

Duluth,, Minn.

Coal

1. Maximtze the amount of CETA menu spent

\''''--,-

on 67xect employment and traiaing
services for clients _

Arkansas
Balance of State

- Dallas Co-inty

-Con'orZinm,
Texas;

2. Serve those most in need, especially
low income and minority persons

3. Place people in permanent employment
0

1. Provide more effective tralnfng

2. Provide income maintenance to keep
/work force intact

3. Serve target groups set nationally

411
4. Assure necessary liaison with various

agencies and groups for improving
programs

5. 'Promote economic development

1. Enhance the employability of every
citizen and insurethat every citizen
has an opportunity for ajob

2. Assist local governments to achieve a
'high degree of control in planning
and using federal manpower dollars

1. Place clients in permanent, unsub-
sidized employment

Petrce of Seccess
in Aehle-(7-,0 CoP1

(very

2. Help improve general econcraic situation

3. Improve the subcontracting procers
de

4. Develop nontraditional trdining programs
for women

5.- Develop linkages with other social
services agencies

Mi,,.:rately high

Vederatcl%tow

High

Moderately high

-Low
ambitious- goal)

Moderately Iow
overall *

Moderately high
(a npw"goal)

. Moderately lnw

Low (very brold)

MPdorate

Moderately high

Mode::ate

Th13 is an unreachable goal as a whole. There has been an to
I

r:;on pdt;:crn of

adlievement on vp4cific components. The degree of success ha4 becnireldt.;vely
high on a few Components.
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Prime Sponsorship

Central Iowa Re-
is gional Association.

of Local
Governments

Drnver,

Colorado

Sacramento-Yolo
Consortium, Cal.

1(4-1-f3:7,7'.1cmioh

Ma-;i3a7c7 .

Cur%.,.Urnshinin

Go:al

1. 'Cre,-Ao a professional, efficient.

staff

. Serve the greatest number:bf eligible
clients with the greatest need

1. Serve those moat in need with
available resources

2. Achielie high'rates of placement and
.'retention in unsubsidized private
employment

3. Build an integrated manpower system
that is cost effective 4

1. Improve quality a#R credibility of
central manpower staff

41.

2. Retain commitment to training activities

3. Streamline and rationalize delivery- .

system

4. Make prograM decisions on basis of
good data

5., Increase number of placements

6. Increase quality of jobs in which
placements are obtained

1. Preierve the existing consortium
arrangement (anal ,delivery systlm)..'

2.. Serve those most in need in the
target population (stress on
economically disadvantaged).

3. Improve the existing delivery systo
incremecitally (wort: toward a compre-'*

Thensive system).

4. Place indivfduals in' unsubsidized Sobs.
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Degree of Succesn
111Ilc1tic..-51r.g Co4.1.

(beginning stages)

--a r,..A.7 goal

Low

Moderate

Moderate
(early stage):

Lob (new-goal)

Moderate

Lai/ (neie .goal)

'Low (new goal)

Moderately low

Moderate.

High

High

Mock-ate

Modiratel7 low
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